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Abstract
The middle-income trap (MIT) refers to the state that middle-income economies have
found it challenging to upgrade to reach the high-income stage over an extended period.
Overcoming the MIT has long been discussed as an important social issue, notably in
Southeast Asia. One major problem in addressing the MIT is directly linked to fewer job
opportunities and an unstable income. Promoting industrialization has been the most
efficient way to solve the problem. However, little previous research has been conducted
on the influence of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and the
international competitive index (ICI) in connection with the barrier issue of
industrialization. Tran’s economic development stage model and the industrial
development model were used to examine the predictive relationships between the
economic development stage and education levels. Using secondary data compiled
between 1999 and 2018 primarily from the World Development Indicators and the UN
Comtrade Database, and multiple linear regression modeling, the strength of secondary
education predicting the percentage change in R2 variance in the MIT and ICI was
evaluated in nine Asian economies. Using log transformed data, secondary education
alone was not found to be a superior predictor (F [1, 168] = .124, p = .725) for the MIT
and (F [1, 175] = .147, p = .702) for the ICI respectively. Tertiary education was found to
be a significant predictor in both models (F [1, 168] = 43.09, p = .000) and (F [1, 175] =
7.12, p = .008) respectively and is thus a major factor in escaping the MIT and upgrading
the ICI. Positive social change emanates through continued policy support of advancing
education as a means to escape the MIT and to promote advancements of the ICI.
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1
Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study
While the world economy has greatly advanced since World War II, a number of
economies have struggled for growth, prosperity, and development. The World Bank
(2007) has paid close attention to the strategy of how to overcome the middle-income
trap (MIT) in many parts of the world. Previous studies have revealed the MIT to be
potentially one of the most significant social problems in the world. While proposals to
overcome this phenomenon have been introduced from various perspectives, little
research has been conducted on the impact of the rate of enrollment in secondary
education on the MIT. Notably, expanding secondary enrollment rates needs to be
examined statistically, and the effect of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the
MIT in Southeast Asia must also be clarified. Therefore, an initial research gap concerns
the impact of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT.
Another research problem is the lack of research on the influence of secondary
education on the international competitive index (ICI) for industrialization in Southeast
Asia. Along with the importance of the enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary
education, the influence of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT needs
to be addressed as the second research problem. The potential positive implications of
this study for social change are therefore to address the most significant issue
constraining socioeconomic development and education in the developing world. Also,
the possibility of promoting industrialization by enhancing the ICI is another potential
contribution. In accordance with this perspective, I will discuss the influence of
enrollment rates in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI in Southeast Asia.
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Background of the Study
First, in reviewing theoretical understandings of the mechanism of economic
development, Lewis (1954) suggested the concept of a “dual economy” featuring
traditional (agricultural) and modernized (nonagricultural) sectors, observing the process
by which the labor surplus made available in the traditional sector is transferred into the
industrial sector, promoting industrialization; he identified this process as the “turning
point” (p. 164) for the developing world. In reaction to this model, Rostow (1956)
suggested five stages of economic development in his study, leading from “traditional
society,” to “the pre-conditions of take-off,” “take-off,” the “drive to technological
maturity,” and finally “high mass consumption” in one nation. Based on these economic
frameworks, Tran (2016) formed his own framework, describing stages of economic
development over time. Building from such key terms as Lewis’s “turning point” and
Rostow’s “take-off,” Tran formulated a transition from low-income to lower-middle
income, higher-middle income, and high-income stages. The crux point in his framework
is that many economies reach a plateau in the middle-income range, falling either into the
lower-middle income trap (LMIT) or the higher-middle income trap (HMIT),
respectively (Tran, 2016). This perspective considers economic development in terms of
industrial development, which should be intensified further to escape the MIT. In 2008,
there were 101 middle-income economies in the world, while only 13 economies and
regions have achieved the high-income level (World Bank & PRC, 2012). Thus, most
economies have found it difficult to upgrade their income levels and have in fact been
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trapped in the middle-income stage over the past 40 years (World Economic Forum,
2014).
For the MIT to be overcome, promoting industrialization has been seen as one
significant contributor to upgrading the national level of income. In reviewing the
development of industrialization in East Asia since the 1960s, the successful shift from
import-substituting industrialization to export-oriented industrialization eventually served
as the catalyst for “the Miracle in East Asia” (World Bank, 2007). Notably, in examining
the shift of the international division of labor, the changes in factor endowment
conditions that take place during economic development have corresponded to a
structural transformation of comparative advantages. Until a shift from labor-intensive to
the capital- and technology-intensive industries has been made successfully, the MIT will
persist. The flying goose pattern of industrialization offers a theoretical framework to
explain the catch-up process among the least-developed nations, describing the
progressive shifts from importing products from overseas, to import substitution, then to
exporting products (Kojima & Ozawa, 1985).
For such a framework to be feasible, cyclical enforcement of international
competitiveness in the industry must take place, leading to the catch-up industrialization
(Watanabe, 2012). In this catch-up process, three skill levels of workers, namely “low
skill,” “medium skill,” and “high skill,” correspond to the successive stages of economic
development, so that the predominantly “low-skill intensive industry” economy gives rise
to the “medium-skill intensive industry” and finally the “high-skill intensive industry”
among high-income nations (Tran, 2016). In other words, to enhance their international
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competitiveness, middle-income economies need to develop the skill levels among their
manufacturing industry labor force in particular.
To enhance the skills of workers and promote industrialization to overcome the
MIT, further educational opportunities should be provided. Schultz (1971), for example,
analyzed the impact of education on economic development performance. Observing
both agricultural and manufacturing development, Schultz saw that the development of
human capital through education and training enables the labor force to improve in
numeracy and literacy, achieving new job opportunities, improving their income levels,
and reducing poverty. In addition, investigating the relationship between national income
and education levels, Psacharopoulos (1985) estimated the social and individual return to
investment in education using four stages consisting of lower, lower-middle-, highermiddle, and high-income groups and then suggesting the potential implication that the
middle-income economies need to have opportunities for secondary education to develop
a skilled labor force.
However, according to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), due to insufficient budgetary and human resources allocated to
education (UNESCO, 2012), creating educational opportunities would require further
educational investment among the middle-income economies (Kuroda & Yokozeki,
2005). Lewin and Caillods (2001) have stressed the importance of investment in
secondary education in connection with the further development of East Asian economies
from the 1970s to the 1980s in terms of growing export-orientation, along with the need
to use new technologies in education. These authors have emphasized the importance of
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investing in secondary education to develop abstract thinking and adaptability, which
contributes to the development of the skilled labor force required in both industrial and
service sector production processes.
Of course, the skill requirements of the labor force are different in LMIEs and
HMIEs. Indeed, most middle-income economies have achieved the highest educational
enrollment rates, at least both in East and Southeast Asia. All six LMIEs and HMIEs,
including Thailand, Malaysia, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, and the Philippines, have
achieved a net enrollment rate of at least 90% for primary education, while the proportion
enrolled in secondary education still needs improvement, averaging approximately 60%
to 77% outside of China (World Bank, 2020). The completion rate for secondary
education has reached a higher figure of around 85% to 100% in each country (World
Bank, 2020). Finally, as for enrollment in higher education, these economies have a
percentage ranging from 25% to 45% (World Bank, 2020). Eventually, due to insufficient
budgetary and human resource allocations (UNESCO, 2020), additional educational
opportunities need to be created in both HMIEs and LMIEs (Kuroda & Yokozeki, 2005).
In summary, the literature review has revealed that although East Asia has
achieved significant economic progress in relation to the world economic outlook, the
MIT has persisted, as discussed by Gill and Kharas (2007). Also, given the abundance of
middle-income economies, the World Bank has classified these countries statistically into
two groups: HMIEs and LMIEs. Means to overcome the MIT should therefore be
discussed from multiple perspectives, as the issue represents one of the most significant
global social problems. Given the importance of promoting industrialization, enhancing
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international competitiveness through the improvement of the skills of laborers has at
least been identified as an issue (Tran, 2016). Specifically, a review of the socioeconomic
history of East Asia in the 1970s and 1980s has shown expanding secondary education to
be a significant catalyst for economic development (Lewin & Caillods, 2001). However,
the opportunities for secondary education require further enhancement based on such
educational indexes as the net enrollment rate, especially in the LMIEs and HMIEs.
Problem Statement
Certain parts of the world have seen higher achievement in growth and prosperity
over many decades. Notably, East Asian economies, including Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, and China, have achieved significant development since World War II (Perkins,
2013). Nevertheless, further development, growth, and social welfare need to be
promoted elsewhere in Southeast Asia. The importance of escaping the MIT as defined
by Gill and Kharas (2007) has long been emphasized by international organizations,
including the Asian Development Bank (ADB, 2017) and the World Bank (2018). Gill
and Kharas have classified all countries in the world into high-, middle-, and low-income
groups according to various indicators and proposed the concept of the MIT in 2006.
Applying the concept of a “trap” as “a dangerous or unpleasant situation which you have
got into and from which it is difficult or impossible to escape” (Cambridge Dictionary,
2020, Range 2), they applied this definition to the case of middle- and low-income
economies, those that have found it difficult to reach high-income levels accompanying
growth and shared prosperity. Southeast Asian economies, in particular, including
Vietnam, Indonesia, and the Philippines, have been ranked as lower-middle income
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economies for 10 years or more. Indeed, the data revealed that 101 middle-income
economies in the world in the 1960s, only 13 economies and regions achieved the highincome levels in 2008 (World Bank & PRC, 2012). Most countries have thus found it
difficult to upgrade national income levels, thus having fallen into the MIT over the past
40 years (Tran, 2016). Also, given the wide range of situations among the middle-income
economies, the World Bank (2007) classified them into HMIEs and LMIEs. From this
discussion, the urgent question of how to overcome the MIT emerges as a key social
problem to be addressed. Remarkably, one of the key issues in addressing the MIT is
linked to the opportunity for securing employment and increasing the individual income.
In this study, I aim to observe the hidden culprits of factoring the MIT, ultimately
informing public-policy changes in escaping the MIT, notably in Southeast Asia.
Existing research has shown that promoting industrialization would be the best
way to escape the MIT (Huang et al., 2018) in securing the opportunity for employment
and enhancing the productivity for income increase. In reviewing growth and prosperity
among Asian economies since the 1950s, industrialization has clearly contributed to
economic development, increasing the productivity of capital while also enhancing
human capital development through training and education, especially from the 1960s to
the 1980s (Perkins, 2013). During the industrialization process, labor-intensive industries
have been replaced by capital-intensive industries, thereby leading to a rapid
accumulation of labor and capital and increases in income levels (Watanabe, 2012). From
this perspective, industrialization can be considered a significant catalyst for promoting
economic development and overcoming the MIT in Southeast Asia.
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The flying geese pattern of industrialization offers a theoretical framework to
explain the catch-up process for the least-developed nations, describing the trajectory in
East Asian economies from importing products from overseas to import substitution to
then exporting products (Watanabe, 2012). For this framework to be feasible, Ohno
(2009) has stressed that international competitiveness must be enforced cyclically in
these industries, leading to catch-up industrialization. For international competitiveness
to be enhanced, improving the skills of the labor force should be a key priority.
Promoting secondary education can therefore assist developing countries to increase the
number of skilled workers in manufacturing industries, leading to further industrialization
and contributing to economic growth in the developing world by enhancing national
international competitiveness through labor skills, especially given the economic history
in East Asia (Lewin & Caillods, 2001; Meyer & Hannan, 1979).
To improve the skills of workers and promote industrialization to overcome the
MIT, additional educational opportunities should be provided. Schultz (1971) analyzed
the impact of education on economic development in developing countries.
Psachalopouros (1985) made the more specific assertion that middle-income economies
need to create opportunities for secondary education to develop skilled workers through
their studies. Indeed, most middle-income economies have reached the highest levels of
enrollment in East Asia. Reviewing the trends of enrollment and completion rates at
primary, secondary, and higher education levels in several Asian economies in 2015, the
six LMIEs and HMIEs have achieved 90% net enrollment at the primary level (World
Bank, 2020). On the other hand, further improvement is needed in the proportion of
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secondary education in the five economies other than China, despite the higher
completion rate at the secondary level with the figure of 85% to 100% (World Bank,
2020). Finally, as for the enrollment of higher education, these economies have recorded
approximately 25% to 45% (World Bank, 2020). Given the insufficient resources
currently allocated to education, including both budgetary and the human resources
(UNESCO, 2020), promoting educational opportunities needs to be made a higher
priority both in HMIEs and LMIEs (Kuroda & Yokozeki, 2005). Based on the scholastic
disciplines and observations, two research problems have been identified for this study.
First, the role of expanding secondary education in promoting industrialization
and contributing to economic progress should be clarified. Previously, Lewin and
Caillods (2001) stressed the strong connection between investment in secondary
education and development in East Asian economies from the 1970s to the 1980s, with
the use of technology on behalf of the human capital investment to set the preconditions
for export-oriented development. These authors emphasized the importance of investing
in secondary education, as the skills of abstract thinking and adaptability contribute to the
formation of the skilled labor that is increasingly essential in both industrial production
and the service sectors. Krugman (1994) also stressed that improvements in the
educational level of the workers, as well as capital growth, were the key contributors for
the dramatic growth of certain Asian economies, rather than technological change.
Nevertheless, far less research has been undertaken concerning the impact of the
secondary education enrollment on the MIT. Despite the other possible factors
contributing to the MIT, this educational aspect has not been observed and analyzed in
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previous studies. Statistical measures of the expanding enrollment rate at the secondary
level need to be developed, while the effect of the enrollment rate in secondary education
on the MIT in Southeast Asia must also be determined. Therefore, the first research gap
to address in this study is the impact of the rate of enrollment in secondary education on
the MIT.
Second, international competitiveness, especially the skill level of the labor force,
needs to be further promoted for industrialization (Tran, 2016). In particular, LMIEs and
HMIEs need to improve the skill of workers in manufacturing industries, but the
opportunities allowed for the labor force to pursue secondary education have not been
satisfactory (Lewin & Caillods, 2001). Psacharopoulos (1985) also suggested that
middle-income economies need to create opportunities for secondary education to
develop a more skilled labor force. Therefore, the other research problem is that the
influence of secondary education on the ICI for industrialization in Southeast Asia has
not been discussed. Along with the importance of the enhancement of the enrollment rate
in secondary education, the influence of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the
ICI for industrialization needs to be addressed as a second research problem.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this study are to contribute to overcoming the MIT and to
promote further industrialization through an examination of the enrollment rate in
secondary education, clarifying the influence of enrollment in secondary education on the
MIT and the ICI, notably in Southeast Asia, by using the multiple linear regression
analysis of whether the R2 increase in the dependent variables (DVs) of the Gross
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National Income (GNI) per capita, and the ICI was significant. This study will contribute
to elucidating the hidden culprit of difficulty in overcoming the MIT and promoting the
ICI addressed as the research problems. While Otsuka (2014) and Lewin and Caillods
(2001) have stressed the significance of expanding secondary education in promoting
industrialization and leading to economic progress, far less research has been conducted
on the impact of secondary enrollment on the MIT. Additional statistical work on
enrollment rates in secondary education needs to be carried out, and the effect of
secondary enrollment on the MIT has still not been clarified in the context of Southeast
Asian development and needs to be clarified.
In addition, research on the impact of secondary education on the ICI is
substantially lacking in the context of industrialization in Southeast Asia. Therefore, the
relationship between the ICI and the enrollment rate in secondary education was
quantitatively examined for the purpose of invoking the ICI construct by employing
several conceptual frameworks relevant to the industrialization. This study can contribute
to the research purposes by quantitatively evaluating the impact of enrollment rates in
secondary education as a predictor for MIT and the ICI in the Southeast Asian society, an
unstudied factor. More importantly, for practice, my findings can be valuable as potential
applicability to the transformation of policy relevant to the MIT and the ICI for further
development in Southeast Asia and generalizable to other underdeveloped regions. In
these ways, this study can be contributive to achieve the purposes.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses
Research Question (RQ)1: Will enrollment rates in secondary education predict a
statistically significant percent change in the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
Controlled variables:
1. Governance: The index of governance indicators including transparency in
policymaking, efficiency in administration service, investment environment,
and rent seeking from World Governance Indicators (2020) were employed as
the continuous variables.
2. Industrialization: The value added of manufacturing (% of GDP) from World
Development Indicators (2020) was employed as continuous variables.
3. Labor market: The labor force participation rate (% under aged 15-24) from
World Development Indicators (2020) was employed as continuous variables.
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4. Infrastructure: Logistics performance index: Quality of trade and transportrelated infrastructure (1 = low to 5 = high) from World Development
Indicators (2020) was employed as continuous variables.
IVs = The net enrollment rate in primary and secondary education and the gross
enrollment rate of tertiary education were employed as the continuous variables.
*** Net enrollment rate: The rate of students under the designated age enrolled at
primary and secondary education per % from World Development Indicators
(2020).
*** Gross enrollment rate: The rate of students regardless of the designated age
enrolled at tertiary education per % from World Development Indicators
(2020).
DV = MIT: GNI per capita (Atlas Method, US$) from World Development
Indicators (2020) were employed as continuous variables.
RQ2: Will the enrollment rate in secondary education predict a statistically
significant percent change in the R2 variance in the Southeast Asian ICI composite scores
more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor force participation
and the manufacturing employment rate?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
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H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
Controlled variables:
1. Labor force participation rate: The labor participation rate of men and women
with persons aged 15 and older from the World Development Indicators
(2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
2. Employment rate of manufacturing industry: The employment rate of
manufacturing of men and women (% out of GDP) from the World
Development Indicators (2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
IVs = The net enrollment rate of primary and secondary education and the gross
enrollment rate of tertiary education:
*** Net enrollment rate: The rate of students under the designated age enrolled at
primary and secondary education per % from the World Development
Indicators (2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
*** Gross enrollment rate: The rate of students regardless of the designated age
enrolled at tertiary education per % from the World Development Indicators
(2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
DV = ICI (UN Comtrade Database, 2020) was used as the continuous variables.
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework refers to a specific theory regarding the perspective of
human effort that is useful to the study of events based on previous theories in the
existing study that have been examined and justified by other researchers (Dickson et al.,
2018). With this definition, in this study, five theoretical frameworks were employed in
helping me signify the two research purposes of this study, show the connection among
key variables and the relation to the research approach and purposes, and contribute to
the formulation of my theoretical frameworks.
First, the three frameworks by Psacharopoulos (1985), Schultz (1971), and Tran
(2016) helped signify the first research purpose of contributing to escaping the MIT by
clarifying the influence of enrollment rates in secondary education on the MIT in East
Asia from the perspective of economic development and interacting with other
development issues relevant to MIT, including the contribution of labor productivity in
manufacturing industries and individual skills development to industrialization with
larger and broader scales. Second, the other two frameworks by Ohno (2009) and Tran
(2016) helped me frame the second research purpose of elucidating the influence of
enrollment rates in secondary education on the ICI in the context of industrialization in
East Asia. These frameworks can potentially contribute to enhancing the education policy
for industrialization in practice from the aspect of human capital development in the
middle-income economies in the long run.
Relating to the first purpose of this research, to clarify the influence of enrollment
rates in secondary education on the MIT, the three frameworks helped frame the
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quantitative research design in clarifying the significance of pursuing the relationship
between the MIT and the enrollment rate in secondary education. The human capital
development model elaborated by Schultz (1971), the return to investment in education
by income-level as suggested by Psacharopoulos (1985), and the stages of economic
development set out by Tran (2016), were each highly relevant. Specifically, the essential
prepositions of these frameworks, which are the significance of human capital
development for economic growth through education in the developing countries, the
implication of further investment in secondary education for individual and social return,
and the conceptual clarification of the MIT under economic development stages, can help
me justify the significance of elucidating the relationship between the MIT and the
enrollment rate in secondary education through the quantitative analysis, thus grounding
this study. Therefore, the three frameworks helped me find the connection of the key
variables of the enrollment rate in secondary education with the MIT. In this way, I used
these three models as to follow an econometric approach to quantitatively analyze the
relationship between secondary enrollment rates and the MIT by achieving the first
research purpose.
Moreover, these three frameworks impacted this study to interpret the
significance of overcoming the MIT by enhancing the enrollment rates at the secondary
level. Thus, these frameworks enabled me to examine the influence of the secondary
enrollment rate on the MIT by using Southeast Asian economies as cases, ranging from
LMIEs to HMIEs. These frameworks revealed a relationship between the stages of
economic development and the education levels that should be attained to achieve income
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growth conceptually, according to theory. For workers to enhance productivity and the
quality of their labor, primary education is no longer sufficient for industrial
requirements; the importance of secondary education can further be signified.
Specifically, the LMIT might be overcome through expanded lower secondary education.
Meanwhile, for the HMIT, the promotion of science and technology and of innovation
(Tran, 2016) may require enhanced secondary education, notably upper secondary
education. This may be essential to reaching the high-income level that Lewis (1954) had
suggested might be the “turning point” toward modernization (industrialization). The
framework developed from these perspectives thus plays a significant role in reflecting
the importance of improving educational opportunities to accompany increases in
national income. These three frameworks demonstrate the relationship to the first
research question regarding the impact of the enrollment rate in secondary education on
the MIT.
In addition, these three frameworks can interact with other development issues
relevant to the MIT, including the contribution of labor productivity in manufacturing
industries and individual skills development to industrialization. Tregenna (2011) has
shed light on the pathways to industrialization in some developing countries by gaining
insight into labor productivity in manufacturing. The author offered support for robust
industrial policies to create more opportunities for employee training from a human
resource management perspective (Tregenna, 2011). UNESCO (2012) also reported the
importance of educational opportunities to promote skills development, improve job
performance, and strengthen overall organizational behavior in developing countries.
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Thus, these frameworks have a potential impact that may be transferred to more specific
industrial policy initiatives.
More importantly, the three frameworks helped me build a theoretical framework
that visually demonstrates the relationship between economic development stages and
education levels, primarily with the use of the economic development stage model
formed by Tran (2016). This framework is composed of income stages and educational
levels to be achieved for further development in the developing countries. The framework
can show the connection of the critical variables of the GNI per capita (Atlas Method,
US$) used for the MIT and the enrollment rate in secondary education in this study. With
the primary variables, the quantitative approach, the first research purpose, and the
research question are linked to the theoretical framework, notably in observing the impact
of the enrollment rate in secondary education on MIT. Thereby, the framework is
generalized by traditional models.
In turn, the other two frameworks developed by Ohno (2009) and by Tran (2016)
were relevant to the second research purpose of this study, clarifying the influence of the
secondary enrollment rate on the ICI for Southeast Asian industrialization. Specifically,
Ohno crystalized the four stages of industrialization with a focus on Southeast Asian
development, then identifying the horizontal line of the MIT visually and implying that
promoting secondary education is key to developing the industrialization stage. At the
same time, the ICI is an important index used to measure industrial competitiveness in
manufacturing industries, which could be useful in elucidating the quantitative influence
of secondary enrollment rates on the ICI in manufacturing industries in Southeast Asia.
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Previous researchers have observed that industrial conditions can cause HMIEs to be
caught in the HMIT (Tran, 2016). In addition, this framework suggests that the
enhancement of the skills of the labor force through further opportunities for training,
namely in secondary education, may enhance international competitiveness in
manufacturing industries, offering a key to success in Southeast Asia, escaping from the
LMIT and the HMIT. The hypotheses in these two frameworks relevant to the
development stages of industrialization in East and Southeast Asia by Ohno and the ICI
by Tran addressed RQ2 regarding the skills of laborers through further opportunities of
education and training, notably secondary education, for enhancing the ICI as one of the
keys to success both in promoting the industrialization and escaping the MIT in Southeast
Asia. From this point of view, these two frameworks supported this study and showed the
connection of the key variables of the ICI and the enrollment rate in secondary education,
linking to the second research purpose by the quantitative approach.
With these two frameworks, I formulated one more theoretical framework to
visually represent the relationship between the industrial development stages per the ICI
and education levels. This framework comprises of the ICI per the industrial process and
educational levels for industrial development in the developing countries. What is
emphasized in the framework is that the enhancement in the enrollment rate in secondary
education is the most significant for the industrial development in developing countries.
These two components reveal the connection between the key variables of the ICI and the
enrollment rate in secondary education. With the main variables, the quantitative
approach, the second research purpose, and the research question are connected to the
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theoretical framework, notably in observing the impact of the enrollment rate in
secondary education on the ICI. Thus, the framework can potentially be generalized with
these two theories.
Nature of the Study
The nature of this study was quantitative research using a nonexperimental design
to analyze the impact of the enrollment rate of the secondary education on the MIT in
Southeast Asia. Specifically, for the first platform for the quantitative analysis (RQ1), I
studied the impact of the enrollment rate of the secondary education on the MIT with the
use of GNI per capita. Also, regarding the RQ2, the impact of the enrollment rate in
secondary education on the ICI in the manufacturing industry was examined through the
nonexperimental design. As Tanaka (2015) explained, the nonexperimental design has
several advantages, including more generalizability of the results than the experimental
design and not needing to intentionally manipulate the variables. Because the research
purpose and the research questions in this study quantitatively addressed the relationship
between the enrollment rate in secondary education and the MIT as well as the ICI for
industrialization on the national scales in East Asia, I chose a nonexperimental design.
With the methodologies for both RQs, panel data analysis was expected to be one
of the most appropriate approaches. It was challenging to observe the influence of the
enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI for industrialization in
Southeast Asia only in one period as educational and economic indexes can easily vary
annually due to the change in policy-making conditions (see Tanaka, 2015). Therefore, I
observed the data with multiple durations and broader observation points. Panel data
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analysis is composed both of cross-sectional data analysis and chronological order data
analysis (Kitamura, 2006). Thus, the panel data analysis was expected to be used for this
study.
After all, a methodological adjustment from the original design of the panel data
analysis to a new one, the multiple-linear regression analysis, was made. One primary
reason for this is that the regression analysis plays a significant role in measuring the
selected IV's effect on the DV by indicating the DV's R2 increase. R2 is the coefficient of
determination representing how much the IVs statistically contribute to the DV
(Kvalseth, 1985). Therefore, the R2 variance was measured to see if the IVs influence the
DV. The primary purpose of analyzing the effect of the enrollment rate of secondary
education on the GNI per capita and the ICI in Southeast Asian economies was to
observe the figures of the R2 variance as coefficients of determination instead of seeking
the t-value in the case of the panel data analysis. The multiple-linear regression analysis
allowed me to use the DVs' general values and the interval ratios of the IVs to be
measured. Therefore, it was more appropriate for me to employ the multiple-linear
regression model.
In processing the data-collection, for RQ1, the variables of the net enrollment rate
in primary and secondary education as well as the gross enrollment rate in tertiary
education were employed as IVs, while the other factors of governance, the proportion of
the productivity per GDP in manufacturing, labor market, and infrastructure were
included as the controlled variables (CVs). Also, for RQ2, I used the variables of the ICI
as the DV. The net enrollment rate in primary and secondary education, as well as the
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gross enrollment rate in tertiary education, were employed as IVs, while the employment
rate in the manufacturing industry and the labor participation rate were incorporated as
CVs. As a result, in Chapter 4, I address discrepancies in data collection from the plan
presented in Chapter 3. Specifically, by tracing the dataset gained through the World
Development Indicators (2020) and the U.N. Comtrade Database (2020) from 1999 to
2018, the IVs of the enrollment rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary education had, at
least, over 30 missing data from 1999 to 2018.
Similarly, the DV of governance did not have data recorded in 1999 and 2001 (n/a
= 18). The CV of transport services (% of commercial service exports) missed the whole
set of data in Vietnam for 20 years and in Timor-Leste for 7 years (1999 to 2005). For
prescribing the missing data to be clear, I used the other existing data relevant to the
study variable of the enrollment rate in primary and secondary education from the World
Development Indicators (WDI) (2020) to cover as much lacking data as possible.
Likewise, I employed secondary data from the General Statistics Office of Vietnam
(2020). More importantly, the multiple-imputation method was introduced in SPSS
ver.25, resulting in a dataset with N = 180 maximum. I also reported the sample’s
characteristics from the name convention in SPSS ver.25, descriptive statistics, and the
mean average per country in Southeast Asia. The study results, especially assumption
testing and hypotheses testing outcomes relevant to the two research questions, resulting
in the null hypotheses’ retention for both research questions due to an R2 increase and
Sig. F change was found to be significant.
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Finally, I discuss the interpretations of the findings, especially from the aspects of
the research outcomes of both research questions and the relation to the theoretical
frameworks describing the relationship between the development stages of an economy
and education level and between the industrial development stages per the ICI and
education level in Chapter 5. Then, limitations and recommendations for future studies
are mainly discussed based on the discussion of the interpretations. Notably, I give the
recommendations, particularly from three perspectives of the evaluation of variables and
research methods, education policies in Southeast Asian economies, and the
industrialization for overcoming the most significant topic of the MIT for discussion.
Finally, social change areas relevant to the study are summarized, primarily implications
to theory, practice, and society. Because the MIT is not as simple as a movement in one
or two variables, I highlight the complications of further socioeconomic development in
Southeast Asia and outside the world for a wrap-up.
Definitions
Education: World Bank (2020) categorized education into three groups of
primary and secondary education, and tertiary education as interval scales (WDI, 2020).
Governance: The index of governance indicators, including transparency in
policymaking, efficiency in administration service, investment environment, and rent
seeking, measured as interval scales through six components: voice and accountability,
political stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, regulatory quality,
the rule of law, and the control of corruption obtained from the Worldwide Governance
Indicators (2020) at http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home.
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Gross enrollment rate: The rate of students enrolled in tertiary education
regardless of age, collected through the data source of participation in education (gross
enrollment rate, tertiary, by percentage) as interval scales, which was extracted from the
World Development Indicators (2020) at http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/2.8.
Industrialization: Value added in manufacturing obtained through the data source
on the structure of output (manufacturing, % of GDP), which was employed as interval
scales from the World Development Indicators (2020) at
http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/4.2.
Infrastructure: The logistics performance index: Quality of trade and transportrelated infrastructure (1 = low to 5 = high) was employed as interval scales, using data on
trade facilitation from the World Development Indicators (2020) at
http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/6.7.
International competitive index (ICI): The international competitiveness index is
calculated from the formula I = (X-M)/(X+M; Tran [2013, 2016]) using data on the
international trade in goods and services at https://comtrade.un.org/labs/dit-trade-vis/.
The figure ranges from -1, 0, and to 1 as interval scales. The value of -1 represents the
introduction of the industry by importing with the figure of export 0. The 0 stands for the
equivalency between export and import in completing import substitution. The 1 means
further less import and the expansion of export (Tran, 2016).
Labor market: Labor force participation rates and employment rates in the
manufacturing industry for men and women were used as interval scales through the data
source on the labor force structure (labor force participation rate and employment rate for
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men and women for ages 15 and older) from the World Development Indicators (2020) at
http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/2.2.
Middle-income trap (MIT): In this quantitative study, GNI per capita (US$) was
employed as an interval scale under the thresholds of high-, higher-middle, lower-middle,
and low-income levels through the data source for GNI per capita (Atlas Method by US$)
from the World Development Indicators (2019) at http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/WV.1.
The MIT was defined as the state that middle-income economies find it challenging to
upgrade the high-income level (ADB, 2017).
Net enrollment rate: The rate of students within a designated age range enrolled
in primary and secondary education in a country, collected through the data source of
participation in education, which was used as an interval scale from the World
Development Indicators (2020) at http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/2.8.
Southeast Asia: Geographically, Southeast Asia entails the 11 economies of
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, Timor-Leste, and Vietnam (Emmerson, 1984). However, Brunei and Singapore
were excluded from this study because these two are categorized as high-income
economies. Thus, nine economies of Southeast Asia were included in the data set as
nominal scales for quantitative analysis.
Assumptions
Assumptions can be defined as conditions that researchers cannot demonstrate to
be true through the review of publications or working papers and other factors in their
studies and that they had thereby to assume to be true (Furlough-Morris, 2017). With this
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definition, there were several assumptions in this study, primarily from the perspectives
of the key variables in this study, the reliability of the data sets, the accessibility to data,
the applicability of the study design, and the expected outcomes to the research purposes
in the long run. A summary of how the assumptions support the research purposes and
the research questions in this study are described below.
First, as for the key variables in this study, in researching the MIT, it was
necessary to identify the use of the GNI per capita (World Bank, 2020). This indicator
was employed as a dependent variable in the RQ1: Will enrollment rates in secondary
education predict a statistically significant percent change in the R2 variance in Southeast
Asian MIT composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling
for governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values? in
measuring the impact on the MIT more accurately than using the other indicators,
including the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or economic growth rate. The World Bank
(2020) estimated the individual income with the use of the GNI per capita and classifying
the income groups of low-, lower-middle-, higher-middle, and high-income levels in the
WDI (2020). The GNI per capita was employed in this study, as this has been one of the
most commonly used indicators for the MIT as well. Thus, I assumed that the GNI per
capita represented the most appropriate measurements in observing the impact on the
MIT.
Likewise, the enrollment rate in secondary education was employed as one of the
representative independent variables in this study. Essentially, the enrollment rate is also
a commonly employed element, especially in observing the impact of education on
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economic development. UNESCO (2020) established the World Inequality Database of
Education by employing the enrollment rate for analyzing the discrepancy along the
income levels as an essential key indicator. From this point of view, the enrollment rate
in secondary education is assumed to be one of the most appropriate indicators in
determining the impact of secondary education on the MIT.
Second, as for the veracity of the data sets and the accessibility of the data in this
study, publicly available data collected were primarily the WDI as well as the World
Governance Indicators (WGI) by the World Bank (2020). The World Bank has been
widely recognized as the most reliable international organization to provide and share the
socioeconomic datasets of all the countries with researchers, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and government agencies (World Bank, 2020). The UN Comtrade
Database by the United Nations (2020) is similarly recognized. I used the dataset of the
number of imports and exports in the manufacturing industry for calculating the ICI as a
dependent variable for approaching the second research question: Will the enrollment
rate in secondary education predict a statistically significant percent change in the R2
variance in Southeast Asian ICI composite scores more than primary and tertiary
education when controlling for labor force participation and the manufacturing
employment rate? These data sets were assumed to be genuine and accurate. Also, for
these two international organizations to be reliable, accountable, and transparent, publicly
open data are constantly accessible (United Nations, 2020; World Bank, 2020). These are
widely used, so a few citations of studies that used these data helped solidify my
assumptions.
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Third, regarding the applicability of the research design and the expected
outcomes, I conducted this quantitative study by collecting the open data with nine
economies for 20 years, 1999 to 2018, and employing a multiple-linear regression
analysis assumed to find a link to the applicability to the research purposes of clarifying
the effect of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and on the ICI in
Southeast Asia accurately and genuinely. This quantitative study can contribute to
improving the education policy for industrialization and overcoming the MIT in practice
in the long run at a larger scale. In this respect, the quantitative analysis in this study can
apply to the research purposes. Also, regarding the applicability of the expected outcome
to the research purposes, I assumed that other factors might also have some contributions
to the MIT and the ICI, including infrastructure, governance, or the labor market, as well
as the enrollment rate in secondary education. Sachs (2015) stressed that the other factors
of governance, stable labor demand and supply and infrastructure, are of importance in
the fundamentals of promoting economic development. The ADB (2017) also
demonstrated several factors, including “low level of economic diversification,”
“insufficient advanced infrastructure” “weak institutions,” and “inefficient labor market”
(pp. 18-19), contributing to the MIT and the ICI. Based on the existing studies, these
other factors, in addition to the enrollment rate in secondary education, can assumingly
impact the MIT and the ICI, while it was essential for me to observe if the educational
factors can predict the MIT and the ICI. For this reason, it was necessary for me to
employ these factors as CVs. From this point of view, the expected outcome is to apply to
the research purposes in this study by demonstrating the significance of appropriately
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allocating the investment for resolving the possible hindrance of the middle-income
economies from upgrading the income level and promoting the industrialization in the
long run.
These assumptions above can support the research purposes and the research
questions in this study. In particular, the assumptions can help assure the significance of
the research purposes of clarifying the influence of the enrollment rate in secondary
education on the MIT and on the ICI for industrialization in East Asia through the
collection of the open data and the said quantitative analysis. These assumptions can also
help to apply the research design and expected outcomes to the research purposes in the
larger scales scholarly and practically.
Scope and Delimitations
In this study, I explored the influence of the enrollment rate in secondary
education on the MIT and the ICI. While education has been considered one of the most
significant contributions to further development in the developing world, the potential of
secondary education to overcome the MIT for industrialization needs to be further
clarified. In particular, the enrollment rate was studied because the opportunity for
enrollment in secondary education has been much less in the middle-income economies
than in high-income economies from a statistical viewpoint, is both a social problem and
a research problem. The importance of enhancing the enrollment rate has already been
clarified in previous studies, but the influence on the MIT and ICI was not yet identified,
thus being chosen as the issue of internal validity in this study.
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On the other hand, the boundary of populations was arranged by selecting nine
countries in Southeast Asia and the theoretical framework representing the relationship
between the economic development stage and education level as the issues of external
validity in this study. From these points of view, the potential generalizability of this
study can be addressed to delimit the boundaries both of population and the theoretical
framework. I can potentially generalize the theoretical relationship between the economic
development stage and education level by the income levels classified by the World Bank
(2020).
Limitations
A potential limitation is that I focused on the impact of the enrollment rate in
secondary education on the MIT on the condition that increasing the quantity of
education is prioritized. Thus, the quality of education, including how to enhance
teaching performance and teaching methods for improving the grades of students, was
not centered in this research. Nevertheless, increasing the opportunities for secondary
education through the expansion of the enrollment rate is the primary step for the
developing countries to overcome the MIT, which can lead to further development in
Southeast Asia. The results of the study remain significant despite the said limitation. As
Esposito et al. (2011) stressed, even if there is some room for improvement in the quality
of education in the developing countries, the quantity of education needs to be prioritized
for educational equity and publicity. In this respect, enhancing the quality of education
was not my focus in this study.
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Also, because I focused on the MIT in the region of Southeast Asia, other
economies in other regions might have different results. For instance, Eastern Europe,
South America, the Middle East, and sub-Saharan Africa have some middle-income
economies. Gill and Kharas (2017) studied the MIT region by paying attention to
demographic factors, entrepreneurship, and external institutional anchors region by
region. From their studies, there may be different culprits of the MIT in these regions,
aside from the enrollment rate in secondary education (Gill and Kharas, 2017). In this
regard, the availability of the results gained through this study might potentially be
limited in examining the MIT in other areas with different cultural, historical, and social
backgrounds as potential biases.
Significance of the Study
This study can have implications for social change in addressing economic
development and education in the developing world. Primarily, through this study, I
gained insight into the most fundamental phenomenon of the MIT in Southeast Asia of
the influence of secondary education. Because this perspective has still not been
addressed in previous research, the research can potentially be a major catalyst for growth
and prosperity in Southeast Asia.
In addition, addressing the significance of enhancing skills of laborers through
secondary education for contributing to the improvement primarily in the ICI can help the
middle-income economies appropriately arrange human resource management for
promoting the industrialization in the private sectors. From this point of view, this
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practical study can be transferable to the other lower-middle-income economies for
managing the human resources.
Significance to Theory
First, the potential contribution to the crystallization of a theoretical foundation is
to capture the whole picture of the relationship between national income stages and
education stages, primarily by gaining insight into the MIT and the enrollment rate of
secondary education. Far less research of the causes of the MIT from the perspective of
human capital development have been identified, thus being considered a significant
research problem. In this regard, this research can be a significant catalyst for creating a
framework that theoretically describes the relationship between income levels and
education levels.
Second, theoretical research regarding the relationship between industrialization
and secondary education through the study of the influence of the enrollment rate in
secondary education on the ICI was conducted as extensively as possible. In reviewing
the research problem, despite the significance of facilitating the industrialization, the
theoretical foundation between the ICI and secondary education was not identified. Thus,
I also crystalized another conceptual framework of the relationship between the industrial
development process per the ICI and education levels visually (See Figure 2 in Chapter 2)
for explaining that under any industrial stages, the enrollment rate in secondary education
is essentially a significant catalyst for improving the ICI for industrialization. In this
regard, this study can potentially contribute to the conceptual framework of the ICI by
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introducing the concept of enhancing the opportunity for secondary education in the
context of the industrialization.
Significance to Practice
First, a contribution to promoting education policy by improving the enrollment
of secondary education in Southeast Asia is needed, primarily for leading to the
successful escape from the MIT in Southeast Asia in the longer term. In practice,
emphasizing the enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary education for public
policy can potentially be made. As previously described, investing human capital
development is invisible, thus taking longer for the governments to see the outputs of the
investment. Nevertheless, there is a greater potential for maximizing human capital
development in overcoming the MIT in Southeast Asia through this study. Therefore,
addressing the necessity to enhance the enrollment rate in secondary education for
practice, notably in the context of overcoming the MIT, is needed.
Second, the contribution to promoting the industrialization through the
enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary education will be essential. In reviewing
the research problem, despite the significance of facilitating the industrialization, the
specific problems of how to promote the industrialization in the middle-income
economies in Southeast Asia have not been addressed in economic studies. Particularly,
enhancing the ICI through the enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary education
can potentially be a solid catalyst for the middle-income economies to be encouraged to
draw further attention to the viewpoint of the ICI and secondary education for practice. In
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this way, the contribution of facilitating the industrialization by focusing on the ICI and
secondary education will further be needed.
Significance to Social Change
This study can have implications for social change in addressing the most
significant development issue of economic progress and education in the undeveloped
world. Primarily, I gained insight into the most fundamental phenomenon of the MIT
facing primarily in Southeast Asian economies from the perspective of impacting
secondary education. Indeed, in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the
expansion of basic education was emphasized (United Nations, 2020). Because this
perspective has still not been addressed in the existing study, the research can be a major
catalyst for further development in the region.
Also, addressing the significance of enhancing the skills of laborers through
secondary education for contributing to the improvement primarily in the ICI can help the
middle-income economies appropriately arrange human resource management for
promoting the industrialization in the private sectors. From this point of view, this
practical study may be transferable to other lower-middle-income economies for
managing human resources.
Summary and Transition
In this chapter, I introduced the overall study by identifying the research problems
related to how to overcome the MIT from the perspective of human capital development.
I clarified the influence of enrollment in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI,
examined through quantitative analysis as a path to promote further industrialization in
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Southeast Asia in particular. Studies on the MIT to date have been conducted primarily in
terms of industrial policies, governance, and political stability. The specific research
problem concerning the influence of education on the MIT has seldom been addressed by
previous researchers, in spite of the recognized importance of promoting education in the
developing world. Because promoting secondary education has resulted in further
development in several high-income economies in Southeast Asia, the effect of the
secondary education on the MIT and the ICI needs to be addressed as part of the
strategies to promote further industrialization in Southeast Asia. Addressing these factors
could offer a significant catalyst and a contribution both to theory and to practice for
social change.
In the next chapter, I present a literature review in terms of the search strategy,
conceptual framework, and the background of previous studies. Reviewing global
development conditions, economic development frameworks, and the concept of the
MIT, industrialization, and secondary education in East and Southeast Asia are described
in detail.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
With the research purpose of contributing to overcoming the MIT and to
accelerating industrialization through the enhancement of the ICI in Southeast Asia, I
investigated the impact of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and the
ICI. Studies on the influence of secondary education on the MIT and the ICI have seldom
been found in the existing research, despite the importance of promoting secondary
education for industrialization in the developing world rather than primary and tertiary
education in the labor supply in the manufacturing sectors. Thus, this study contributed to
overcoming the MIT and to promoting further industrialization through an examination
of the enrollment rate in secondary education, clarifying the influence of enrollment in
secondary education on the MIT and the ICI, especially in East Asia.
Within this scope of the problem and purpose as identified, I discuss the literature
reviewed to clarify the significance of these research problems in this chapter, showing
how the MIT has been studied in an East Asian context in previous studies. Within this
literature review, the main topics have related to world economic history since 1700 CE,
focusing on development issues in East Asia, a discussion of the MIT, the importance of
industrialization, the impact of education on development, and the importance of
promoting secondary education through enhancing enrollment rates. After clarifying how
the MIT has been studied in previous research and identifying areas that have still not
been studied, the research questions and the purposes of the present study are provided
with appropriate rationales.
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Literature Search Strategy
The search strategy engaged three data sets, as follows. First, Google Scholar
(2020) is one of the most representative engines, particularly when looking for previous
studies; this search engine was indispensable when searching for working papers or
publications pertinent to the MIT and economic development both in English and
Japanese. Second, the World Bank Data Site (2020) was the most useful search engine
for investigating issues in socioeconomic development in the developing world in terms
of quantitative data. Notably, the WDI was an essential database for following
socioeconomic conditions in the developing world from a variety of metrics, not only the
national income in terms of GDP or GNI, but also such educational barometers such as
the enrollment rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary education, the index of governance
(including transparency in policymaking, efficiency in administration, investment
environment, and rent-seeking), the business environment, the labor market, the
employment rate in several industrial sectors, and infrastructure measures (World Bank,
2020). Finally, working papers relevant to the MIT in East Asia available from the ADB
(2019) also helped in the identification of East Asia’s most significant development
issues.
This literature review required the identification of keywords relevant to the MIT
because this phenomenon, in turn, is directly linked to the socioeconomic development
issues of interest for this study. Thus, it was essential to search bibliographies in relation
to economic development and the MIT. In addition, the academic resources relevant to
secondary education and industrialization in the context of East and Southeast Asia were
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also required. Using these five keywords, search engines were used to identify previous
studies. The studies found through this procedure were then used to identify both the
social problem and the research problems of interest to this study.
To identify the social problem, the research problems, and the research gaps
relevant to this study, issues in MIT research were clarified in their statistical, theoretical,
and methodological components. Most importantly, statistical evidence of the
significance of the MIT as a socioeconomic issue in East Asia was evaluated. In addition,
from a theoretical perspective, the mechanism causing the MIT was analyzed, and the
research problems relating to the MIT were approached in terms of their methodological
aspects, including infrastructure, governance, industrial promotion, and the labor market.
Therefore, it was appropriate to begin this literature review using several large databases.
Notably, the WDI was helpful to focus on the MIT as a substantial social problem from
statistical, academic, and practical perspectives. The social problem was then narrowed
down in relation to several other keywords, especially industrialization and secondary
education, in the context of East Asia. The next step was to find the research gap and
formulate the research questions. At this point, quantitative studies were examined,
particularly cases for various countries, provinces, cities, or villages. Quantitative
approaches offering specified durations were of particular interest so that the research
questions in this study could be answered appropriately in relation to a broader range of
countries in Southeast Asia.
Finally, several seminal works, including Becker (1964), Schultz (1971), and Sen
(1999) offered a crucial direction within the literature. These authors shared a vision of
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human capital investment (education and training) in relation to economic development
in the developing world (Becker, 1964; Schultz, 1971; Sen, 1999). From this perspective,
economic progress in developing countries is not viable unless human capital investment
is enhanced. While educational effects have seldom been visible in quantitative studies of
economic development, these seminal works offered the key idea that the MIT should be
overcome through human capital development.
The scope of this literature review was limited in terms of its time frame as well
as the types of literature and sources searched. The MIT was only named by Gill and
Kharas (2007) slightly over 10 years ago. The bibliographies used for this review are
based on publications by international organizations of the World Bank and the ADB, as
well as the working papers from Japan, including Tran (2013, 2016) and Otsuka (2014).
These references contain mainly papers and books in English, as well as some in
Japanese.
Based on the search strategy, the literature review in the rest of the chapter
contains seven components: the world economic outlook, the MIT, the factors of the
MIT, industrialization, the mechanism of economic development, the significance of
secondary education for industrialization, and research methods in previous studies. In
the last section, the research variables and gaps in the literature are developed.
Theoretical Framework
As previously described, the theoretical framework refers to a general or broader
set of ideas by scholars for demonstrating the relationship that exists between the primary
variables, primarily through quantitative research (Dickson et al., 2018). To test
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hypotheses quantitatively, I used frameworks in a theoretical approach. Specifically, with
the research purposes of contributing to the escape from the MIT and promoting the ICI
by clarifying the influence of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and
the ICI for industrialization in Southeast Asia, two primary perspectives of the MIT and
secondary education and the ICI and secondary education were developed. Along with
these research topics, an explanation of the existing frameworks, primarily from the
perspectives of how they relate to the research approach and purposes, is given. With the
frameworks, I introduce my theoretical frameworks, showing the connections among the
key variables and how they informed my analysis of those variables.
Middle-Income Trap and Secondary Education
As described in Chapter 1, three models of economic development are referenced
in this study. Tran’s (2016) account of developmental stages, the human capital
investment model for increasing the individual income elaborated by Schultz (1971), and
the return to investment in education by the income level described by Psacharopoulos
(1985) all supported the first research purpose of this study: clarifying the influence of
the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT in Southeast Asia. These
frameworks suggested that the MIT may be overcome by enhancing enrollment in
secondary education while exploring interactions with other development issues relevant
to the MIT. In particular, industrialization was investigated in relation to labor
productivity in manufacturing industries and individual skills development. For example,
in line with this perspective, Tregenna (2011) directed attention to labor productivity in
the manufacturing industry as a factor promoting industrialization. The author also
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implied that robust industrial policies are required, including those creating opportunities
for employees to strengthen their educational background, which increases labor
productivity in the manufacturing industry (Tregenna, 2011). UNESCO (2012) also
monitored the progress and outcomes of education, gaining insight into the relationship
between skills development, job performance, and organizational behavior in developing
countries; these frameworks can also be applied to industrial policies.
Meanwhile, Tran (2016) hypothetically theorized the stages of development in
terms of four income groups: low-, lower-middle, higher-middle, and high-income
economies. The author then explored how to escape the MIT by dividing the issue into
two syndromes: the lower-middle-income trap (LMIT) and the higher-middle income trap
(HMIT). He then proposed that improvement in the institutions for development and
room for capital-investment growth offered a path out of the LMIT, while the
enhancement of the total-factor productivity (TFP) and human resource development
could help national economies to escape the HMIT (Tran, 2016). In his earlier work,
Schultz (1971) developed the framework of human capital investment as a factor
involved in increasing national income and promoting economic development in the
developing world.
Psacharopoulos (1985) calculated the individual and social benefits associated
with primary, secondary, and tertiary education in relation to low, lower-middle, highermiddle, and high-income economies. The current study uses these frameworks to
examine the influence of the secondary enrollment rate on the MIT in several East Asian
economies ranging from low-income to high-income stages of development. These three
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frameworks assert a relationship between income levels and the education level that are
prerequisite to reaching the next income stage as prepositions. In particular, for workers
to enhance their own productivity and the overall quality of labor, primary education is
not sufficient for industrial development. Therefore, opportunities for secondary
education and specifically lower-secondary education are vital for overcoming the LMIT.
On the other hand, the HMIT relates to the need to promote science, technology, and
innovation (Tran, 2016). Therefore, enhanced secondary education and particularly
upper-secondary education is required to proceed to the high-income stage of economic
development. In this sense, these theoretical frameworks play a significant role in
delineating the importance of improving educational opportunities along with national
income. These frameworks help address the first research question, concerning the
impact of secondary enrollment rates on the MIT.
Based on these three frameworks of Psacharopoulos (1985), Schultz (1971), and
Tran (2016), a new framework can ultimately be established. Figure 1 below represents
the relationship between the economic development stage and education levels by income
levels, which was primarily applied by the model by Tran (2016). Specifically, Line AB
stands for the low-income stage; the countries in the stage need to expand primary
education in Figure 1. Then, the secondary education should further be promoted for
overcoming the LMIT (Line BC and CC’). Also, under the line C-D and DD’ with the
need for the promotion of science and technology and the innovation (Tran, 2016), the
secondary education (highlighted in orange) as well as the higher education (highlighted
in blue), should further be promoted for finally achieving E and thus escaping the HMIT.
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This theorization can play a role in making the relationship between education and
economic development more evident.
From this point of view, this theoretical framework can show the connection
between the key variables of the individual income and the enrollment rate in secondary
education. With the main variables of the Gross National Income (GNI) per capita (Atlas
Method, US$) used for the MIT and the enrollment rate in secondary education, the
quantitative approach, the first research purpose, and the research question are connected
to this framework, notably in observing the impact of the enrollment rate in secondary
education on the GNI per capita. Thus, the framework can be rationalized with the
existing models.
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Figure 1
A Theoretical Framework of Development Stages of an Economy and Education Level
E

GNI /capita

Line DE: Emphasis on Higher Education
for achieving the point "E"

D
Line BC (CC') and CD (DD'):
Emphasis on Secondary Education
for overpassing the point "D" of
high-income level.

A

C

B

D'
C'

Line AB: Emphasis on Primary
Education
for achieving the point "C"

Time

Note. Reprinted from “Emerging Economies and the Middle-Income Trap in Asian
Perspective,” The Japan Society of International Economics, 67, by Tran Van Tho, 2016,
p. 78. Copyright 2015 by the Japan Society of International Economics. Reprinted with
permission (see Appendix A).
International Competitive Index and Secondary Education
The second purpose of this study is to promote further industrialization in
Southeast Asia by clarifying the influence of enrollment rate in secondary education on
the ICI. Two frameworks, the stages of industrialization in East and Southeast Asia
formulated by Ohno (2009) and the Comparative Advantages Structure developed by
Tran (2013, 2016), are particularly useful when examining the quantitative relationship
between secondary enrollment rates and the ICI in the manufacturing industry in
Southeast Asia.
First, as prepositions, Ohno (2009) developed the stages of industrialization in
East Asia, observing the steps necessary for developing manufacturing industries in
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Vietnam, the Philippines, Thailand, and Malaysia (Ohno, 2009). More importantly, the
author situated the MIT within this framework, emphasizing the importance of investing
in opportunities for employees to enhance their skills and knowledge through training and
education (Ohno, 2009). Tran (2013; 2016) then developed the Comparative Advantages
Structure, presenting international competitiveness in relation to three sectors of
industries: the primary (agricultural), secondary (manufacturing), and tertiary (service)
sectors. His analysis showed the evolution of the International Competitiveness Index
(ICI), which described the process of industrial development. LMIEs in East Asia held a
competitive advantage in the first industry, with low skill requirements. Until the second
industry, with medium skill requirements, becomes the area of comparative advantage,
LMIEs cannot escape their lower level of development (Tran, 2016). At a later stage,
when growth slows in the second industry and competitiveness also slows down, the third
industry remains in the process of import substitution. This tendency can cause HMIEs to
be trapped by the HMIT (Tran, 2016). Such a framework would imply that enhancing the
skills of workers by creating training and especially secondary education opportunities,
carries the potential to strengthen international competitiveness in manufacturing and is a
key to success for Southeast Asian economies to escape from the LMIT and the HMIT.
All in all, those two frameworks developed to interpret industrialization patterns
in East Asia can address the second research question of this study. Together they suggest
that developing the skills of workers through further opportunities for training,
particularly in secondary education, would enhance the ICI and offer a key to success in
promoting industrialization and escaping from the MIT in Southeast Asia.
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Based on these frameworks of Ohno (2009) and Tran (2016), I can hypothetically
crystalize another framework. Figure 2 in the previous page demonstrates the conceptual
relationship between the industrial development stages through the ICI and education
levels, which is mainly applied from the model by Tran (2016). Specifically, as the
author hypothesized, the three stages of industries with low- (industry 1), medium(industry 2), and high-skilled (industry 3) levels should be progressed through the
establishment of comparative advantage industries. Firstly, for low-income economies
(Line AB in Figure 1), industry 1 on the left side needs to be further mature through the
expansion of labor supplies with, at least, primary education (highlighted in green) as
well as secondary education (highlighted in orange). Secondly, for LMIEs (Line BC and
CC’ in Figure 1) to be able to develop the ICI in industry 2, highlighted in orange, it is
indispensable to upgrade the enrollment rate in secondary education. Otherwise, the
LMIT can occur. Also, for HMIEs (Line CD and DD’ in Figure 1) to enhance the ICI in
industry 3 for further competitiveness, it is significantly essential to stabilize the labor
supplies with secondary education as well as tertiary education (highlighted in blue).
Otherwise, the HMIT can happen. In short, this theoretical framework can demonstrate
that the higher educated the labors are, the more advanced and competitive level of
industrialization with the higher ICI can be expected in the LMIEs and HMIEs.
What is emphasized in this theoretical framework is to suggest that the
enhancement in the enrollment rate in secondary education is fundamentally the essential
contribution to the industrial development in developing countries to be further
developed. As Ohno (2009) implied, secondary education can play a significant role in
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developing the fundamental skills of employees for industrialization in east Asia. With
the implication, this framework implies that under any industrial stages, the enrollment
rate in secondary education is a significant catalyst for improving the ICI for
industrialization. From this point of view, this framework can show the connection
between the key variables of the ICI and the enrollment rate in secondary education.
With the main variables, the quantitative approach and the second research purpose are
connected to this theoretical framework, notably in observing the impact of the
enrollment rate in secondary education on the ICI. Thus, the theoretical framework can
be generalized with the two existing models. In short, this theorization can play a role in
visualizing the relationship between education level and industrial development process
per the ICI and ultimately implying that promoting the enrollment rate in secondary
education is the fundamental component in developing the industrial processes through
the ICI in Southeast Asia. In this way, I can rationalize the choice of these two theories.
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Figure 2
A Theoretical Framework of Industrial Development Stages per ICI and Education Level
Time
Industry 2
1

Industry 3

ICI

Industry 1

0

Industry 1
(Low-skilled):
Emphasis on Primary
and Secondary
Education for making
Industry 1 mature and
formulating Industry 2

Industry 2
(Medium-skilled):
Emphasis on
Secondary Education
for making Industry 2
competitive and
formulating Industry 3

Industry 3
(High-skilled):
Emphasis on
Secondary and
Tertiary Education
for making Industry 3
further developed

-1

Note. Reprinted from “Emerging Economies and the Middle-Income Trap in Asian
Perspective,” The Japan Society of International Economics, 67, by Tran Van Tho, 2016,
p. 86. Copyright 2015 by the Japan Society of International Economics. Reprinted with
permission (see Appendix A).
Review of Previous Studies
Based on the literature search strategy described earlier, the literature review
proceeds with seven sections on the World Economic Outlook, the Middle-income Trap,
the Factors of the MIT, Industrialization, the Mechanism of Economic Development, the
Significance of Secondary Education for Industrialization, and Research Methods in
Previous Studies. In the final section, the Research Variables and Gaps in the Literature
are discussed.
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World Economic Outlook
Historically, most developing countries became independent as low-income
economies after the Second World War. Upon de-colonialization, all peoples in the
developing world were enthusiastic in the pursuit of further economic development. In
the 21st century, some economies have made further improvements in quality of life by
increasing income levels, facilitating social welfare, stabilizing their political systems,
and promoting employment, thus becoming equivalent to advanced economies including
the U.S. and other Western countries.
Whereas some countries have met with success, others have had difficulty in
realizing their development goals. East and Southeast Asia, for example, have been more
successful than has sub-Saharan Africa (Allen, 2012). Comparative development status
reports of different global regions are available from as early as the 16th century using
estimates of GDP per capita as continuous. Table 1 represents the trend of GDP per
capita from 1700 to 2008 in seven regions: Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Western
Offshoots, the former USSR, Latin America, East Asia, the Middle East, and Africa,
using data obtained from Angus (2003) and the Groningen Growth and Development
Centre (GGDC, 2019). According to Table 1, the GDP per capita in Eastern Europe;
Western Offshoots including the U.S., Australia, Canada, and New Zealand; East Asia;
Latin America; and Africa was almost equal from 1700 until 1820, ranging from
US$ 450 to 650per capita, despite the slightly higher level in Western European
economies like the United Kingdom and France (about US$ 1,000). Overall, there was
almost no difference in GDP per capita among these regions until after 1820. Examining
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the years 1913 to 1949, however, the trend shows an emerging difference in GDP per
capita among regions. Specifically, economies in Western Europe and their settler
colonies drastically increased their national income, reaching approximately US$ 10,000
before 1965.
On the other hand, nations in East Asia and Africa in particular had US$ 1,000 in
per capita income at this time, placing them at the low-income stage. Interestingly,
however, the tendency substantially changed for the period 1989 to 2008. In East Asia,
Japan and South Korea have reached per capita GDP equivalent to those of Western
countries. Furthermore, some nations have succeeded in boosting their productivity while
others have remained unsuccessful - notably within the Latin American and East Asian
regions. For example, Brazil and Mexico had lower GDP than Chile in 2008, within Latin
America. Also, while Japan and South Korea reached a figure of around US$ 20,000,
India and the Philippines have had difficulty raising their GDP per capita since 1965.
Thus, overall GDP per capita in East Asia is the second-lowest level in the world.
Additionally, although the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Former USSR have
stretched the amount, there has been little substantial change in the GDP amount since
1949. Africa has unfortunately been unsuccessful in increasing the GDP value over time,
with the figure never exceeding US$ 1,500 since 1820. As an overview, until 1820 there
was no substantial difference in GDP per capita among the regions of the globe, while
differences become more significant between 1913 and 1949. Furthermore, since 1965,
the discrepancies in GDP per capita can be identified country by country within regions,
notably in East Asia and Latin America. In concrete terms, the increase in GDP per capita
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in Japan and South Korea has been the most spectacular trend over the last 50 years, as
also stated by Perkins (2013).
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Table 1
Gross Domestic Product per Capita (US$) World View: 1700 to 2008
Region & countries / Year

1700

1949

1965

Total average in Western
European countries
France
United Kingdom
Total average in East
European countries
Western offshoots
Total average in Latin
America
Brazil
Chile
Mexico
Total average in former USSR
Total average in East Asia
China
Indonesia
India
Japan
Philippines
South Korea
Total average in Middle East
Total average in Sub-Saharan
Africa
World

1,028 1,234 3,687 5,005

9,130

16,751 22,246

910 1,135 3,485 5,186
1,250 1,706 4,921 6,939
606
683 1,695 2,111

9,165
9,752
3,664

17,300 22,223
16,414 23,742
5,905 8,569

476
527

1820

1913

1989

2008

1,202 5,233 9,268 12,967 22,255 30,152
691 1,494 2,510 3,447 5,131 6,973

459
568
610
600
580
550
570
591
421

646
694
759
688
556
600
612
533
669
584
600
607
420

811
2,988
1,732
1,488
752
552
874
673
1,387
988
869
1,042
637

1,672
3,670
2,365
2,841
710
448
803
619
1,921
1,070
854
1,776
889

2,448
4,577
3,702
4,634
945
702
983
771
5,934
1,633
1,436
3,033
1,181

5,224 6,429
6,283 13,185
5,899 7,979
7,112 7,904
1,346 2,296
1,834 6,725
2,351 4,428
1,270 2,975
17,943 22,816
2,184 2,926
8,027 19,614
4,590 6,947
1,444 1,780

615

666

1,524 2,111

3,228

5,130

7,614

Note. Reprinted from Statistics on World Population, GDP, and Per Capita GDP, 1-2008 AD. by
Groningen Growth and Development Centre, 2010, http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/oriindex.htm
Copyright 2009 by the University of Groningen. Reprinted with permission (see Appendix B).
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Consequently, stark differences in per capita GDP were identified among the
eight regions in 2008. Notably, there is an income gap between the northern part
(Western Europe and North America), and the global south, consisting of sub-Saharan
Africa, South Asia, and South America. Also, within the Asia, an income discrepancy is
quite evident, especially between Japan and South Korea in Northeast Asia on the one
hand and Indonesia, India, and the Philippines in Southeast Asia on the other hand.
As a result, stark differences in per capita GDP were uncloudedly identified
among the eight regions. In particular, there is an income gap between the northern part
(Western Europe and North America), and the global south, consisting of sub-Saharan
Africa, South Asia, and South America. Also, within the Asian region, an income
discrepancy is quite evident, especially between Japan and South Korea on the one hand
and Indonesia, India, and the Philippines on the other hand. Specifically, Northeast Asian
economies have progressed economically, while less dramatic improvements are visible
in Southeast Asia, including Indonesia, India, and the Philippines.
Following this description of the world economic outlook in terms of GDP per
capita over the last 300 years, the MIT in East Asia provides the next focus of discussion.
The Middle-Income Trap
As previously discussed, certain East Asian economies, including Japan, South
Korea, and China, have achieved a new level of development since the Second World
War (Perkins, 2013). Nevertheless, further development, growth, and improvements in
standard of living need to be further promoted in the region. International organizations
have been discussing the MIT for a considerable period (Gill & Kharas, 2007), by
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international organizations including the ADB and the World Bank. These authors have
classified all the world’s economies into high-, middle-, and low-income groups and
proposed the concept of the MIT in 2006 (Gill & Kharas, 2007). Following the definition
of a “trap” as “a dangerous or unpleasant situation which you have got into and from
which it is difficult or impossible to escape” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2019), they applied
this definition to the situation of middle- and low-income economies. A longer-term
difficulty in escaping the low- and middle-income stages and reaching enhanced levels of
prosperity is considered the definition of the MIT. In particular, Southeast Asian
economies, including Vietnam, Indonesia, and the Philippines, have remained among the
lower-middle income economies for over twenty years. The World Bank (2019) uses
US$ 1,005 per capita as the upper cut-off for the low-income group, with US$ 1,006 to
3,955 identified as lower-middle income, US$ 3,966 to 12,235 as higher-middle income,
and countries with per capita income over US$ 12,236 in the high-income group, based
on the World Bank methodology (WDI, 2018). A majority of these countries has still
found it difficult to increase per capita income, remaining within the MIT over the past
40 years (Tran, 2016).
Also, given the wide range of economies identified as middle income, the World
Bank (2007) also categorized them into two groups: HMIEs and LMIEs. Indeed, the
number of LMIEs and HMIEs, as well as the number of high-income economies,
increased, while the number of low-income economies decreased over this period. From
this discussion, ways to overcome the MIT in Southeast Asia need to be explored further.
Table 2 presents the economic indexes, including the growth rate and GNI per capita, for
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East Asia from 1990 to 2014. Based on the income criteria specified by the World Bank,
many LMIEs are represented in East Asia, while only three economies fall under the
HMIE category. Overall, most of the East Asian economies have achieved economic
growth rates from 4.0% to 10% between 1990 and 2014, while there have been stark
differences in the value of per capita GNI between LMIEs (under US$ 3,900) and HMIEs
economies (from US$5,000 to $10,000).
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Table 2
Economic Growth Rate and Income Level
Countries in East
Asia
Cambodia (L)

Average
growth rate
(%)
(1990-2014)
7.4

Average
growth rate
(%)
(1990-1999)
7.0

Average growth
rate (%)
(2000-2014)

GNI per capita
(2014, nominal,
US$)

7.5

1,020

Bangladesh (LM)

5.2

4.5

5.6

1,080

Pakistan (LM)

4.0

3.8

4.1

1,410

India (LM)

6.3

5.6

7.0

1,570

Lao P.D.R. (LM)

6.6

6.0

7.1

1,650

Vietnam (LM)

6.6

7.4

6.2

1,890

Sri Lanka (LM)

5.4

5.0

5.6

3,400

Philippines (LM)

4.1

2.7

5.0

3,470

Indonesia (LM)

4.8

4.1

5.2

3,630

Thailand (HM)

4.0

4.3

3.7

5,370

China (HM)

9.6

10.1

9.4

7,380

Malaysia (HM)

5.6

6.7

4.7

10,760

Note. L = Low income, LM = Lower-middle income, HM = Higher-middle income. Reprinted
from “Emerging Economies and the Middle-Income Trap in Asian Perspective,” The Japan
Society of International Economics, 67, by Tran Van Tho, 2016, p. 71. Copyright 2015 by the
Japan Society of International Economics. Reprinted with permission (see Appendix A).

Table 3 presents the trend in income levels since 1987 in Southeast Asia. First, the
four economies at the low-income stage in 1987 (Indonesia, Vietnam, India, and China),
have upgraded to at least the LMIE threshold. Notably, China has reached HMIE status
since 2010, with the annual economic growth rate exceeding 10% over the past 15 years.
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Secondly, some LMIEs in 1987 (Malaysia and Thailand) have reached HMIE status (in
1992 and 2010 respectively).
On the other hand, I also found that the Philippines has remained the same as the
lower-middle income level since 1987. Over thirty years have passed since this economy
has been under the same income stage. The Philippines has the longest history of
operating under the MIT of any of the countries surveyed. Indeed, many experts see that
no other economies have possessed favorable initial conditions for economic
development than the Philippines. Primarily, the earlier establishment of democracy, the
arrangement of agrarian reform for the “Green Revolution,” and the English-spoken
environment are featured as the primary advantages of promoting economic progress
(Nakanishi and Maquito, 2016).
Despite these desirable initial conditions, socio-economic indexes have shown
challenges for economic development in the Philippines, and its GNI per capita
(US$ 2,882) remains within the LMIE range (IMF, 2019). Meanwhile, it also has a lower
HDI than other countries than other countries—0.699, ranked 13th (UNDP, 2019) —
fares even worse in its business environment, with its Doing Business Index (DBI)
ranked 124th out of 190 economies in the world (World Bank, 2020). These indexes
suggest the challenges involved in escaping the MIT, thus inappropriate policies to take
advantage of its good initial conditions could be a hidden factor perpetuating the MIT in
the Philippines.
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Table 3
The Trend of Income Level Transition in East Asia
Countries in
East Asia

Income
stage
in 1987

Years to be
lower-middle
Income

Years to be
higher-middle
Income

Income
stage
in 2016

Malaysia
Thailand
Indonesia
Philippines
Vietnam
China
India

LM
LM
L
LM
L
L
L

1987
1987
2003
1987
2009
1997
2007

1992
2010
2010
-

HM
HM
LM
LM
LM
HM
HM

Years to stay
under
middleincome level
15
7
14
30
8
7
10

Note. L = Low income, LM = Lower-middle income, HM = Higher-middle income. Reprinted
from “Emerging Economies and the Middle-Income Trap in Asian Perspective,” The Japan
Society of International Economics, 67, by Tran Van Tho, 2016, p. 74. Copyright 2015 by the
Japan Society of International Economics. Reprinted with permission (see Appendix A).

Furthermore, Indonesia, subject to the LMIT for 14 years, might represent a case
similar to the Philippines. During the Suharto regime, the failure to promote
industrialization led the nation to develop service industries despite its abundant natural
resources and to slow the rise in per capita income levels. Coxhead (2007) suggested that
rapid resource depletion and reduced industrial growth could expose countries to slow
economic growth for an extended period, the so-called “natural resource curse” that
occurred in some emerging economies (Coxhead, 2007). Socio-economic indexes need to
be improved, notably by reviewing such institutional aspects as infrastructure
arrangements, transparency in governance, and the ability of law enforcement to
minimize political corruption (Tran, 2016). From such more accurate measures, the
analysis of MIT in East Asia would allow further insight into this social problem.
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Factors Involved in the MIT
Based on the statistical data presented above, the further improvement in the
income level in East Asia from the lower-middle-income is required from the HMIE to
the high-income group and from LMIE to HMIE, respectively. Therefore, escaping the
MIT is one of the most critical social problems identified in previous studies, to permit
further development in East Asia. The ADB (2017) identified the factors of “unfavorable
demographics,” the “low level of economic diversification,” an “inefficient financial
market,” “insufficient infrastructure,” a “low level of innovation,” “weak institutions,”
and an “insufficient labor market” as contributing to the MIT. (ADB, 2017, pp. 16–17).,
Meanwhile, substantial conditions to promote economic development were identified as
infrastructure, industrialization, an efficient financial market, a sufficient labor market,
governance, social welfare, political institutions, etc. (ADB, 2017; Robert, 2013; Otsuka,
2014).
Other researchers have also studied the factors contributing to the MIT in the
middle-income economies, identifying five elements that can contribute to income
stagnation: First, infrastructure is undoubtedly considered a fundamental aspect of the
business environment and an indispensable component of economic development (ADB,
2011). From the perspective of industrialization in particular, expediting infrastructural
development has been identified as key to overcoming the MIT in East Asia. Indeed,
traffic congestion in the capital regions of Manila, Jakarta, and Bangkok have contributed
to economic stagnation by slowing down productivity and inhibiting industrialization
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(Studwell, 2013). This inability to create needed infrastructural arrangements can
contribute significantly to the MIT over a period of time.
Second, governance is also a significant catalyst for economic development in the
developing world. The World Bank defined governance as “the manner in which power is
exercised in the management of a country’s economic and social resources for
development” (1992, p.16). The organization then formulated the World Governance
Indicators (WGI), based on this definition. The indicators are composed of six criteria:
“Voice of Accountability,” “Political Stability and Absence of Violence,” “Government
Effectiveness,” “Regulatory Quality,” “Rule of Law,” and “Control of Corruption;” the
World Bank then estimates rankings globally (WGI, 2019). The WGI results imply that
rules, regulations, and laws have a significant impact on economic development. In fact,
the higher the WGI indices, the higher income level countries achieve (Tran, 2016).
Dollar (2015) analyzed the relationship between the rule of law and civil liberties, leading
to the hypothesis of a strong relationship between these two variables for the countries
with GNI per capita over US$ 8,000 (Dollar, 2015). On the other hand, economies with a
lower per capita income level had a weaker relationship between them (Dollar, 2015).
This analysis suggests that the enhancement of governance can be a significant
component enabling LMIEs to overcome the LMIT.
Third, labor market arrangements are another indispensable contributor to further
development. The World Bank (2002) demonstrated the significance of building market
institutions for promoting economic development and reducing poverty in the developing
world (World Bank, 2002). In East Asia, Tran (2016) explained that LMIEs have a
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substantial labor surplus at lower income levels, which means that industrialization needs
to be enhanced. In other words, the promotion of industrialization can contribute to labor
market characteristics where supply and demand meet (Tran, 2016). Even for the HMIEs,
the improvement in the employment environment is necessary, through the expansion of
capital-intensive industries, the promotion of high technology industries, and the
cultivation of human resources for higher levels of productivity (Tran, 2016). Also,
Suzuki (2019) surveyed the relationship between academic background and industry of
employment in the Philippines (Suzuki, 2019) and found that those who finish their
college or university programs tend to work in the service industry. On the other hand,
those who only completed their secondary education tended, statistically, to become
unemployed (Suzuki, 2019). Therefore, industrial intensification and the labor market are
inextricably linked to each other for overcoming the MIT.
Finally, the promotion of industrialization is considered one of the most efficient
means to overcome the MIT. Otsuka (2014) emphasized that without industrialization,
there can be no progress in economic development in developing countries (Otsuka,
2014). Several high-income economies, including Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan,
arrived at a successful strategy to enhance industrialization between the 1950s and the
1980s (Perkins, 2013). In particular, rapid industrialization in the chemical, steel, and
transportation industries enabled these economies to raise the manufacturing productivity
dramatically and improve conditions of employment for the labor force (Tran, 2016).
Therefore, successful industrialization has been considered one of the most significant
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contributors to overcoming the MIT throughout the economic history, primarily in East
Asia, and a key factor in “the East Asian Miracle” for over 20 years (World Bank, 1993).
In reviewing the factors contributing to the MIT in East Asia, most researchers
have emphasized the significance of promoting industrialization as being highly
significant in promoting economic development. The next section will review economic
development and the global economy from both historical and theoretical perspectives,
before moving on to examine industrialization in East Asia in particular.
The Mechanism of Economic Development
The mechanism of economic development can be understood by examining
several representative economic development theories from the 1950s to the 2000s.
Lewis (1954) suggested the theoretical concept of a “Dual Economy” with traditional
(agricultural) and modernized (non-agricultural) sectors; he observed the process by
which the labor surplus generated in the traditional sector was incorporated into the
industrial sector, identifying the “turning point” that led to industrialization (Lewis, 1954,
p.164). Considering these models, Rostow (1956) suggested five stages of economic
development: from a “traditional society,” to “the pre-conditions of take-off,” “take-off,”
the “drive to technological maturity,” and finally “high mass consumption” (Rostow,
1956). Furthermore, paying closer attention to the effect of industrialization on per capita
income, Ranis and Fei (1961) developed the principle of wage determination by
observing the correlation between labor and productivity in the industrial sectors,
formulating the Ranis–Fei Model (Ranis & Fei, 1961). On the other hand, Harris and
Todaro (1970) challenged Lewis’s model while developing a theory relevant to the
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impact of the urban poor, observing a relationship between expected wages and
“disguised unemployment” in the developing world, resulting in the Harris–Todaro
Model (Harris & Todaro, 1970, p.134). Based on these economic theories, Tran (2016)
arrived at a simple conceptual framework describing the economic development stages
over time. Invoking such key terms as the “turning point” (Lewis, 1954) and “take-off”
(Rostow, 1956), the author formulated a framework progressing from low-income to
middle-income and to high-income stages.
Furthermore, paying closer attention to the stages of the industrialization in East
Asia, Ohno (2009) summarized the “catch-up” process of industrialization. With
reference to the East Asian cases, he stressed the importance of improved policy making
and private sector activation to reach the tertiary stage and overcoming the MIT (Ohno,
2009). Ohno (2010) formed the stages of “catch-up” industrialization, then classifying
industrialization into five stages, from “prior to the industrialization,” to the “initial
introduction of foreign capital manufacturing corporations,” “internalization of parts
industries,” “internalization of key skills and technology,” and finally the “internalization
of innovation” (Ohno, 2010). Paying close attention to four ASEAN countries —
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and the Philippines— his work then located the MIT in the
context of the industrialization and identified what is required to step up to the next stage
on a case-by-case basis. For instance, to proceed from stage zero to the first stage, foreign
manufacturing needs to be introduced in fragile economies, especially in sub-Saharan
Africa with the poorest one billion people, “Bottom Billion” (Collier, 2008). In the lowermiddle income economies, manufacturing establishments must accumulate through
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foreign direct investment. After these foreign capital industries mature, parts industries
may be internalized, thanks to training opportunities whereby employees can acquire the
skills needed to manufacture the parts, producing materials for the third stage. Also, the
local economy must master the management techniques and technologies for producing
higher-quality products. Finally, innovation and creativity can help manufacturing
industries lead to world-class status (Ohno, 2010). In this framework, current LMIEs are
to be found in the first stage of this transition, while HMIEs are at the second stage.
Industrialization
For the MIT to be overcome, industrialization has been understood as a key to
upgrading the national income level. In reviewing industrial development in East Asia
since the 1960s, a successful shift from import-substitution industrialization to exportoriented industrialization became the catalyst for “the Miracle in East Asia” (World
Bank, 2007). Figure 3 represents the rate of industrial production (within total economic
production) from 1960 to 2015 in the ASEAN economies. From the 1970s to the 1980s,
these countries were successful in shifting from import substitution toward exportoriented industrialization, leading to the contribution of the industrial sector to the total
economy.
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Figure 3
The Rate of Industrialization (in Production) in Southeast Asia (1960-2015)
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Note. From “WV1. World Development Indicators: Size of the Economy,” by World Bank, 2020
(http://wdi.worldbank.org/tables). In the public domain.

From the 1970s to the 1980s, these countries were successful in shifting from
import substitution toward export-oriented industrialization, leading to the contribution of
the industrial sector to the total economy. Regarding the development pattern in Thailand,
Ohshima (1987) paid attention “agriculturalization” (Ohshima, 1987, p.58) and observed
labor surpluses and shortages following the impacts of the Monsoon season (Ohshima,
1987). Mitigating these seasonal labor surpluses, increasing wages, and mechanizing the
labor process became the significant contributors to increasing labor productivity in
agriculture. As a result, workers were able to migrate to industrial sectors and engage in
manufacturing industries, raising the export rate in Thailand since the 1980s.
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A similar shift from agriculture to manufacturing was also observed in Malaysia.
In turn, in the Philippines, despite a proportion of industrial activity reaching
approximately 20% of production and 60% of exports, the economy has remained within
the LMIE group. Otsuka and Banerjee (1998) stressed the significance of
industrialization in rural areas by suggesting that creating new job opportunities both in
urban and rural areas in East Asia. In turn, when observing the proportions in the LMIEs,
including Vietnam and the Lao P.D.R., the industrial contribution remains at
approximately 7.5% to 12.5% of the national economy in 2015, although it increased
from the 1990s to the 2000s. Other economies, such as the Philippines and Indonesia,
remain over 20% since the 1990s, although the Philippines had a recent decrease in the
industrial proportion of the economy, with figures of ranging between 20% to 25% for
the past 55 years.
Figure 4 presents the industrialization rate in export from 1965 to 2015 in the
ASEAN economies. Four economies - Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia
-experienced an increase, and the proportion in Thailand, which stood at 2.0% in 1965,
climbed to the largest share among these economies reaching 77.8% in 2015, followed by
Malaysia with 66.9%. The Philippines had the third-highest share, 59.3% in 2015,
followed by Indonesia with 44.7%. From 1985 to 1990, all four economies drastically
raised the proportion of manufactured exports. Based on this trend, Figures 3 and 4 above
imply that HMIEs achieve a more substantial proportion of industrialization than LMIEs
in terms of both production and exports.
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Figure 4
The Rate of Industrialization (in Export) in Southeast Asia (1965-2015)
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In relation to the industrialization rate in East Asia, Tran (2016) classified
manufacturing products into three levels according to value added in production (Low,
Middle, and High skill-intensity industries). The author observed the change in the ICI in
each industry as the flying geese pattern of industrialization represents the process to
enhance the international competitiveness by using the amount of import (M) and export
(X) in the UN Comtrade database, and then calculating the international competitiveness
using the index (Tran, 2016). The international division of labor can be seen through
changes in factor endowment conditions corresponding to the structural transformation of
the national economy and its resulting comparative advantages. The MIT can persist as
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long as the shift from the labor-intensive industry to the capital-intensive
industry/technology-intensive industry is not successfully made.
The flying geese pattern of industrialization is a theoretical framework to explain
the catch-up process in the least-developed nations, describing the sequence beginning
with importing products from overseas, then import substitution, and finally exporting
products (Watanabe, 2012). For this framework to be feasible, international
competitiveness must be enforced cyclically in the manufacturing industry, leading to the
catch-up industrialization (Ohno, 2009). Within the catch-up process, three skill levels
are identified within the labor force, which are “low skill,” “medium skill,” and “high
skill” levels. In reviewing the conceptual framework previously represented in Figure 1,
the line BC is equivalent to “low-skill intensive industry,” while line CD incorporates
“medium-skill intensive industry.” Finally, the high-income nations also possess “highskill intensive industry” (Tran, 2016). From this perspective, improving the skills of
laborers is necessary to improve national ICI.
As previously described, the World Bank (2007) has classified the widely varied
middle-income economies into two groups: HMIEs and LMIEs. However, most studies
to date have dealt with the MIT as facing one unified group of middle-income economies.
Tran (2016) distinguished these two groups, analyzed their characteristics, and identified
development issues within ASEAN economies for each individual case (Tran, 2016). In
the case of HMIEs, he characterized the stage of transition from labor surplus to
insufficiency of labor. Thus, he emphasized the importance of enhancing industrial and
comparative advantage, identifying the need to promote science and technology and
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improve human resource quality, notably within Malaysia and Thailand, as a “highermiddle-income trap (HMIT)” in his study (Tran, 2016, p. 90).
This suggests that enhancing total factor productivity and improving quality of
human resources will be key for the development of the HMIEs (Tran, 2016). On the
other hand, LMIEs such as Indonesia, Vietnam, and the Philippines, retain labor
surpluses, leaving further room for capital-investment growth. Tran (2016) observes the
inappropriate allocation of labor and capital investment through weak governance, an
unstable policy environment, and institutional issues including rent-seeking as leaving
LMIEs in the “lower-middle-income trap (LMIT)” theoretically (Tran, 2016, p. 95).
For these middle-income economies to escape the LMIT, he concluded that “there
is room for input-driven growth so that the improvement of factor markets and thus the
resource allocation is essential” (Tran, 2016, p.103). Also, he pointed out that the
phenomenon of the “premature deindustrialization” has led to a reduction in
manufacturing industry as the driving force for growth, and thus, to the slow-down of
further development notably in terms of industrialization. In the case of the Philippines,
while there was a drastic reduction in the competitiveness of low-skilled labor-intensive
industry, there was an improvement in the medium and high-skilled industry (Tran,
2016). As Suzuki (2013) observed, the Philippines has hosted manufacturing processes
with lower value-added, despite the high proportion of technology-intensive exports,
resulting in industrialization making a lesser contribution to further development (Suzuki,
2013).
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Furthermore, as in the case of Vietnam and Indonesia, inappropriate resource
allocation due to ineffective economic institutions, weak governance, an unstable policy
environment, and rent seeking caused these two economies to demote industrialization
(Tran, 2010). Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) have pointed out that “extractive political
and economic institutions” carry the potential to terminate sustainable development in the
developing world. Sachs (2012), however, stressed economic development may be
feasible even within extractive institutions. For instance, in spite of the dictatorship of
Park Chung-Hee in the 1970s, South Korea became successful in industrialization during
the 1970s and 1980s (Sachs, 2012). Regardless of extractive institutions, Tran (2016)
emphasized the significance of creating a stable and transparent policy-making
environment to overcome the MIT (Tran, 2016). Based on these previous studies, the
improvement of the ICI in East Asia by increasing the quality of labor should be of key
importance.
The Significance of Secondary Education for Industrialization
For the skills of workers to be ameliorated and for industrialization to be
promoted to overcome the MIT, educational opportunities should be provided. Schultz
(1971) analyzed the impact of education on economic development. In relation to
agricultural and manufacturing development, he observed that the enhancement of human
capital through education and training enables workers to improve the numeracy and
literacy required for their job opportunities, improving their income levels, and reducing
poverty. A relationship between education and economic growth can therefore be
conceptualized. Nogami and Hayase (2010) created a theoretical framework relating
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income increases to years of schooling. This framework simplified the relationship
between income and human capital investment, describing how uneducated laborers can
raise their income levels, while those who are educated can raise the income after the
duration of education. For economists, human capital consists in knowledge, training, and
skills to be used for productivity in the workplace defined by Becker (1964) and Schultz
(1971). For the human capital to represent a kind of investment, benefits need to be
collected after the investment has been made. Particularly in the developing world, the
children in rural areas often forego opportunities for education due to their parents’ lack
of financial resources and a necessity for help with housework. The authors emphasized
the significance of education as the only way to connect economic development with
individual welfare; education and training can help laborers enhance their abilities and
increase their productivity (JETRO, 2010). Also, Banergee and Duflo (2012), in their
study of “Poor Economics,” used a randomized controlled trial model, observing and
analyzing the impact of education on poverty and individual income based on years of
field research in developing countries (Banergee & Duflo, 2012). These authors
concluded that there is no single means to eradicate poverty, while education is at least
one of the appropriate ways to reduce poverty by expanding job opportunities (Banergee
& Duflo, 2012). Finally, Sen (1999) emphasized the importance of primary and
secondary education for further development and poverty eradication, and then formed
the “Capability Approach” (Sen, 1999, p.5). Based on this theoretical framework,
investment in education can invisibly boost individual incomes and also facilitate
economic development.
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Researchers have also gained insight into the impact of education on national
and individual incomes through empirical research and reached some robust conclusions.
Regarding the return to investment in education, historically the Mincer wage equation
has been employed to observe the benefits of education quantitatively within labor
markets. Mincer stated that when education is considered as a potential investment, the
problem is whether the internal return rate is higher than the market interest rate or not.
Thus, the equation model became a representative model used to calculate the benefits of
education, employing regression equations that include such independent variables as
years of education, characteristics of workers, features of the labor market etc. (Mincer,
1974).
Based on this equation, it is possible for researchers to observe the impact of
education on the individual wages empirically. Using this equation, Psacharopoulos and
Patrinos (2004) estimated the social and individual return to investment in education by
classifying income into four groups of lower, lower-middle, higher-middle, and high
income. Psacharopoulos (1985) presented the return to education according to the four
income levels and describing both social and private rates of return. When this
calculation was made in 1993, LMIEs and HMIEs had the highest proportion for primary
education, with figures ranging from 14% to 35%, while the rate of return to secondary
education was estimated to be approximately 10% to 20% at all the income levels.
Apparently, in middle-income groups, financial investment in primary education seemed
to be the key to further development. However, these authors reached the speculative
conclusion that middle-income economies also need to create opportunities for secondary
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education to developing skilled laborers in more advanced studies (Psacharopoulos &
Patrinos, 2004). Indeed, most of these middle-income economies have achieved the
highest levels of enrollment in East Asia.
Table 4 describes the trends of enrollment as well as completion rates for primary,
secondary, and higher education in several Asian economies in 2015. The six economies
presented, including both LMIEs and HMIEs, have achieved at least 90% net enrollment
in primary education, but improvement is needed in the proportion in secondary
education as the figure averages approximately 60% to 77% with the exception of China.
Notably, the Philippines has the lowest percentage among the middle-income economies
in 2016, 65.9%. In this regard, the case of the Philippines is striking for its higher
enrollment rate of primary education and the lower rate of secondary education (NEDA,
2017; PSA, 2018). Finally, as for enrollment in higher education, these economies have a
percentage with a range of 25% to 45%. Eventually, due to an insufficient allocation of
financial and human resources (UNESCO, 2019), these opportunities need to be
cultivated in both HMIEs and LMIEs (Kuroda & Yokozeki, 2005).
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Table 4
Educational Indicators
Countries in East
Asia

Enrollment rate
in primary
education in
2015 (Net, %)

Enrollment rate
in secondary
education in
2015 (Net, %)

Completion
rate of
secondary
education in
2015 (Net, %)

Enrollment
rate of
tertiary
education in
2015
(Net, %)
27.9

Indonesia (LM)

90.9

76.8

98.5

Philippines (LM)

95.7

65.9

86.5

35.3

Vietnam (LM)

98.0

77.8

90.0

28.3

China (HM)

100.0

100.0

100.0

45.4

Malaysia (HM)

99.5

73.4

87.0

42.4

Thailand (HM)

98.0

77.3

79.6

45.9

South Korea (H)

100.0

100.0

100.0

93.3

Note. “LM” does for Lower-middle Income, and “HM” for Higher-middle Income. From “WV1.
World Development Indicators: Size of the Economy,” by World Bank, 2020
(http://wdi.worldbank.org/tables). In the public domain.

Secondary education is defined as education for young students with ages
between 11–12 and 18–19, between primary education and higher education. Secondary
education aims to expand the knowledge and academic background of individuals with a
view to enrollment in higher education and preparation for working within organizations.
The length of secondary education varies by country with a typical period of six years in
almost all countries (three years for junior secondary school and three more years for
senior secondary school) but ranges between 2 and 8 years in some nations (Kuroda &
Yokozeki, 2005).
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Furthermore, Kuroda and Yokozeki (2005) summarized the outcomes of
secondary education, classifying them into “purposes attained,” “required knowledge,”
“required skills,” and “required attitudes” through both lower and upper secondary
education, respectively. They describe the required outcomes in relation to two goals:
further studies and working in society, identifying similarities in purposes, and required
knowledge. Yamada and Karikomi (2020) also stressed the significance of enhancing
“absorptive capacity” (Yamada and Karikomi, 2020, p. 155) for industrialization. In other
words, the primary purposes to be attained through junior high school and high school are
to move on to higher education and to be engaged in jobs as skilled or unskilled workers.
On the other hand, lower and upper secondary education call for different skills
and attitudes in relation to the labor force. Junior high school students need only basic
numeracy or the other fundamental skills including communication skills, while high
school students need the ability for analysis, problem-solving, and planning to achieve
goals. Regarding the required skills and attitudes in lower secondary education, discipline
and positive attitudes are generally required, while others desirable in high school include
accuracy and entrepreneurship. Indeed, Otsuka and Kurosaki (2003) showed accuracy
and entrepreneurship to be important for work as factory managers in China (Otsuka &
Kurosaki, 2003).
From the perspectives of required outputs, secondary education can be a catalyst
for promoting industrialization by equipping employees with additional skills.
Interestingly, from the perspective of employment, Foster (1965) described the purposes
of secondary education as the acquisition of basic knowledge required by skilled and
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unskilled workers including necessary abilities of calculation, analysis, planning, and
problem-solving. These skills are required for industrialization and economic
development (Foster, 1965).
Lewin and Caillods (2001) viewed investment in secondary education as strongly
connected to the development of East Asian economies from the 1970s to the 1980s in
terms of their export orientation, on behalf of education. In “The Myth of East Asian
Miracle,” Krugman (1994) stressed that an improvement in the educational level of
workers, as well as capital growth, played a larger role than technological advances.
Researchers have emphasized the importance of investing in secondary education to
improve abstract thinking and adaptability, contributing to the promotion of a skilled
labor force required in advanced industrial production and service sectors. One of the best
ways to improve the educational opportunities for children would be financial support so
poor households are able to send children to school (Sawada, 1999). Despite the
significance of the quality of education, the quantity of education also needs to be
enhanced by increasing the number of students in school. Esposito et al. (2011)
emphasized the increase in the quantity of education rather than the quality of education
in developing countries, saying that “all is not lost” (Esposito et al., 2011, p. 1579). These
authors emphasized the importance of investing in education to increase opportunities for
all children, even with a lower quality of education. In observing the output of education
quantitatively, the Education Production Function (Glewwe, 2002) is a representative
framework used to demonstrate the mechanism producing educational output relying on
educational supply and based on varying investment at the household and community
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levels. This “inductive” function represents the educational input and output (Hanushek,
1995) with the simple equation of y= f (X). Specifically, “y” means productivity per labor
(L) capita, while “X” stands for capital (K) stock per labor capita (Solow, 1956).
The input variables for the Education Production Function represent the
motivation and characteristics of students, the home environment, household income,
school facilities, teacher training, the number of teachers, the community, the social
environment, etc. On the other hand, its outputs are represented as grades, enrollment
rates, completion rates, years of schooling, labor productivity, wages, etc. (Hanushek,
1995). This framework can help to clarify the factors responsible for the lack of
educational opportunities in the developing world and promote an understanding of the
importance of investing in secondary education for the poor households and enhancing
the enrollment and completion rates for secondary education. At least, promoting
secondary education and enhancing the enrollment rate can lead to further
industrialization by forming both skilled and unskilled workers, while opportunities for
secondary education need to be improved further given the conditions currently
preventing students from attending school.
One of the most significant models of economic growth models, the Robert Solow
model, carried an idea similar to the production function described on the previous page,
developing the role of capital investment and of technological advancement for economic
growth (Solow, 1956). In this conception, the technological development of a country is
accompanied by increasing capital investment: the more advanced the technology
becomes, the more productivity is expected.
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Research Methods in Previous Studies
Finally, from the body of research regarding education and income levels in the
developing world, several empirical studies were identified as relevant. For instance,
Otsuka (2003) investigated the impact of education and household conditions on the
income barriers in the rural areas of several local provinces in the Philippines (Otsuka,
2003). The survey method for this study was to observe the change in the variables of
income level and education level between 1964 and 1999. The authors included the rates
of university graduation, junior high school graduation, gender, the age groups 26–35,
36–45, 46–55, and 56–65, family structure, property size for agriculture, and area of
irrigation (Otsuka, 2003). As a result, these authors concluded that those who work in the
non-agriculture sectors and have completed university have the highest income. In other
words, families whose members have graduated from universities or colleges have the
highest family income among groups (Otsuka, 2003). Also, those engaged in nonagricultural employment have a higher income than the those in the agricultural sector for
approximately 13 years (Estudillo, 1999; Quisumbing, and Otsuka, 2001b). Finally,
regarding the gender difference in educational investment in the developing world, the
educational level of parents is a significant variable suggesting the human capital
available to the parental generation. This variable is expected to positively affect the
education for their children (Deolalikar, 1993; Parish & Willis, 1993; Behrman et al.,
1999; Struss & Thomas, 1995).
In other relevant research, Kurosaki (2001) showed a similar impact for education
on individual incomes in the case of Pakistan based on surveys conducted in 1996 and
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1999 (Kurosaki, 2001). The author observed a difference between the agricultural and
non-agricultural sectors in the impact of human capital (education) on the wages from
1996 to 1999 (Kurosaki, 2001). The variables employed in this research were human
capital (enrollment rates at the primary, junior high school, and high school levels),
household assets including the size of agricultural land, and dummy variables for
agricultural family, and village status (Kurosaki, 2001). The methodologies employed in
this study were panel data analysis and logistic model respectively. Logistic models are
widely used to examine and describe the relationship between a binary response variable
(e.g., ‘success’ or ‘failure’) and a set of predictor variables.
In common with the multiple-linear regression, the primary objective of logistic
regression is to model the mean of the response variable, given a set of predictor
variables. However, what distinguishes logistic regression from linear regression is that
the response variable is binary rather than continuous in nature (Fitzmaurice and Laird,
2001). The author concluded that human capital has a major impact in the nonagricultural sector, while in the agricultural sector the impact of education was not so
much observed (Kurosaki, 2001). Similarly, Duflo (2001) surveyed the impact of school
construction on schooling and the labor market in Indonesia between 1973 and 1978
using panel data analysis; the study showed substantial positive effects on wages. Also,
Breierova and Duflo (2004) estimated the influence of education on fertility and child
mortality between 1973 and 1978 in Indonesia. Their findings showed that education for
females is a stronger determinant of age at marriage and of early fertility than education
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of males, while education both for males and females seem to be equivalent factors in
reducing child mortality (Breierova & Duflo, 2004).
Based on these previous quantitative studies, education seems to play a significant
role in enhancing income levels for non-agricultural workers, particularly those working
in manufacturing. Therefore, this literature survey implies that promoting the
industrialization in the developing world through education could be a significant
contributor to overcoming the MIT.
Several other studies were helpful in their analysis of industrialization. In East
Asia in particular, it is worth reviewing the successes of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan.
Interestingly, Inoki (1991) looked at the role of education in relation to industrial
development in the developing world. Interested in how a modernized sector is developed
through industrialization, another study looked for the factors inhibiting modernization
that education contributed to overcoming in the case of Japan, Taiwan, and China
(Yamamura, Sonobe, & Otsuka, 2003a). In this study, the role of education was to foster
the innovative entrepreneurship in manufacturing companies, summarizing the
hypothesis of developmental stages linking industrialization to education (Yamamura,
Sonobe, & Otsuka, 2003a). Unlike the conceptual framework developmental by Ohno
(2009), other scholars have identified three phases of industrialization: launch,
quantitative promotion, and qualitative enhancement (Otsuka, Liu, & Murakami, 1998;
Sonobe, Kawakami, & Otsuka, 2003).
Furthermore, these authors attributed the significance of higher education as
enabling entrepreneurs to become more innovative in manufacturing high quality
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products. In particular, their survey paid attention to the motorbike industries in Japan
from 1945 to 1965 from the perspective of the engine quality (Otsuka, Liu, & Murakami,
1998). Interestingly, the authors found a positive and significant impact associated with
the general number of years of education among employees, the ratio of the engineers to
the workforce, alternative human capital variables, etc. and corporate performance
(Otsuka et al., 1998; Sonobe et al., 2003). At the same time, however, the concluding
remarks of the study observed that the relationship between labor productivity and human
capital seemed to be much more complicated than had been expected (Otsuka et al.,
1998; Sonobe et al., 2003).
In relation to industrial development, researchers have surveyed the influence of
education on the formation of labor skills, conducting a comparison between Japan and
several Southeast Asian countries. In their studies, the key difference in skill
development characteristics is flexibility for change at the point of production,
particularly in manufacturing companies, which affects international competitiveness
throughout East Asia (Ueshima et al., 2006). However, this research was carried out
using qualitative methods, and could not determine quantitative impacts. Also, the
influence of education in relation to the MIT was not identified through this research
approach. Many authors have focused on poverty reduction or economic development
and have not considered the context of how to escape the MIT in particular. Quantitative
analysis of relevant variables from the perspectives of industrial development and labor
skill formations were not within the scope of these studies. Nevertheless, they have left
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some significant findings relevant to further study of such aspects as the MIT and
education.
Research Variables
Based on the literature review, for this study to be able to clarify the influence of
rates of enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI in the context of
Southeast Asian industrialization, the research variables are the following.
First, for the first research purpose of the clarification of the influence of
enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT in East Asia, the dependent variable
should be the GNI per capita (in US$) in the Southeast Asian economies since the value
is one of the most principal barometers to assess the impact of education on the MIT.
Thus, the GNI per capita were employed as a dependent variable. For independent
variables, since the significant elements of the MIT have been discussed earlier in this
chapter, the representative educational factors of enrollment rates will be incorporated as
the independent variables by classifying into the three levels of “Primary,” “Secondary,”
and “Tertiary education” categories. Regarding the other factors, including
“Infrastructure,” “Governance,” “Labor Market,” and “Industrialization,” however, also
demonstrated a strong relationship with the MIT in the previous studies. For this reason,
these factors need to be controlled so that their influence is held steady in the linear
regression, thus allowing the education rates to become the primary driver of prediction.
Second, to investigate the influence of secondary enrollment rates on the ICI in
the context of industrialization in Southeast Asia, the dependent variable should be the
ICI calculated for the Southeast Asian economies. On the other hand, the independent
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variables here are the net enrollment rate at the primary and secondary levels and the
gross enrollment rate for tertiary education.
Furthermore, since the ICI is relevant to the labor participation and the
manufacturing employment conditions, two other variables were considered as controlled
variables so that their influence is held steady in the linear regression, thus allowing the
education rates to become the primary driver of prediction: the labor participation rate for
those aged over 15 and the employment rate in manufacturing industries.
Gaps in the Literature
In summarizing the results of the literature, it has been evident that MIT has been
discussed mainly by Gill and Kharas (2007). As previously explained, only 13 out of 106
middle-income economies in 1961 have achieved the high-income level in 2008 (WDI,
2018). Meanwhile, the World Bank has classified this varied group of countries into two
classes, HMIEs and LMIEs. The key social problem, how to overcome the MIT, should
be discussed in different contexts and from different points of view. Tran (2016), for
example, analyzed the primary factors affecting the HMIEs and the LMIEs, respectively.
He determined that the former need to enhance their technological and human resource
capacity once the transfer of labor surplus to manufacturing is largely complete, while the
latter has room to promote input-driven so that factor markets and resource allocation can
be significantly improved within available labor reserves (Tran, 2016). Given the
importance of promoting industrialization, enhancing international competitiveness
through the improvement of the skills of the labor force by education was given
additional emphasis. Expanding secondary education is a significant catalyst for
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economic development, according to the socio-economic history of East Asia during the
1970s and 1980s. However, the impact of opportunities for secondary education needs
further investigation using one of the available educational indexes concerning
enrollment rates in Southeast Asia.
Finally, in reviewing existing studies from the perspective of their methodologies
and variables for education and economic development, several significant variables have
been employed as dependent and independent variables, including human capital and
household income. Quantitative analyses have been identified, including panel data
analysis, logistic models, and the Mincer wage equation. The role of education in
preparing the way for industrialization was noted, but quantitative research on
international competitiveness was not identified in this literature. Based on this literature
review and the findings of previous studies, the remaining issues can be summarized in
the following way:
First, although the literature review clarified the significance of expanding
secondary education in promoting industrialization and leading to economic progress, far
less research was found concerning the impact of secondary enrollment rates on the MIT.
Although factors contributing to the MIT have been described in this literature, the
educational aspect has not been the focus of previous studies. Reviewing the previous
studies, although the impact of education on individual income was examined at a micro
level in several villages or other areas, research on education and economic development
using cross-sectional data was not identified. In particular, the relationship between the
MIT and secondary education had not been examined across national economies in any
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existing studies of Southeast Asia. Therefore, the first research gap concerns the impact
of the rate of enrollment in secondary education on the MIT.
Second, although Tran (2016) pointed to the potential to enhance the international
competitiveness of the manufacturing industries through cultivating the skills of workers,
in the context of overcoming the MIT in East and Southeast Asia, far less research has
looked at the impact of secondary education rates on the ICI. From the perspective of
improving secondary enrollment rates in Southeast Asia, the influence of net enrollment
rate in secondary education on the ICI is a crucial issue. Reviewing the literature from the
perspective of methodologies and variables employed, the role of education in promoting
industrial development and labor skills was often examined qualitatively, and the effect
of secondary education on the ICI was never uncovered. From this point of view, the
relationship between the ICI and the rate of enrollment in secondary education, in the
context of Southeast Asian industrialization, was examined, notably in helping me
contribute to filling up the study gap.
Based on these research gaps, the purpose of this quantitative study is to clarify
the influence of secondary enrollment rates on the MIT and on the ICI, in the context of
industrialization in Southeast Asia. Although Otsuka (2014) and Lewin and Caillods
(2002) stressed the significant role of expanding secondary education in promoting
industrialization and leading to economic development, far less research has addressed
the impact of the enrollment rates at the secondary level on the MIT. A statistical
examination of the impact of secondary enrollment is therefore overdue, and the effect of
enrollment in secondary education on the MIT should be clarified in the context of East
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Asia. Although Tran (2016) stressed the significance of enhancing the international
competitiveness of manufacturing industries by enhancement the skills of workers, little
quantitative research has looked at the impact of enrollment in secondary education on
the ICI. From the perspective of improving secondary enrollment rates in Southeast Asia,
the influence of net secondary enrollment on the ICI needs to be examined.
Summary and Transition
Above all, it is evident from the literature review that the MIT has been discussed
for more than ten years, but that little attention has been placed on enhancing
international competitiveness by improving the skills of workers through education,
especially through the expansion of secondary education. Research on the impact of the
secondary enrollment rate on the MIT has been identified as a gap in the literature.
Second, although the role of human capital in international competitiveness has been
recognized as one of the most influential ways to promote industrialization, little research
has considered the influence of secondary education on the ICI: another crucial gap.
The present study contributed to filling these gaps, clarifying the influence of the
rate of enrollment in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI, in the context of
Southeast Asian industrialization. This study can contribute to further development in the
area, helping the MIT to be overcome from a human capital perspective. Expanding
secondary education offers a path toward further economic and social development in the
developing world. Based on the literature review, Chapter 3 pursues the specific
quantitative methodologies proposed to address the study’s two research questions,
explaining how these questions were approached in more detail.
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Chapter 3: Research Method
In this study, I aimed to contribute to overcoming the MIT and promoting further
industrialization in Southeast Asia by analyzing the influence of the enrollment rate in
secondary education on the MIT and the ICI. Otsuka (2014) and Lewin and Caillods
(2001) each stressed the significant role of secondary education in promoting
industrialization, leading to economic progress. However, little research to date has
addressed the impact of secondary enrollment rates on the MIT in particular. Enrollment
rates at the secondary level need to be enhanced in terms of statistical metrics, and the
effect of the secondary enrollment rate on the MIT in Southeast Asia has not been
clarified based on empirical findings. Thus, the relationship between secondary education
and the MIT needs to be addressed in this context.
Also, while Tran (2016) stressed the importance of enhancing the international
competitiveness of the manufacturing industry through the enhancement of the skills of
workers, little research has addressed the impact of secondary education on the ICI. In
this context, the influence of net enrollment in secondary education on the ICI needs to be
examined. In Chapter 3, I pursue these research objectives by developing the quantitative
methodology for the study, introducing its research design, justifying the analytical
approach, and introducing the specific methodology used to fulfill the study’s purposes.
Research Design and Rationale
I employed quantitative analysis with the use of a nonexperimental design for the
primary purpose of observing the impact of the enrollment rate of the secondary
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education on the MIT and ICI in Southeast Asia in this study. The research questions are
as follows:
RQ1: Will enrollment rates in secondary education predict a statistically
significant percent change in the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT composite scores
more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for governance,
industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
Controlled variables:
1. Governance: The index of governance indicators including transparency in
policymaking, efficiency in administration service, investment environment,
and rent seeking from World Governance Indicators (2020) were employed as
the continuous variables.
2. Industrialization: The value added of manufacturing (% of GDP) from World
Development Indicators (2020) was employed as continuous variables.
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3. Labor market: The labor force participation rate (% under aged 15-24) from
World Development Indicators (2020) was employed as continuous variables.
4. Infrastructure: Logistics performance index: Quality of trade and transportrelated infrastructure (1 = low to 5 = high) from World Development
Indicators (2020) was employed as continuous variables.
IVs = The net enrollment rate in primary and secondary education and the gross
enrollment rate of tertiary education were employed as the continuous
variables.
*** Net enrollment rate: The rate of students under the designated age enrolled at
primary and secondary education per % from World Development Indicators
(2020).
*** Gross enrollment rate: The rate of students regardless of the designated age
enrolled at tertiary education per % from World Development Indicators
(2020).
DV = MIT: GNI per capita (Atlas Method, US$) from World Development
Indicators (2020) were employed as continuous variables.
RQ2: Will the enrollment rate in secondary education predict a statistically
significant percent change in the R2 variance in the Southeast Asian ICI composite scores
more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor force participation
and the manufacturing employment rate?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
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composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
Controlled variables:
1. Labor force participation rate: The labor participation rate of men and women
with persons aged 15 and older from the World Development Indicators
(2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
2. Employment rate of manufacturing industry: The employment rate of
manufacturing of men and women (% out of GDP) from the World
Development Indicators (2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
IVs = The net enrollment rate of primary and secondary education and the gross
enrollment rate of tertiary education:
*** Net enrollment rate: The rate of students under the designated age enrolled at
primary and secondary education per % from the World Development
Indicators (2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
*** Gross enrollment rate: The rate of students regardless of the designated age
enrolled at tertiary education per % from the World Development Indicators
(2020) was employed as the continuous variables.
DV = ICI (UN Comtrade Database, 2020) was used as the continuous variables.
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For RQ1, I explored the impact of the secondary enrollment rates on the MIT.
Because the MIT is a kind of socioeconomic phenomenon, the GNI per capita was
employed as a representative DV, in which the IVs were used based on such aspects of
the MIT as the enrollment rate in primary education and tertiary education. Also, in
consideration of the other possible factors of the MIT, notably including governance,
industrialization, the labor market, and infrastructure through the literature review, these
variables were included. However, because I observed the educational factors predicting
the MIT, these other factors should be considered CVs to hold steady in the linear
regression, thus allowing these three educational enrollment rates to become the primary
drivers of prediction. Also, for RQ2, the enrollment rate in secondary education on the
ICI in manufacturing industries was examined with the IVs of the net enrollment rate in
primary education and the gross enrollment rate in tertiary education. The other two
variables of labor force participation and employment rate in the manufacturing industry
were also included as the other factors than education. Still, these variables considered
CVs to observe the educational factors predicting the ICI in the same way I did for the
RQ1.
As for the research design for these two RQs, I examined the relationship between
enrollment in secondary education and the MIT, as well as the ICI, quantitatively in
relation to industrialization in East Asia on a national scale. For such a study, a
nonexperimental design has several advantages, including more generalizable results than
an experimental design and no need to manipulate the variables as an experimental
design would require (Tanaka, 2015). A nonexperimental design is most appropriate
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when aiming to clarify the influence of enrollment in secondary education on the MIT
and the ICI in the context of industrialization in Southeast Asia.
For both RQs, the multiple-regression model was the most appropriate
methodological approach to observe the dependent variable (income levels) in relation to
more than two independent variables. It would be difficult for a study to identify the
influence of secondary enrollment rates on the MIT and the ICI based on one single
period of measurement because educational and economic metrics change frequently due
to constant changes in policy conditions within nations, regions, and even cities (Tanaka,
2015). Thus, it was more appropriate for me to observe data over a longer duration,
allowing for a broader range of observations. The analysis was, therefore, the most
appropriate choice for addressing these two RQs.
For RQ1, the GNI per capita was employed as the dependent variable. The
independent variables were education (enrollment rates for primary, secondary, and
higher education), governance, industrialization, labor force, and infrastructure. These
variables were selected as conditions for promoting economic progress, based on a
review of the literature from Doner and Schneider (2015) and the ADB (2017).
To address RQ2, the ICI was employed for the multiple-regression analysis,
extracted from the UN’s Comtrade Database (2019). The rate of employment in
manufacturing industries and the labor participation rates for men and women were added
as IVs in consideration of the other factors contributing to international competitiveness
in the manufacturing sector by reviewing Tran (2013) and ADB (2017).
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The time frame for the multiple regression analysis employed to address these
research questions was a 20-year period from 1999 to 2018. Several international
organizations have produced the indexes to be assembled as panel data, including the
WDI (2020) from the World Bank and the Comtrade Data (2020) from the United
Nations. These sources were used to address the research questions in this study as
decisively as possible.
Finally, this research design has the potential to make an important contribution
its academic discipline. In pursuit of its first research objective, this design offers
quantitative insight into the impact secondary education on the fundamental challenge
facing many Southeast Asian economies, the MIT. Because this perspective has not been
addressed in previous research, the design could offer a significant catalyst for further
development in Southeast Asia. From this point of view, this design could suggest a new
academic horizon in addressing both economic development and education in the
developing world.
Also, documenting the importance of enhancing the skills of workers through
secondary education to contribute to the ICI could help middle-income economies to
manage their human resources more effectively to promote further industrialization. This,
this study is transferable in a practical sense to the other lower-middle income economies
in their management of human resources.
Methodology
Based on the research purposes of contributing to overcoming the MIT and to
promote further industrialization by examining the influence of the enrollment rate in
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secondary education on the MIT and the ICI, especially in Southeast Asia through, by
using quantitative analysis and research questions of “Will enrollment rates in secondary
education predict a statistically significant percent change in R2 variance in Southeast
Asian Middle-income Trap composite scores more than primary and tertiary education
when controlling for governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure
composite values?” and “Will enrollment rate in secondary education predict a
statistically significant percent change in R2 variance in Southeast Asian International
Competitive Index composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when
controlling for labor force participation and manufacturing employment rate?,” the
quantitative methodology of panel data analysis was expected to be employed using
specified dependent and independent variables. The dependent variable of the GNI per
capita and the ICI per capita is derived from the research purposes of clarifying the effect
of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI. On the other hand,
as for the first research question, the independent variables of education (enrollment rates
in primary, secondary, and higher education), governance, industrialization, labor force,
and infrastructure were derived from the primary conditions of promoting economic
progress, based on a review of the literature from Doner and Schneider (2015) and the
ADB (2017).
As for the second research question, the independent variables of employment in
manufacturing industries and the labor participation rates for men and women were added
as independent variables stemmed from the other components contributing to
international competitiveness in the manufacturing sector, primarily because of these two
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components to be fundamentally indispensable for promoting the industrialization in
reviewing the literature from Tran (2013) and the ADB (2017). In analyzing the effect of
economic development policies, including the income status, it is usually challenging for
this study to measure and observe the change through the policies solely in one period
with one country (Tanaka, 2016). At first, I also considered that the panel data analysis
can help further clarify the impact of secondary education on MIT and ICI as it covers
both time series and cross-sectional data. More specifically, in choosing the panel data
analysis, as Okui (2015) describes, it is more adequate for economic studies to select a
fixed effect model than a random effect model with two reasons of the ability to analyze
the methodology by applying it as the fixed effect and the importance for social sciences,
including public policy, development economics (Okui, 2015).
Also, in following a non-experimental design, this study mainly focused on the
influence of the rate of enrollment in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI in
relation to industrialization in Southeast Asia by finding the effect with the longer period
of time as objectively as possible. Specifically, national-level data from Southeast Asian
economies were assembled to cover the period from 1999 to 2018, bringing together data
collected by several international organizations including the World Bank (2020), the
United Nations (2020). By using the data, the panel data analysis was planning to be
employed this time, and the resulting findings were presented. Based on these
foundations, further specific aspects of the methodology are presented in the following
sections.
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However, I made a methodological adjustment to the multiple-linear regression
analysis this time, instead of the panel data analysis. One reason for this is that I primarily
observed the effect of the enrollment rate of secondary education on the GNI per capita
and the ICI in Southeast Asian economies, especially by gaining insight into the figures
of R2 variance as coefficients of determination. R2 stands for the coefficient of
determination, indicating how much the IVs statistically contribute to the DV (Kvalseth,
1985). R2 variance is the figure indicating that the IVs influence the DV via the change in
the value of R2. R2 variance is a significant catalyst for the study outcome and process.
Notably, the figure is a significant barometer for determining if null hypotheses can be
rejected or not by analyzing if it is lower than .05 to be significant. The multiple-linear
regression analysis allows me to use the DVs' general values and the interval ratios of the
IVs to be measured. R2 change is, therefore, totally different from seeking the t-value in
the panel data analysis. In this respect, I abandoned the panel data analysis in favor of the
multiple regression analysis. Instead, using the multiple-linear regression model allowed
me to answer the research questions using the values of R2 increase.
Population
Regarding both dependent and independent variables employed in the quantitative
study, the target population were those involved in the labor force and educational
institutions within the population of nine out of 11 national economies (Cambodia,
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Timor-Leste, and
Vietnam) in Southeast Asia. Brunei and Singapore were excluded since these two are
high-income economies. Thus, these two are not included in the dataset, and then nine
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economies as the LMIEs and HMIEs in the region being employed in the dataset. Also,
GNI per capita was employed as a measure of income, based on national income per
person as estimated by the World Bank (2020).
Finally, the data elements for RQ1 include education (enrollment rate at primary,
secondary, and higher education levels) as independent variables, as well as governance,
industrialization, labor force, and infrastructure as controlled variables. For RQ2, the data
from the ICI through UN Comtrade data (2020) are also employed. As noted, the rate of
employment in manufacturing and labor participation rates for men and women were
added as controlled variables, since these are relevant to industrialization in terms of the
labor market for manufacturing.
Sampling and Sampling Procedures
Since the purpose of this quantitative study is to contribute to overcoming the
MIT and to promote further industrialization by clarifying the influence of enrollment in
secondary education on the MIT and the ICI, notably in Southeast Asia, sampling
strategy is simply to compile readily accessible data from several international
organizations, including the World Bank and the United Nations, from 1999 to 2018.
These data are authoritative, definitive, and complete enough to answer my research
questions due primarily to high accuracy and reliability through the elaborated
investigation, analysis, and endorsement by the government agencies in many parts of the
world (World Bank, 2020). These data are also appropriately matched with the variables
that I used for testing the hypotheses, especially in the components of educational and
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economic parameters. For these reasons, I found these data to be the best for my
quantitative study.
Regarding the specific procedures, the sample was drawn from the World
Development Indicators (WDI, 2020) and UN Comtrade database (2020). Appropriate
independent variables were identified based on their relevance for promoting economic
progress according to the literature review. In particular, several primary factors
identified in the literature as contributing to the MIT will be included, along with the
independent variables relating to RQ1 and RQ2 (enrollment rate at Primary, Secondary,
and Tertiary levels) with the labor participation rate, the rate of employment in the
manufacturing industry, and the ICI as dependent variables for RQ2.
As for the sampling frame, the number of observations produces a sample size of
180: 9 national economies over 20 years (1999 to 2018) for each variable. Also, the unit
of analysis refers to the primary entity that researchers are analyzing in their studies
(Mathew, 2018). Also, the units can be classified into several types, including
“individuals,” “groups,” “artifacts (books, photos, newspapers),” “geographical units
(town, census tract, state),” and “social interactions (dyadic relations, divorces, arrests)”
(William, 2020). This time, I relied on the publicly open data, including the GNI per
capita, the enrollment rate in secondary education, the ICI, etc. from the WDI (2020), the
WGI (2020), and the UN Comtrade Database (2020), and I collected them on a national
scale. Principally, these international organizations calculated these data by using the
samples of all the citizens in an entire nation at the macro-level (World Bank, 2020;
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United Nations, 2019). From these points of view, the unit of analysis would be the
“national economy.”
Finally, concerning a power analysis, based on the reference from Cohen (1992),
in setting up input parameters, the alpha level was arranged as 0.01 (1%), 0.05 (5%), and
0.1 (10%) accordingly with the figure of power level 0.8 regularly. Also, with the effect
size classified into three groups of small (0.2), medium (0.5), and large (0.8), the sample
size was automatically determined. Since this study employed at least over 100 sampling
data as one group, it was basically effective to show the significance accurately for
multiple regression analysis on the condition of the alpha level 0.05 and power analysis
0.8 (Mizumoto & Takeuchi, 2010).
With the condition above provided by Cohen (1988) as well as Mizumoto and
Takeuchi (2010), G*Power was appropriately used as a tool for calculating the size. In
this study, to observe the effect of enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and
the ICI by indicating the figure of p < .05, the minimum condition of the alpha level I
need to select should be 0.05 with power analysis 0.8 under the appropriate condition of
effective size f2 of .15 to be at a significant level. With these three conditions, the
minimum required sample size should at least be 68 when using linear regression with a
fixed-effect model and three independent variables (enrollment rate of primary,
secondary, and tertiary education) vis-à-vis one dependent variable per each RQ for
observing the R2 increase.
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Procedures for Primary Data Collection
For data collection, appropriate variables need to be obtained, notably through the
World Development Indicators (WDI, 2020). As described previously, since some
primary elements of the MIT were found in previous studies, the independent variables
were chosen based on these studies. Specifically, for RQ1, the independent variables are
not limited to enrollment rates at different levels of education, but also include
infrastructure, governance, industrialization, and labor market variables, which are
representative aspects of international development. These data were collected from the
“World Development Indicators” (WDI, 2020) published. As for the variables of
“Governance,” the “World Governance Indicators” (WGI, 2020) was the primary data
source for data collection.
On the other hand, for RQ2, the independent variables are the employment rates,
the labor participation rates, and the enrollment rates at various levels of education. These
variables were collected from the “World Development Indicators” (WDI, 2019). The ICI
will be obtained from the UN Comtrade Database (2020) from the source, “International
trade in goods and services.” The ICI was calculated with the use of total amount of
import (M) and export (X) in manufacturing industry of each economy by using the
formula of (X-M)/(X+M); (Tran, 2016). To be specific, the total amount of import and
export in the manufacturing industry in each economy were gained by the selected
source. Then, the calculation of the ICI per each economy by using the formula was
made.
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Also, demographic information was gained for nine selected economies in
Southeast Asia (Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand, Timor-Leste, and Vietnam) from the category of “Population Dynamics” by
“World Development Indicators.” (WDI, 2019)
The data were accessed through public downloading functionality. The dependent
and independent variables were applied to my analysis of the data for the period from
1999 to 2018. The reason to select this duration is to maximize the usable amount of data
by minimizing the amount of missing data. Also, since this study aims to observe changes
in secondary enrollment rates, GNI per capita, and the ICI in Southeast Asia are collected
for as long a term as possible for more robust results.
Instrumentation and Operationalization of Constructs
First, as for the instrumentation of the methodology, Otsuka and Kurosaki
(2003) provided several quantitative outputs regarding years of schooling and wages in
the developing world, using instrumental variables to control potential covariates and
confounding factors and thereby observing causality as accurately as possible (Otsuka &
Kurosaki, 2003). Since individual income can reflect internal and external environmental
factors, including individual ability, ambition, family environment, employment
conditions, political stability (Matsushita, 2015), confounding factors should be identified
between the dependent and independent variables. One of the approaches to this
requirement is to introduce instrumental variables that correlate with the dependent
variables and do not correlate with the error function (Matsushita, 2015).
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This approach may help to establish the sufficiency of the instrumentation used
to answer the two RQs. Specifically, in the first platform, all the dependent variables,
including instrumental variables, were regressed onto exogenous variables, and values of
the dependent variables will be predicted. Then, in the second platform, the dependent
variable was regressed onto the predicted values developed in the first platform. In the
case of this study, removing possible confounding factors between secondary enrollment
rates and the GNI per capita for RQ1, as well as the ICI for RQ2, and then regressing the
dependent variable onto the values predicted by the first platform, is a methodology most
appropriate to assessing potential causal relationships between those variables.
To maintain the reliability of this study, it also necessary to be aware of the weak
instrumental problem: The regression model can be interpreted as a quantitative
methodology representing the relationships between all the endogenous variables and
exogenous variables. Thus, variables may show much lower error functions, maintaining
consistency in avoiding the impact of the error as much as possible. On the other hand,
regarding the validity of the study, it is necessary for the study to avoid bias in evaluating
the impact of secondary enrollment rates on the MIT and the ICI. Since the concepts
relating to the key variables of enrollment rate, the MIT and the ICI have been set by
international organizations, this study can ensure a certain level of construct validity.
Using standardized constructs, the quantitative results of the study should reflect the
concepts to be measured. Generally, the regressed model can be shown in the following
formula:
Yit = α + X0 itβ + uit (i = 1,...N; t = 1,...T)………………………………… (1)
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As for the error terms, the general model of the two-way error component is
expected to be used as the fixed effect model with the following formula:
uit =γ i +εit………………………………………………………………… (2)
In fixing the formulas of (1) and (2), the integrated formula is as follows:
Yit = α + X0 itβ + γ i +εit…………………………………………………… (3)
For RQ1 and for RQ2, either a fixed effect model or a random effect model must be
chosen. As Okui (2015) has explained, it is more appropriate for economic studies to
choose the former, a fixed effect model. The author described two specific reasons for
this: the ability to analyze the methodology by applying it as the fixed effect, and the
importance for social sciences, including economics (Okui, 2015). The application of the
model represented by equation (3) to both RQs can help this study to show a more
authentic analysis though more extensive data. Thus, the multiple-regression analysis
with a fixed effect model was employed to test the hypotheses both for RQ1 and RQ2.
Each variable was classified into three groups for nominal, categorical, and
continuous variables, and was examined using multiple regression analysis for each
research question. SPSS was used for this analysis as one of the most useful tools
available. With data collected through the databases discussed above, the downloaded
data were put into an SPSS dataset, then set up for analysis. SPSS includes the multiplelinear regression with fixed-effect model; it was employed both for RQ 1 and RQ 2.
Finally, variable and scale scores were calculated by the multiple-linear regression
model. Since the research questions concern the impact of the enrollment rate in
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secondary education on the MIT and the ICI, the resulting scores were judged based on
the figure of R2 along with the statistical significance tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels.
Data Analysis Plan
Using the multiple linear regression analysis with a fixed effect model is the
appropriate statistical test to answer the two research questions. It is used when the data
are collected over time and the same individuals or analysis unit. Then a regression is run
over these two dimensions (cite). Data were collected over 20 years (1999 – 2018).
The SPSS Statistics software version 25.0 was used for the analysis. When
completing the dataset gained and chosen through the websites publicly available from
several international organizations, each datum was put in the SPSS data and classifying
the data into three types of categorical, nominal, and continuous accordingly.
The analysis plan was primarily to conduct testing assumption and then testing the
hypotheses. In showing the steps, firstly, I developed how my dataset does not violate
any assumptions before conducting the regression analysis. I collected publicly accessible
data from international organizations and confirmed that there is no statistically
significant difference in GNI per capita between selected countries in Southeast Asia.
Also, I conducted the assumption testing from the seven types of normality, linearity,
homoscedasticity, independence error, zero conditional mean, no perfect collinearity, and
no serial correlation. As a result, I confirmed several violations, notably in normality,
while linearity, homoscedasticity, independence error, and zero conditional means
seemed significant.
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As for normality, the distributions not normally distributed, even when log
transformed, potentially affecting the overall regression model output for RQ1 and 2,
respectively. Also, there appears to be some collinearity between IVs in conducting
testing assumptions. Accepting these potentially impactful assumption violations, I
moved forward with regression modeling with the understanding that generalization
should proceed with caution. The null hypotheses were retained for both RQs however
important foundational information was gained. From these points of view, the risk of
these assumption violation were noted and accepted as study weaknesses.
Secondly, the statistical tests to observe the hypotheses were performed through
the variable, and scale scores were calculated by the multiple-regression model using a
fixed effects model. Since the research questions concern the impact of secondary
enrollment rates on the MIT and the ICI, the scores were judged primarily by the R2 based
on the Hausman fixed effect model. For each research question, R2 increase of each
dependent variable was used to ascertain whether the hypothesis is valid or null. Also, the
procedures for testing assumption were introduced at the stage of arranging the dataset of
the variables collected through the open-data publicly available from the World Bank and
the United Nations for RQ1 and RQ2, respectively. The variables gained through the
dataset were put in the SPSS data and automatically reflected in the data analysis.
At the same time, however, a rationale for including potential covariates and
confounding variables could potentially be made. For instance, in the case of potential
covariates, as for RQ1 and the relationship between enrollment rate in secondary
education and income level, the higher the proportion of manufacturing to GDP, the
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higher the amount of GNI per capita is likely to be. Potential confounding variables
might include, for example, labor force participation rates and rates of completion of
secondary education. Covariates and confounding variables can therefore be expected.
The results of the analysis were interpreted through the R2 variance. The null hypotheses
for RQ1 and RQ2 were retained based on a strict interpretation of predicting secondary
education would be a superior driver over both primary and tertiary education, which was
not found. However, the overall regression models for both RQs did illustrate
significance in predicting the DVs when evaluating the cumulative effect of education
from primary to tertiary. Post hoc analyses were conducted to further investigate those
findings.
Threats to Validity
External Validity
One of the most significant threats in external validity would be whether the results
of the research questions can be applicable and transferable to all the countries or not.
This study focused on the MIT in East Asia, addressing the influence of the enrollment
rate in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI with nine economies in the region. In
a word, under the different population and the development conditions with the various
governmental policies for further progress, the variety in the data settings can be
observed in this study. In this regard, the result can be observed in the same way.
Nevertheless, as well-known, MIT has occurred not only in Southeast Asia, but also in
the other regions, including South America (Latin America), Eastern Europe, and subSaharan Africa. In a word, in the case of the different environments, the research findings
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in this study might potentially be changed. Despite identifying the missing data, I found
the testing results to be significant in the R2 increase in the DV of the GNI per capita for
RQ1 and the ICI for RQ2. No negative effect of the missing data on validity was
identified. In this way, the generalizability of the study results to be applicable to other
regions can potentially be available.
Internal Validity
As described in the “Instrumentation” above, one of the most significant concerns
would be whether it is possible for the study to remove the covariates and confounding
factors. In order for this study to remove these two factors, removing the possible
confounding factors between the enrollment rate in secondary education and GNI per
capita and making the dependent variable regressed into the predicted values in the first
platform can be interpreted as the appropriate methodology in leading to the appropriate
causality between those variables.
Nevertheless, still, the weak instrumental problem can potentially occur. In that
case, the other methodology will be considered so that the bias-free can be possible. For
instance, the Limited Information Maximum Likelihood (LIML) was suggested by
Anderson and Rubin in 1949 as this method has been well-known as an alternate
approach to minimize the biases (Matsushita, 2015). In this regard, the LIML can
potentially be the alternate in addressing the issue of the confounding factors.
Construct Validity
As described in the item of “Instrumentation” above, regarding the validity, this
study needs to avoid the bias as appropriately as possible in getting the result of the
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impact of enrollment rate in secondary education on MIT and the ICI, respectively. I used
representative variables of enrollment rate obtained from the international organizations,
having been quantified and validated by other international source organizations. In this
regard, my study data were assumed to uphold construct validity.
Ethical Procedures
Since the data were accessed through the several international organizations’
websites publicly available, there is no ethical concern and no need for institutional
permission. Also, there is no plan to intervene with the participants in data collection and
describe the treatment, including the protection of personal information. On the other
hand, I collected and used the archival data gained through international organizations,
including the World Bank (2020) and the United Nations (2020), as described in the
research design.
Finally, regarding the other ethical issues, since this study deals with the
development issues in the developing world, the low-income condition is considered to
be a serious social issue in the world. In this regard, some may criticize that increasing
individual income is not everything in the lives of others. Indeed, some researchers
specializing in politics, sociology criticize economists since increasing the income does
not constantly make people happy (Otsuka, 2014). Nevertheless, from the perspective of
social change, overcoming MIT should be justified in the real world in promoting
economic progress and reduce extreme poverty in the long run. In this regard, dealing the
economic statistics should be justified for the shared incentives scholarly and practically.
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval number is 10-30-20-0740154.
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Summary and Transition
With the non-experimental design, I focused on the influence of the enrollment
rate in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI in nine economies of Southeast Asia
with the quantitative study. Specifically, sampling strategy is to earn the commonly
accessible data from the several international organizations primarily including World
Bank and the United Nations from 1999 to 2018, which can justify the research purposes
as a strategy of sampling. The methodology I employed here is the multiple linear
regression analysis with a fixed-effect model, primarily for the study purpose of
clarifying the impact of secondary education’s enrollment rate on the MIT and the ICI by
focusing on the R2 variance.
I used the variables of the enrollment rate of primary, secondary, and higher
education, governance, industrialization, labor force, infrastructure as for the RQ1, while
the RQ2 does have the data of the ICI. Each variable was classified into three groups of
nominals, categorical, and continuous variables accordingly, while the scores were
judged by the figure of R2 increase. Regarding the instrumentation to answer the research
questions, the multiple-linear regression analysis was employed for acquiring the
expected values. Particularly, removing the possible confounding factors between the
enrollment rate in secondary education and GNI per capita for RQ1 and the ICI for RQ2
and then making the DV regressed into the predicted values developed in the first
platform can be interpreted as the proper methodology in leading to the appropriate
causality. With the approach, the results of testing hypotheses can be seen in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Results
In this study, I aimed to contribute to overcoming the MIT and promoting further
industrialization in Southeast Asia, primarily by quantitatively analyzing the influence of
the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI. The secondary level's
enrollment rates need to be enhanced in terms of statistical metrics because the effect of
the secondary enrollment rate on the MIT in Southeast Asia has not been clarified based
on empirical findings. Thus, the relationship between secondary education and the MIT
needs to be addressed in this context. Also, while Tran (2016) stressed the importance of
enhancing the manufacturing industry's international competitiveness by improving the
skills of workers, little research has addressed the impact of secondary education on the
ICI. In this context, the influence of net enrollment in secondary education on the ICI
needs to be examined. I investigated the educational factors predicting the MIT and the
ICI in Southeast Asian economies with the research problems and purposes. This study
addressed the following research questions and hypotheses:
RQ1: Will enrollment rates in secondary education predict a statistically
significant percent change in the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT composite scores
more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for governance,
industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
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H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
RQ2: Will the enrollment rate in secondary education predict a statistically
significant percent change in the R2 variance in the Southeast Asian ICI composite scores
more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor force participation
and the manufacturing employment rate?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
With these research questions and hypotheses, I begin Chapter 4 with the data
collection process for observation and report of characteristics of the sample. I also
address discrepancies in data collection from the original plan and report the sample’s
characteristics from name convention in SPSS, descriptive statistics, and mean average
per each country. Then, study results, especially assumption testing and hypotheses
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testing results relevant to the two research questions, are shown. Finally, I conclude
Chapter 4 with a summary of the findings and a transition to Chapter 5.
Data Collection
After Walden University’s IRB approval, data collection was conducted over a 3week time frame. The data were primarily gained through publicly open websites from
the World Bank and the United Nations in 1999 to 2018 with nine economies in
Southeast Asia (Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand, Timor-Leste, and Vietnam). In this section, I discuss the review of the results
of the sampling procedure, the methods of the missing data, and the characteristics of the
sample.
Process and Observation
Overall, for arranging the dataset to approach both RQ1 and RQ2, I used the
secondary data in several variables for covering the missing data. Specifically, for RQ1,
the three IVs included the enrollment rate of primary, secondary, and tertiary education,
the DV of GNI per capita, and the CVs of governance, industrialization, labor market,
and infrastructure. The dataset listed the World Development Indicators of WDI, the
World Governance Indicators of GNI, and the UN Comtrade Database (N = 180). The
samples gained through the publicly accessible data from the international organizations
were completely different. Specifically, for the DV of GNI per capita (Atlas Method,
US$), the resultant sample was obtained through the WDI (2020). Secondly, the IVs of
the enrollment rate of primary, secondary, and tertiary education had respective figures of
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the sampling; n = 113 for primary education, n = 112 for secondary education, and n =
132 tertiary education were gained from the WGI (World Bank, 2020) as well.
Finally, for the CVs, the resultant samples are as follows: The variable data of
governance was gained through the WDI. It is composed of six elements of voice and
accountability, political stability and absence of violence/terrorism, government
effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, and control of corruption, accordingly
(WGI, 2020). Between 1999 and 2018, the WGI did not arrange the data in 1999 and
2001, thus being n = 162 per each factor. Secondly, for industrialization, I found the
value-added rate in manufacturing per GDP with n = 178. Regarding the labor market, I
chose the variable data of labor force participation rate for ages 15+ for a total of both
male and female with modeled ILO estimate and picked up N = 180. Finally, for
infrastructure, I selected the logistics performance index variable, quality of trade and
transport-related infrastructure (1 = low to 5 = high), resulting in n = 49 for the
designated 20 years from 1999 to 2018 from the WDI (2020).
In analyzing the data for RQ1, some missing data were identified, especially in
the IVs of the enrollment rate of primary, secondary, and tertiary education and the CV of
infrastructure. As for the required minimum sample size, in quickly reviewing the datacollection from G*Power as a tool for calculating the size, I indicated the figure of p
< .05; the minimum condition of the alpha level is .05 with power analysis .80 under the
appropriate condition of effective size f2 of .15 to be at a significant level with the three
IVs of enrollment rate of primary, secondary, and tertiary education vis-à-vis one
dependent variable per each RQ for observing the R2 increase in Chapter 3. With these
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conditions, the minimum required sample size was 78 in using linear regression with a
fixed-effect model. Therefore, the number of the logistics performance index item,
quality of trade and transport-related infrastructure (1 = low to 5 = high), was not a
sufficient size.
Furthermore, the number of resultant samples of the enrollment rate in primary
and secondary education exceeded the minimum size of 78. However, several critical
lacking pieces of data were identified. First, there were no data from Vietnam between
1999 to 2018. Also, several countries, notably Cambodia and the Philippines, did not
have enough data in the WDI. While the highest amount of data within the IVs was
tertiary education (n = 132), the size of the enrollment rate in primary and secondary
education should be equivalent to the number in tertiary education as the primary
parameter in this study. In this respect, further sampling of data-gathering for the
enrollment rate in primary and secondary education should be considered.
On the other hand, for RQ2, the three IVs of the enrollment rate of primary,
secondary, and tertiary education, the DV of the ICI, and the CVs of labor force
participation rate and employment rate in the manufacturing industry were probed.
Specifically, for the DV of the ICI, I used the UN Comtrade Database (2020), as
explained in Chapter 3. For a quick review, the ICI is calculated from the formula i = (XM)/ (X+M; Tran, 2013, 2016) using data on the international trade in goods and services.
The figure ranges from -1, 0, and to 1. The value of -1 represents the industry's
introduction by importing with the figure of export 0. Secondly, 0 stands for the
equivalency between export and import in completing import substitution. Finally, 1
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means less import and export expansion (Tran, 2016). With this notion, I used the items
of goods import (US$) and goods export (US$). As a result, 136 samples for these two
items were obtained from the UN Comtrade Database (2020). Second, regarding the three
IVs of the enrollment rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary education, I used the same
data method as for RQ1. Thus, I obtained n = 113 for primary education, n = 112 for
secondary education, and n = 132 for tertiary education from the WDI (2020). Finally,
the CVs of labor force participation rate and employment rate in the manufacturing
industry helped me obtain the samples from the WDI (2020). As for the former, I chose
the item labor force participation rate for ages 15+, total (%) with the modeled ILO
estimate and then collected the maximum number of samples (N = 180). For the latter, I
selected the item employment rate in manufacturing industry (% of GDP) and obtained
the maximum amount of data (N = 180) as well.
Prescriptions for the Missing Data
With changes to the process as noted above, the missing data for several variables
were found, despite the secondary data's employment for maximizing the sample size.
Specifically, for the missing data identified with over 10, the IVs of enrollment rate in
primary, secondary, and tertiary education had the missing data with the figure of at least
over 30 for 20 years between 1999 to 2018. Likewise, the DV of Governance does not
have the data in 1999 and 2001 (n/a=18) according to the World Bank survey (2020).
Finally, the CV of Transport services (% of commercial service exports) lacked the whole
data of Vietnam for the designated 20 years and Timor-Leste for seven years (1999 to
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2005). In summary, the missing data above were found from the dataset collected through
the World Development Indicators (2020) and the U.N. Comtrade Database (2020).
For the missing data elements from the outset, the first thing I did was increase
the data amount sourced from the secondary data. Principally, secondary data refers to
the existing data collected through the organizations, while primary data is often defined
as the one made by the scholars (Surbhi, 2016). As previously explained in Chapter 3, I
used the preliminary data through the international organizations, e.g.) the World Bank
(2020) and the United Nations (2020), while plenty of missing data were still identified.
In this regard, I used the other existing data relevant to the enrollment rate in primary and
secondary education from WDI (2020) to cover as much lacking data as possible. The
specific methods of the secondary data are described as follows.
Firstly, as for the enrollment rate in secondary education, I used the similar
variable of “Adjusted net enrolment rate, lower secondary, both sexes (%)” from WDI
(2020), and thus adding up eight more resultant samples of Cambodia and the Philippines
in 2010 to 2017. Moreover, as for the enrollment rate in primary and secondary education
in Vietnam, I looked for the secondary data from the official government website, called
the General Statistics Office of Vietnam (GSOV, 2020). These data are publicly
accessible and were retrieved directly through the website. I chose the item of “Pupil of
Lower-Secondary Education” from the category of “Number of classes, direct teaching
teachers and pupils of general education as of 30 September” (GSOV, 2020) for
sampling. It is justifiable to use the lower secondary education data since secondary
education refers to completing the provision of primary education that started at the basic
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level (WDI, 2020). For this notion, the enrollment rate in secondary education should be
equivalent to the one in lower-secondary education. Consequently, I employed 20 more
resultant samples from 1999 to 2018 at this time. As a result, the total number of
sampling data of the enrollment rate in primary education is 133, while secondary
education is 140.
Secondly, regarding the logistics performance index: Quality of trade and
transport-related infrastructure (1=low to 5=high), as previously described, I did not
obtain a sufficient number of samples (n = 49). WDI (2020) covers the data only for 6
years of 2007, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018. Since the sample size is substantially
smaller than the needed minimum size of 78 to meet sufficient statistical power, I looked
for another item relevant to infrastructure, resulting in the identification of “Transport
services (% of commercial service exports),” instead. This item covers all transport
services, including ship, air, land, internal waterway, space, and pipeline, which residents
of one economy perform for those of another (WDI, 2020). Currently, infrastructure is
composed of energy, telecommunication, transports (airport, ports, rail, and road), and
water (GIH, 2020). Among the components, transports are the representative factor
affecting the lives of people. In this regard, this indicator can demonstrate one country's
infrastructure level and involve the carriage of passengers and the movement of goods,
which can be interpreted as equivalent to trade and transport-related infrastructure. I,
therefore, employed this item as secondary data (n = 153).
On the other hand, as for the RQ2, since I found the missing data relevant to the
ICI in Timor-Leste and Lao P.D.R. for 20 years, I employed the alternative data from
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WDI (2020) as the secondary data due to the primary parameter in this RQ. Specifically,
the additional data of “Goods imports” (BoP, current US$) and “Goods exports” (BoP,
current US$) was obtained through the WDI (2020). Consequently, 39 more resultant
samples were gained, thus being in total n = 175 as of this variable’s sampling.
Finally, for increasing the sampling size, the same procedure with the RQ1 was
executed; As for the enrollment rate in secondary education, I used the secondary data of
"Adjusted net enrolment rate, lower secondary, both sexes (%)" from WDI (2020) again,
and then adding up eight more resultant samples of Cambodia and the Philippines in 2010
to 2017. Likewise, as for the enrollment rate in primary and secondary education in
Vietnam, I found the secondary data from the General Statistics Office of Vietnam
(GSOV, 2020). I chose "Pupil's item of Lower-Secondary Education" from the category
of "Number of classes, direct teaching teachers and pupils of general education as of 30
September" (GSOV, 2020) for sampling. Through the process, I employed 20 more
resultant samples from 1999 to 2018 this time. As a result, the enrollment rate's total
number of sampling data in primary education is 133, while the one in secondary
education 140.
Consequently, despite the secondary sources, the missing data remain for some
variables. Therefore, statistical procedures were used to impute values for missing data
(see Little & Rubin, 2014). The treatment for the missing date should further be identified
for the purpose of avoiding making the data biased. Principally, the missing data are
classified into three types of MCAR (Missing Completely at Random), MAR (Missing at
Random), and MNAR (Missing Not at Random), accordingly (Enders, 2010). In this
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way, I prescribed the missing data when collecting them randomly, depending on the
years to be investigated by the World Bank (2020) and the United Nations (2020),
respectively.
Through additional literature review, I considered employing several methods,
then chose one of the most appropriate approaches. One way is the so-called “listwise
deletion,” which is the most common way to handle the missing data by omitting the
cases with the missing data and then employing the remaining data for analysis (Kang,
2013). Secondly, “pairwise deletion” is the other way to eliminate insufficient
information only if the specific data-point for testing a particular assumption is missing
(Kang, 2013). These two methods are representative to omit the missing data and use the
remaining data. However, as expected, an insufficient sample size can be the result.
Indeed, when handling the missing data with the listwise deletion, the number of the
sampling size for RQ1, for instance, was significantly reduced (n = 73).
On the other hand, in the case of the pairwise deletion, given that the data-point,
which stands for the IVs (enrollment rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary education)
predicting the DVs in this study, is missing, the number of the size for RQ1 becomes
slightly larger than the ones by the listwise deletion with n = 98. Finally, one more way
of handling the missing data is to employ the multiple imputation method. I used SPSS v.
25 for statistical analysis and imputation of missing values function whereby SPSS
automatically replaced the missing data with estimated figures (see StatsGuild, 2020). On
behalf of this approach, it was not necessary to omit the lost data.
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In choosing one of the most appropriate methods this time, principally, the
listwise deletion is regarded as valid only if the amount of omitting data is within 10%.
Meanwhile, the multiple imputations do work in over 10% deletion of the missing data
from the original dataset (Little & Rubin, 2014). In the case of employing the listwise, the
total number of samples when hiring the listwise is only 73, which is lower than the
number calculated by G*Power's power analysis with the figure of 78. One more way of
handling the missing data is that it would be optional for me to employ the pairwise
deletion since this method removes only those minus data points but leaves other case
observation data present. Nevertheless, the proportion of the three IVs' study variable's
missing data is around 25%, with the figures of approximately 40 to 50 cases, out of the
total samples available 180 in maximum. In this respect, those values may not represent
the correct answer if they were directly measured.
Though the replaced missing value is returned based on statistical algorithms
from the present values (Enders, 2010), the multiple-imputation method would not sound
incomplete. Overall, in considering several approaches to handling the insufficient data, I
opted to replace missing data by employing the SPSS imputation function resulting in a
retained sufficient sample size (N = 180) in keeping the analysis as unbiased as possible.
Methodological Adjustments
As previously stated in Chapter 3, before starting the actual data analysis,
including assumption testing, adjustments were made to research methods previously
outlined in the chapter. Specifically, I was planning to employ the panel as the most
appropriate statistical test to answer the two research questions, especially when the data
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are collected over time and the same individuals or analysis unit. As previously
described, the analysis is appropriate for economic studies to choose either a fixed effect
model or a random model (Okui, 2015). The panel data analysis's primary purpose is to
observe the figure of t-value as the value of prediction with the time-series and crosssectional data.
On the other hand, the primary purpose of my research questions observing the
effect of the enrollment rate of secondary education on the GNI per capita, and the ICI in
Southeast Asian economies is to primarily see the figures of R2 variance as coefficients of
determination, which is different from seeking the t-value for the panel data analysis. The
linear regression model allows me to use the general values of the DVs and the interval
ratios of the IVs to be measured. In this way, it is not appropriate for me to employ the
panel data analysis this time. Instead, using the multiple-linear regression model allows
me to answer the research questions using the values of R2 increase as directly as
possible. The original formula for the multiple linear regression model is shown as
follows:
Y = β0 + β1X1 + … +βnXn + ɛ ……………………………………………… (1)
For a brief explanation of each code, “Y” means the predicted value of the
dependent variable, “β0” stands for the y-intercept (value of y when all other parameters
are arranged to 0), “β1X1” represents the regression coefficient (β1) of the first
independent variable (X1). It is worth describing how increasing the figure of the
independent variable has on the predicted y value (Bevans, 2020). Then, “βnXn”
demonstrates the regression coefficient of the last independent variable. Finally, “ɛ”
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represents model error. For example, how much variation there is in our estimate of “Y”
needs to be considered. In applying the official formula (1) above to this study, I made
the formula for both RQs as (2) below.
Ygni/ici = β0 + β1X1oth.facs +β2X2edu.pri + β3X3edu.sec + β4X4edu.ter + ɛ …………… (2)
For simplicity, I made each code per RQ specific, e.g.) the code “gni/ici” represents
GNI per capita for RQ1 and the ICI for RQ2 as DVs. Also, the code “oth.facs” means the
alternative factors, including Governance, Industrialization, Labor Market, Employment,
and Infrastructure fixed as the CVs. Finally, the codes “edu.pri,” “edu.sec,” and “edu.ter” stand
for the enrollment rates in primary, secondary, and tertiary education as the IVs.
From these points of view, it is necessary to appropriately adjust the methodology
to appropriately approach the research questions. The basis of the multiple linear
regression model using interval-ratio level data allows relevant interpretation of these
data. Thus, I switched to the multiple-linear regression model this time.
Characteristics of the Sample
Based on the data collection treatment and consideration of needed
methodological changes described above, I explain the characteristics of the sample by
gaining insight into the following three perspectives of naming conventions for each
variable, descriptive statistics, and the country's mean averages for the DVs and IV.
Firstly, this study had, in total, two DVs, three IVs, and 11 CVs both for RQ1 and RQ2.
The variable definitions and labeling conventions are summarized both in Table 5 and
Table 6. Table 5 represents the DVs and the IVs, while Table 6 shows the study’s CVs.
These name conventions are used in the output tables and were primarily employed as
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identifiers in SPSS. After handling the missing data, the sample contained in a maximum
of N = 180 cases in all the variables with 20 years from 1999 to 2018 in the designated
nine economies in Southeast Asia (Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam). As for the DVs, the DV_1 (GNI per capita)
for RQ1 was estimated per each economy by the World Bank (2020). I calculated the
DV_2 (ICI) for RQ2 by using the data from the United Nations (2020) and referring to
the method suggested by Tran (2016). Then, regarding the IVs, the enrollment rates in
primary, secondary, and tertiary education were employed from the WDI.
At the same time, I relied on one secondary data from the national statistical data
gained through the Vietnamese government website to increase the samples. For DVs and
IVs, natural log transformation data was employed to compare the difference in the
summary of study results with and without the transformation data. As can be seen in
Table 5, I also showed the naming conventions of the five variables of GNI per capita,
ICI, and the enrollment rate in primary education, secondary education, and tertiary
education.
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Table 5
Labelling Conventions for Dependent and Independent Variables
Label code

Name

Definition

DV1_GNI

GNI per capita (US$)

Gross National Income per capita measured by
Atlas Method in US$ (WDI, 2020).

DV2_ICI

International
Competitiveness Index
(ICI)

It is calculated from the formula i=(X-M)/(X+M) by
using data on the international trade in goods and
services (Tran, 2016).

IV1_Ed_Pri

Net enrollment rate in
primary education

The rate of students within a designated age range
enrolled in primary education in a country, collected
through the data source of participation in education
(WDI, 2020).

IV2_Ed_Sec

Net enrollment rate in
secondary education

The rate of students within a designated age range
enrolled in secondary education in a country,
collected through the data source of participation in
education (WDI, 2020).

IV3_Ed_Ter

Gross enrollment rate in
tertiary education

The rate of students enrolled in higher education
regardless of age, collected through the data source
of participation in the education (WDI, 2020).

DV1_GNI_L
G1

Natural log of GNI per
capita (US$)

Natural log of Gross National Income per capita
measured by Atlas Method in US$ (WDI, 2020).

DV2_ICI_L
G1

Natural log of
International
Competitiveness Index
(ICI)

Natural log of the ICI calculated from the formula
i=(X-M)/(X+M) by using data on the international
trade in goods and services (Tran, 2016).

Natural log of the rate of students within a
designated age range enrolled in primary education
in a country, collected through the data source of
participation in education (WDI, 2020).
Natural log of the rate of students within a
Natural log of Net
IV2_Ed_Sec
designated age range enrolled in secondary
enrollment rate in
_LG1
education in a country, collected through the data
secondary education
source of participation in education (WDI, 2020).
Natural log of the rate of students enrolled in higher
Natural log of Gross
IV3_Ed_Ter
education regardless of age, collected through the
enrollment rate in
_LG1
data source of participation in the education (WDI,
tertiary education
2020).
Note. Study labelling codes and conventions.
IV1_Ed_Pri_
LG1

Natural log of Net
enrollment rate in
primary education
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Table 6
Labelling Conventions for Controlled Variables as Alternative Factors
Label code
CV1_GV_1

CV1_GV_2

Name
Governance: Voice
and Accountability
(V/A)
Governance: Political
Stability and Absence
of Violence/Terrorism
(P/A)

CV1_GV_3

Governance:
Government
Effectiveness (G/E)

CV1_GV_4

Governance:
Regulatory Quality
(R/Q)

CV1_GV_5

Governance: Rule of
Law (R/L)

CV1_GV_6

Governance: Control
of Corruption (C/C)

Definition
V/A measures the extent to which citizens in a
country can join the government selection, freedom
of expression and a free media (WGI, 2020).
P/A is defined as the measurement of the possibility
of political instability and politically motivated
violence (WGI, 2020).
G/E measures the quality of public and civil
services, and the degree of its independence from
political pressures, the quality of policy formulation
and implementation, and the credibility of the
commitment to the policies (WGI, 2020).
R/Q observes the ability of the government to
formulate and implement sound policies and
regulations that permit and promote further
development in private sector (WGI, 2020).
R/L sees the extent to which agents have confidence
in and abide by the rules of society, and the quality
of contract enforcement, property rights, the police,
and the courts (WGI, 2020).
C/C percepts the extent to which public power is
used for private gain, including both petty and grand
forms of corruption (WGI, 2020).

Value added in
Value added in Manufacturing through the data
manufacturing industry
source on structure of output per GDP (WDI, 2020).
per GDP
Labor force participation rates and employment
Labor force
rates in the manufacturing industry for men and
CV3_Labor
participation rate for
women are obtained through the data source on
ages 15+ in total
Labor force structure (WDI, 2020).
Transport services
The rate of all transport services, including ship, air,
percentage of
land, internal waterway, space, and pipeline
CV4_Infra.
commercial service
performed by residents of one economy for those of
exports
another is calculated (WDI, 2020).
Labor force participation rates in the manufacturing
Labor force
industry for men and women are obtained through
CV5_Indust_2 participation rate for
the data source on Labor force structure (WDI,
ages 15+ in total
2020).
Employment rate in
Employment rate for Males and Females for age 15
CV6_Indust_3 manufacturing industry
and older is employed (WDI, 2020).
per GDP
Note. Study labelling codes and conventions.
CV2_Indust_1
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Table 6 shows the CVs for both research questions. CV_1 stands for Governance
with six components, including voice and accountability, political stability and absence
of violence, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, the rule of law, and control of
corruption gained through the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI, 2020). For the
other factors of Industrialization, Labor, Employment, and Infrastructure
(CV_2_Indust_1 to CV_6_Indust_3), I employed the data from the WDI as described in
Chapter 3.
Furthermore, as noted in the same chapter, the population was defined as those
involved in the labor force and educational institutions within the nine economies in
Southeast Asia. The data were identified regarding these DVs and IVs through the survey
by international organizations. Thus, the data are assumingly regarded as the
representative items of the population. It would, then, be more suitable for me to employ
the imputation this time since the missing data approach allows me to use the maximum
(n = 180) by compensating for the missing values identified through the data-collection
with the automatic computation of the SPSS.
It is important to note that Table 6 does not describe the natural log
transformation data since the condition of analyzing the R2 increase per research question
with different main study variables (DVs and IVs) under the same CVs needed to be
arranged.
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Table 7
Descriptive Statistics for DV, IV, and CVs: SPSS Imputed Data
Min.

Max.

Mean
SD
ST
SE
2,447 178.3 2,392

Skewness
ST
SE
1.86 0.18

Kurtosis
ST
SE
3.46 0.36

DV1_GNI

170

11,140

DV2_ICI

-0.96

1.00

-0.07

0.02

0.29

-1.32

0.18

3.43

0.36

IV1_Ed_Pri

74.90

107.43

93.79

0.44

5.96

-0.54

0.18

1.06

0.36

IV2_Ed_Sec

14.90

129.18

62.28

1.67 22.36

0.23

0.18

-0.40

0.36

IV3_Ed_Ter

-14.49

52.30

22.20

1.02 13.72

0.20

0.18

-0.53

0.36

CV1_GV_1

-2.68

0.47

-0.76

0.06

0.76

-0.30

0.18

-1.12

0.36

CV1_GV_2

-2.34

0.78

-0.54

0.05

0.71

-0.27

0.18

-0.84

0.36

CV1_GV_3

-1.62

1.27

-0.34

0.05

0.70

0.36

0.18

-0.44

0.36

CV1_GV_4

-2.34

0.84

-0.49

0.05

0.71

-0.52

0.18

0.12

0.36

CV1_GV_5

-1.74

0.62

-0.61

0.04

0.57

0.39

0.18

-0.49

0.36

CV1_GV_6

-1.67

0.41

-0.67

0.04

0.47

0.17

0.18

-0.18

0.36

0.70

32.00

18.14

0.63

8.52

-0.46

0.18

-0.68

0.36

CV3_Labor

59.60

85.90

70.59

0.52

7.04

0.27

0.18

-1.21

0.36

CV4_Infra

-4.04

45.70

14.84

0.65

8.72

0.98

0.18

1.93

0.36

CV5_Indust_2

59.60

85.90

70.59

0.52

7.04

0.27

0.18

-1.21

0.36

CV6_Indust_3

4.30

33.10

17.27

0.50

6.77

0.19

0.18

-0.53

0.36

DV1_GNI_LG1

1.82

2.23

4.05

3.20

0.03

0.42

0.17

-.097

0.18

DV2_ICI_LG1

1.70

-1.40

0.30

-0.08

0.02

0.28

0.08

-3.04

0.18

IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1

0.05

-0.56

-0.51

-.53

0.00

0.01

0.00

-0.98

0.18

IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1

0.94

1.17

2.11

1.76

0.01

0.17

0.03

-0.76

0.18

IV3_Ed_Ter_LG1

2.12

-0.29

1.83

1.53

0.01

0.22

0.05

-3.48

0.18

CV2_Indust_1

Note. N = 180 in all the variables
Note. ST = Statistics, SD= Standard Deviation, and SE= Standard Error
Note. Imputation was conducted by the SPSS for filling up the missing data from the original
dataset.

With the adjustment of the data-collection through secondary data and the imputed
method, the descriptive statistics are outlined in Table 7. These statistics display the
representative description, including maximum and minimum, range, mean, standard
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deviations (SD), and skewness and kurtosis values. Primarily, in paying attention to the
mean figure, which is often regarded as one of the most significant factors determining
the statistical significance by observing the differences in mean values (Masaki, 2017). In
focusing on the mean figure, the GNI per capita (DV1_GNI) has the value of US$2,447,
while the ICI has -0.07. The mean values of the enrollment rate in primary, secondary,
and tertiary education were 93.79%, 62.28%, and 22.20% accordingly. Also, I arranged
11 CVs aside from the DVs and IVs. Table 7 recorded the negative mean figures in the
item of Governance (CV1_GV_1 to CV_GV_6), ranging from -0.76 to -0.34. Besides,
the values for skewness and kurtosis had various tendencies. The former statistically
ranged the figures from -1.32 to 1.86, and the latter did 3.46 as the largest in DV2_IVI
and the lowest value -1.21 in CV3_Labor.
Finally, as described in Chapter 3, the unit of analysis employed was the “national
economy” since the World Bank (2020) and the United Nations (2020) estimated these
data by employing the samples of all the citizens in an entire nation at the macro-level.
Table 8 outlines the “Mean Average” for the two DVs and the three IVs for RQ1 and
RQ2 across the nine economies in Southeast Asia with the imputed data. Overall, the
mean figures reflect the development level in each country. Notably, the values for the
GNI per capita (DV1_GNI) showed the appropriate income stages of higher-middle,
lower-middle, and low-income groups, while the ICI (DV2_ICI) showed the broader
ranges.
For instance, Malaysia had the highest GNI per capita of 7,338 US$ on average,
while Cambodia did the lowest values of 708 US$. The mean figures of the enrollment
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rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary (IV1_Ed_Pri., IV1_Ed_Sec., and IV1_Ed_Ter.)
are also the case. Interestingly, the enrollment rate in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri.)
did not show a stark difference among the samples, while secondary education and
tertiary education seemingly differ per income level.
Table 8
Means for DV and IVs per Economy
Economy

N

DV1_GNI

DV2_ICI

Cambodia

20

708

-0.019

Indonesia

20

2,181

Lao PDR

20

Malaysia
Myanmar

IV1_Ed_Pri

IV2_Ed_Sec

IV3_Ed_Ter

92.4

35.2

9.9

0.137

93.4

67.3

23.6

1,044

-0.174

86.9

40.9

11.8

20

7,338

0.085

98.1

75.0

34.3

20

1,104

0.058

91.5

47.5

9.3

Philippines 20

2,208

-0.092

91.5

63.1

30.9

Thailand
20
4,033
0.017
97.6
Timor20
2,248
-0.705
93.7
Leste
Vietnam
20
1,160
0.044
99.2
Note. uN = 180 in total in all the variables.
Note. SPSS imputed missing data from the original dataset.

79.0

44.8

52.6

16.2

100.0

19.0

Study Results
The following section provides the information on the results of the assumption
testing for the multiple linear regression model and the study's outcome per each research
question. It is composed of firstly assessing if the data meet the assumptions for the
panel-data analysis. It will find any changes in the data required to complete the
assumptions. Then, for each research question, the procedures and the results will finally
be shown.
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Assumption Testing
There were seven tests executed to determine the validity of the assumption tests
for fitting regressions with time-series and cross-sectional data. Namely, seven items of
(1) normality, (2) linearity, (3) homoscedasticity, (4) independence error, (5) zero
conditional mean, (6) no perfect collinearity, and (7) no serial correlation were tested. To
perform each test, I ran a series of statistics and output graphs and the results are as
follows:
As for (1) normality, the test was conducted to determine whether the DV and the
IVs, including CVs, were normally distorted. For the data to be skewed and kurtotic, the
figure is principally ranged +/- 2.00 in the case of the normal curve (Field, 2018). The
descriptive statistics in Table 7 summarized the tests of skewness and kurtosis per each
variable as well. In focusing on the DVs, the GNI per capita (DV1_GNI) was positively
skewed with positive kurtosis, while the ICI (DV2_ICI) was negatively skewed with
positive kurtosis. Also, as for the IVs, the enrollment rate in primary education
(IV1_Ed_Pri) had the negative skewness but positive kurtosis, while the two variables of
the enrollment rate in secondary (IV1_Ed_Sec) and tertiary education (IV1_Ed_Ter)
were positively skewed with negative kurtosis.
The histograms confirm that data are centrally distributed with fewer data on the
tails, especially the lower tail. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk were
principally both significant (p < .05). Both assumption tests are meant to smooth in these
data assumptions’ violations. For simplicity, the data imply that the distributions are not
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normally distributed with assumption violations that do not affect the overall regression
model output for RQ1 and 2, respectively.
Furthermore, I addressed normality assumptions because the data, especially the
DVs and the IVs, were transformed. Usually, the tests on the initial data indicated there
are problems in normality and DVs and IVs may require transformation to their natural
log for use (see Field, 2018). In my case, the primary purpose of conducting the log
transformations is to look at the models with and without transformed data to observe
how the log transformations did or did not influence the regression model outputs for
reference. Therefore, the descriptive statistics and histograms were rerun and summarized
in Table 7. As for the GNI per capita (DV1_GNI_Log), the natural log made it negatively
skewed with a kurtosis that became negative. As of the ICI (DV2_ICI_Log), there was a
negative skewness, while a kurtosis remained positive but had a dramatically higher
figure of 8.739.
The other three IVs of the enrollment rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary
education (IV1_Ed_Pri, IV1_Ed_Sec, and IV1_Ed_Ter) were all negatively skewed with
positive kurtoses. Then, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk of the GNI per
capita (DV1_GNI_Log) turned out to be non-significant; the variable only became
normally distributed. Nevertheless, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk of the
other four variables of the ICI (DV2_ICI_Log) and all the IVs were still both significant
(p < .05). Therefore, the transformations did not make the distribution normal.
Secondly, regarding (2) linearity and (3) homoscedasticity, an Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) regression was conducted on the normal data. This process created the
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residual information and scatterplot to test the assumption of linearity and
homoscedasticity. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the scatterplots of the standardized
residuals and predicted value from the regression model with the GNI per capita and the
ICI as the DVs and the three IVs of the primary enrollment rate secondary, and tertiary
education (IV1_Ed_Pri, IV2_Ed_Sec, and IV3_Ed_Ter). There were no scatterplot
funnel-shape formations, indicating that a violation of homoscedasticity is not confirmed.
Figure 6 did not seem to have the funnel-shaped scatterplot as well. These two graphs do
not seem to show a curve and are likely to meet the linearity.
On the other hand, the Levene statistic test was also significant (p < .05) from the
category of “Based on Mean” especially in GNI per capita (DV1_GNI), ICI (DV2_ICI),
and the enrollment rate in secondary education (IV2_Ed_Sec). The figures indicate that
the differences gained through the sample variances are unlikely to have occurred based
on random sampling from the dataset with equal variances. In this regard, it would be
possible to conclude a difference between the variances in the data.
Thirdly, the examination of (4) independent errors assumed that the underlying
data came from the sampling methods. Also, the test of (5) zero conditional mean seemed
to hold as an assumption based on the residuals' plot against the predictors. Then, for
testing, a correlation analysis was executed if there is (6) no perfect collinearity.
Firstly, between the two independent variables of the enrollment rate in primary
education (IV1_Ed_Pri) and secondary education (IV2_Ed_Sec), the correlation had the
figure of r = .683, p < .001. Also, between two independent variables of the enrollment
rate in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri) and tertiary education (IV3_Ed_Ter), the
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correlation was r = .419, p < .001. Finally, between two IVs of the enrollment rate in
secondary education (IV2_Ed_Sec) and tertiary education (IV3_Ed_Ter), the correlation
was r = .497, p < .001. In the presence of these significant p values, a study weakness
resulting from multicollinearity must be considered and further assessed.
Secondly, between the DV of the GNI per capita (DV1_GNI) and the enrollment
rate in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri), the figure of the correlation was r = .348, p
< .001, with the enrollment rate in secondary education (IV2_Ed_Sec) r = .298, p < .001,
and with the tertiary education (IV3_Ed_Ter), the correlation was r = .713, p < .001. In
the presence of these significant p values, a study weakness resulting from
multicollinearity must be considered and further assessed.
Thirdly, between the DV of the ICI (DV2_ICI) and the enrollment rate in primary
education (IV1_Ed_Pri), the figure of the correlation was r = .159, p = .001, with the
enrollment rate in secondary education (IV2_Ed_Sec) r = .235, p = .001, and with the
tertiary education (IV3_Ed_Ter), the correlation was r = .024, p = .376. These figures,
illustrate significant, yet weak correlations between the DV and the IVs of primary and
secondary education, with no significant correlations found between tertiary education
and ICI illustrating this IV as a prime independent regression model predictor.
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Figure 5

Standardized Predicted Value

The Scatterplot of Residuals for RQ1

Standardized Residual
Note. Scatterplot of residuals for testing linearity and homoscedasticity. Adapted from the SPSS
output.

Figure 6

Standardized Predicted Value

The Scatterplot of Residuals for RQ2

Standardized Residual
Note. Scatterplot of residuals for testing linearity and homoscedasticity. Adapted from the SPSS
output.
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Finally, as for (7) no serial correlation, the Durbin Watson statistic in Model 4 in
Table 9 is .498, while in Table 10 with the figure of .510, respectively. The Durbin
Watson criteria with the sample size of 100 or more with the model of less than 1.00
could indicate multicollinearity in one or more of the IVs (Field, 2018). In this way, it is
necessary to report this result as a weakness point to be reported in advance.
In total, since the natural log transformation did not make the IVs of the
enrollment rate in primary, secondary, and tertiary education (IV1_Ed_Pri, IV1_Ed_Sec,
and IV1_Ed_Ter) and the DV of the ICI (DV2_ICI) further normal and made them
similarly correlated, I decided to use the DVs and the IVs from the original dataset as my
primary data for statistical analyses. Simultaneously, the natural log transformation data
were also evaluated for reference to examine for differences in the results between using
the data sets with and without transformation. Using the transformed dataset, the Durbin
Watson statistics were not dramatically improved, and the data still had an indication of
multicollinearity in one or more of the IVs. For this reason, I could not assume the data
had independent errors both in the value and the natural log in this variable. On the
condition that there is the inherit serial correlation, lack of homogeneity, and lack of
independence errors, it is still feasible and reasonable to employ the multiple linear
regression model with the SPSS, instead of the standard OLS or the panel-data analysis
this time.
Research Question 1
RQ1: Will enrollment rates in secondary education predict a statistically significant
percent change in the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT composite scores more than
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primary and tertiary education when controlling for governance, industrialization, labor
market, and infrastructure composite values?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian MIT
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for
governance, industrialization, labor market, and infrastructure composite values.
Procedures
For answering RQ1, a multiple linear regression model was employed. The
multiple-linear regression model allowed me to estimate the relationship between two or
more independent variables and one dependent variable. With the several matched
conditions of the assumption testing, including homoscedasticity, normality,
independence of errors, and linearity, the multiple linear regression analysis was executed
using SPSS. The dependent variable is GNI per capita (DV1_GNI), while IVs are the
enrollment rates in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri), secondary education (IV2_Ed_Sec),
and tertiary education (IV3_Ed_Ter). Also, I used eight CVs, including Governance
(CV1_GV_1 to CV_GV_6), Manufacturing rate (CV2_Indust_1), Labor force
participation rate (CV3_Labor), and Transport service for infrastructure (CV4_Infra).
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In handling the dataset with the SPSS, CVs were used in model 1 to allow the IVs
to be computed freely. With the procedure, all CVs were entered into the "Independents"
box first. Once those CVs were entered, I advanced through the regression model
formation by putting enrollment rate in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri), enrollment rate
in secondary education (IV1_Ed_Sec), and enrollment rate in tertiary education
(IV1_Ed_Ter) as IVs. As previously described, I handled missing data by using the
"exclude case pairwise" command.
Results
Table 9 shows the results of the most appropriate models executed. The summary
of the output was generated from the SPSS with the imputed data. In paying close
attention to the items of “R Square (R2),” “Adjusted R Square (Adjusted R2),” and “R
Square Change (R2 Change),” accordingly, Model 1 had the figure .809 in R, while
R2 .655 with adjusted R2 .636, respectively. With these outcomes, the R2 change had the
value of .655 with Significance in F change .000 eventually. Model 2 is the case of
putting the enrollment rate in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri) with the figure of the R2
was .655 with adjustment .635, while R2 change had the value of .000, which is a
deduction from the R2 in Model 1. Then, Model 3 is the case of entering the variable of
the enrollment rate in Secondary Education (IV2_Ed_Sec) as well as the one in primary
education (IV1_Ed_Pri) with the figure of the R2 was .673 with adjustment .651.
Simultaneously, R2 change had the value of .018, which is deducted from the R2 in Model
2. Finally, Model 4 is the case of putting all the IVs, including the enrollment rate in
Tertiary Education (IV1_Ed_Ter), with the figure of the R2 was .780 with
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adjustment .764. Then, the R2 change had the value of .107 deducted from the R2 in
Model 3.
Further, in paying attention to the item of “Sig. F Change,” the figures are .657 in
Model 2, not significant (p > .05). Moving to Model 3 and Model 4, the figures of .003
and .000 illustrated significance. In a word, I can see the significance in the transition of
Model 3 with the missing data imputed based on reported data means. To further
investigate these significant outputs, I evaluated the regression model ANOVA outputs
for RQ1. All ANOVA Models 1 to 4 were significant (p < .000) illustrating a significant
fit of data (see Field, 2018). With the Durbin-Watson figure computed less than 1.00, I
remain cautious in assuming my IVs are acting independently in the overall models.
Examining Model 4 as the final model, the “Adjusted R2” was 0.764;
approximately 76.4% of all the IVs (primary, secondary, and tertiary education) account
for the primary predictor variables of GNI per capita in Southeast Asia. In a word, an
individual’s income is strongly influenced by the accumulated effects of all three
educational levels. A remaining 23.6% of the predictive influencers remain unmeasured
or otherwise unidentified.
Based on these perspectives for testing the RQ1 hypothesis, however, the
alternative hypothesis (H1) states that there is statistically significant contribution of
enrollment rate in secondary education to the percent change of R2 variance in Southeast
Asian Middle-income Trap composite scores more than primary and tertiary education.
Despite the confirmation of significance of “Sig F Change” and the higher figure of
“Adjusted R2” in Model 4, because I did not see greater significance of the enrollment
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rate in secondary education than that of primary and tertiary education at least in Table 9,
it was difficult to be in favor of the H1 at least from the statistical result. Consequently,
for RQ1, I retained the null hypothesis (H0).

Table 9
Multiple-Linear Regression Model Outputs for RQ1
Model summary e
Model Summary
Std. Error
Model R
of the
R Square
Sig. F
F Change df1 df2
Estimate
change
Change
.809
a
0.655
0.636
1442.024
0.655
35.816
9
170
0.000
1
.809b 0.655 0.635
1445.438
0.000
0.198
1
169 0.657
2
.820c 0.673 0.651
1411.889
0.018
9.127
1
168 0.003
3
.883d 0.780 0.764
1161.754
0.107
81.131
1
167 0.000
4
a. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5
b. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1
c. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1, IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1
d. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1, IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1,
IV3_Ed_Ter_LG1
e. Dependent Variable: DV1_GNI
Durbin-Watson value = 0.498.
Note. Adapted from SPSS output
R
Adjusted
Square R Square

As described earlier, I employed the natural log transformation to compare the
results with and without the transformed data. Table 10 below represents that alternative
statistical output. The slight difference identified from the results in Table 9 is that the R2
increase shown in Model 2 below is higher than that in Model 3, with .004. Nevertheless,
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the Model 2 value of “Sig. F Change” was .133, illustrating similar non-significance as
found in the untransformed data set. Model 4 R2 increase of .060 with “Sig. F
Change” .000, remained essentially unchanged between the natural and log transformed
data.
Table 10
Multiple-Linear Regression Model Outputs for RQ1 - Log Transformed
Model summary e
Model

R

1
2
3
4

.838a
.840b
.841c
.876d

R
Adjusted
Square R Square
.702
.706
.707
.767

.687
.689
.687
.750

Model Summary
Std. Error
of the
R Square
F Change df1 df2
Estimate
change
.23541
.702
44.601
9 170
.23453
.004
2.274
1 169
.23514
.000
.124
1 168
.21027
.060
43.086
1 167

Sig. F
Change
.000
.133
.725
.000

a. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5
b. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1
c. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1, IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1
d. Predictors: (Constant), CV4_Infra, CV1_GV_2, CV3_Labor, CV1_GV_3, CV1_GV_1,
CV2_Indust_1, CV1_GV_6, CV1_GV_4, CV1_GV_5, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1, IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1,
IV3_Ed_Ter_LG1
e. Dependent Variable: DV1_GNI_LG1
Durbin-Watson value = 0.856.
Note. Adapted from SPSS output.

Likewise, in focusing on the “Adjusted R2” in Model 4, it was 0.764. The figure
means that approximately 75.0% of all the IVs (primary, secondary, and tertiary) predict
the GNI per capita in Southeast Asia. In other words, an individual’s income is strongly
influenced by completing all the three educational stages. However, as explained earlier,
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despite the confirmation of significance of “Sig F Change” and the higher figure of
“Adjusted R2” in Model 4, the significance of the enrollment rate in secondary education
over that of primary and tertiary education (see Table 10) was not sufficiently
demonstrated.
All in all, examining these data types in the regression models did alter my
interpretive results where my null hypothesis was retained that secondary education
would be the more superior regression driver over primary and tertiary education.
Therefore, the null hypothesis for RQ1 was retained.
Research Question 2
RQ2: Will the enrollment rate in secondary education predict a statistically
significant percent change in the R2 variance in the Southeast Asian ICI composite scores
more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor force participation
and the manufacturing employment rate?
H0: There is no statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
H1: There is a statistically significant contribution of the net enrollment rate in
secondary education to the percent change of the R2 variance in Southeast Asian ICI
composite scores more than primary and tertiary education when controlling for labor
force participation and the manufacturing employment rate.
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Procedures
For answering RQ2, a multiple linear regression was also employed. A similar
procedure to RQ1 was executed. The dependent variable is ICI (DV2_ICI), while IVs are
the enrollment rates in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri), secondary education
(IV2_Ed_Sec), and tertiary education (IV3_Ed_Ter). I also used two CVs of the “Labor
force participation rate” (CV5_Indust_2) and the “Employment rate in the manufacturing
industry” (CV6_Indust_3).
In handling the dataset with the SPSS technically, these CVs were placed together
in model 1, and then the other three IVs were then be entered one at a time as I progress
through the models. These CVs were entered into the "Independents" box first. Once I
entered those CVs, I advanced through the regression model formation by putting
enrollment rate in in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri), enrollment rate in secondary
education (IV1_Ed_Sec), and enrollment rate in tertiary education (IV1_Ed_Ter) as IVs.
As described, I handled missing data by using the "exclude case pairwise" command.
Results
Table 11 shows the results of the most appropriate models executed. The
summary of the output was generated from the SPSS with the pairwise deletion. In
paying close attention to the items of “R Square (R2),” “Adjusted R Square (Adjusted
R2),” and “R Square Change (R2 Change),” accordingly. Model 1 had the figure .521 in R,
while R2 .272 with adjusted R2 .264, respectively. With these outcomes, the R2 change
had the value of .272 with Significance in F change .000 eventually. Model 2 is the case
of putting the enrollment rate in primary education (IV1_Ed_Pri) with the figure of the R2
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was .273 with adjustment R2 .274. Then, the R2 change had the value of .015, which is
deducted from the R2 in Model 1. Then, Model 3 is the case of entering the variable of the
enrollment rate in Secondary Education (IV2_Ed_Sec) as well as the one in primary
education (IV1_Ed_Pri) with the figure of the R2 was .289 with adjustment .273, while R2
change had the value of .003, which is a deduction from the R2 in Model 2. Finally,
Model 4 is the case of putting all the enrollment rates, including in Tertiary Education
(IV1_Ed_Ter) with the figure of the R2 was .350 with adjustment .332, while R2 change
had the value of .061 deducted from the R2 in Model 3.
Further, in paying attention to the item of “Sig. F change,” the figures are .059 in
Model 2 and .422 in Model 3, were not found to be significant (p > .05). Moving to
Model 4, the F Change figure of .000 illustrated significance. In a word, I can see the
significance only in Model 4 with the missing data imputed. To further investigate these
significant outputs, I evaluated the regression model ANOVA outputs for RQ2. All
ANOVA Models 1 to 4 were significant (p < .000) illustrating a significant fit of data
(see Field, 2018). With the Durbin-Watson figure computed less than 1.00, I remain
cautious in assuming my IVs are acting independently in the overall models.
Examining Model 4 as the final model, the “Adjusted R2” was 0.332;
approximately 33.2% of all the IVs (primary, secondary, and tertiary education) account
for the primary predictor variables of the ICI for industrialization in Southeast Asia. In a
word, the international competitiveness in manufacturing industries is influenced by the
accumulated effects of all three educational levels with a remaining 66.8% of the
predictive influencers unmeasured or otherwise unidentified.
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Based on these perspectives for testing the RQ2 hypothesis, however, the
alternative hypothesis (H1) states that there is statistically significant contribution of
enrollment rate in secondary education to the percent change of R2 variance in Southeast
Asian International Competitive Index composite scores more than primary and tertiary
education when controlling for labor force participation and manufacturing employment
rate. With the significance of “Sig F change” and the lower figure of “Adjusted R2” in
Model 4, since I did not find greater significance of the enrollment rate in secondary
education than that of primary and tertiary education at least in Table 11, it was difficult
to be in favor of the H1 at least from the statistical result. Consequently, I retained the
null hypothesis (H0).
Table 11
Multiple-Linear Regression Model Outputs for RQ2
Model summary e
R
Square

Adjusted
R Square

.521a

0.272

0.264

0.25075

R
Square
change
0.272

.535b

0.286

0.274

0.24892

c

0.289

0.273

d

0.350

0.332

Model

R

1
2
3
4

Change Statistics

Std. Error
of the
Estimate

.538
.592

F
Change

df1

df2

Sig. F
Change

33.034

2

177

0.000

0.015

3.604

1

176

0.059

0.24917

0.003

0.648

1

175

0.422

0.23885

0.061

16.456

1

174

0.000

a. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2
b. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2, IV1_Ed_Pri
c. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2, IV1_Ed_Pri, IV2_Ed_Sec
d. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2, IV1_Ed_Pri, IV2_Ed_Sec, IV3_Ed_Ter
e. Dependent Variable: DV2_ICI
Durbin-Watson value = 0.510
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As explained earlier, I employed the natural log transformation to compare the
results with and without the transformed data. Table 12 below represents that alternative
statistical output. The slight difference identified from the results in Table 11 is that the
R2 increase shown in Model 2 below is higher than that in Model 3, with .010.
Nevertheless, the Model 2 value of “Sig. F Change” was .107, as well as .702 in the
Model 3, illustrating similar non-significance as found in the untransformed data set.
Model 4 R2 increase of .029 with “Sig. F Change” .008, remained essentially unchanged
between the natural and log transformed data.
Table 12
Multiple-Linear Regression Model Outputs for RQ2 - Log Transformed
Model summary e
Model Summary

R
Square

Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the
Estimate

R Square
change

F Change

Model

R

1

.501a

.251

.243

.24794

.251

2

.512b

.262

.250

.24681

3

c

.513

.263

.246

4

.540d

.292

.272

df2

Sig. F
Change

29.733

2 177

.000

.011

2.619

1 176

.107

.24741

.001

.147

1 175

.702

.24320

.029

7.122

1 174

.008

df1

a. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2
b. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1
c. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1, IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1
d. Predictors: (Constant), CV6_Indust_3, CV5_Indust_2, IV1_Ed_Pri_LG1, IV2_Ed_Sec_LG1,
IV3_Ed_Ter_LG1
e. Dependent Variable: DV2_ICI_LG1
Durbin-Watson value = 0.318.

Likewise, in focusing on the “Adjusted R2” in Model 4, it was 0.272. The figure
means that approximately 27.2% of all the IVs (primary, secondary, and tertiary) predict
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the ICI for industrialization in Southeast Asia with a remaining 72.8% of the predictive
influencers unmeasured or otherwise unidentified.
In other words, the international competitiveness in manufacturing industries is
not significantly impacted by completing all the three educational stages. However, as
explained earlier, despite the confirmation of significance of “Sig F Change” and the
higher figure of “Adjusted R2” in Model 4, the significance of the enrollment rate in
secondary education over that of primary and tertiary education (see Table 12) was not
fully demonstrated.
All in all, examining these data types in the regression models did alter my
interpretive results where my null hypothesis was retained that secondary education
would be the more superior regression driver over primary and tertiary education.
Therefore, the null hypothesis for RQ2 was also retained.
Summary and Transition
For answering the first research question on the effect of the enrollment rate in
secondary education and primary and tertiary education on the GNI and ICI in Southeast
Asian economies, multiple linear regression models were employed. In the beginning, I
observed the assumption testing from the seven types of normality, linearity,
homoscedasticity, independence error, zero conditional mean, no perfect collinearity, and
no serial correlation. I confirmed several violations, notably in normality, while linearity,
homoscedasticity, independence error, and zero conditional means seemed significant.
Also, while there seems to be some collinearity and correlations, I did not observe the
perfect conditions in these two tests. From these points of view, overall, there is no
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problem identified in conducting the assumption testing this time, it might be challenging
to generalize the findings beyond the samples this time, though.
Before running the actual analysis, I explained the methodological change for
answering RQ1 and RQ2. Despite the description of my plan to use the panel-data
analysis for time-series and cross-sectional data, I changed to the multiple-linear
regression model this time. The primary purpose of the research questions is to see the R2
increase for the dependent variables of GNI per capita and ICI, instead of t-value for
finding the prediction through the panel-data analysis. In this way, I justified using the
multiple linear regression model with the SPSS.
In analyzing RQ1, the model's summary was shown in highlighting the R2, the
adjusted R2, and the R2 increase. Despite identifying the significance in IV for the
enrollment rate in secondary education, I observed that the R2 increase in Model 4 was
higher than the ones in Model 2 and 3. Also, the item of "Sig. F Change" in Model 4 was
significant. Examining the Model 4 as the final model, the “Adjusted R2” was 0.764;
approximately 76.4% of all the IVs (primary, secondary, and tertiary education) account
for the primary predictor variables of GNI per capita in Southeast Asia. In other words,
an individual’s income is strongly influenced the accumulated effects of all three
educational levels. Despite the confirmation of significance of “Sig F Change” and the
higher figure of “Adjusted R2” in Model 4, because I did not identify greater significance
of the enrollment rate in secondary education than that of primary and tertiary education
at least in Table 9, it was difficult to be in favor of the H1 at least from the statistical
result. Consequently, for RQ1, I retained the null hypothesis (H0).
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Also, for RQ2, a similar result to the RQ1, I observed that the R2 increase in
Model 4 was higher than that in Model 2 and 3, and the item of "Sig. F Change" in Model
4 proved to be significant. Examining Model 4 as the final model, the “Adjusted R2” was
0.332; approximately 33.2% of all the IVs (primary, secondary, and tertiary education)
account for the primary predictor variables of the ICI for industrialization in Southeast
Asia. In a word, the international competitiveness in manufacturing industries is not
sufficiently influenced the accumulated effects of all three educational levels. With the
significance of “Sig F Change” and the lower figure of “Adjusted R2” in Model 4, since I
did not see greater significance of the enrollment rate in secondary education than that of
primary and tertiary education at least in Table 11, it was difficult to be in favor of the H1
at least from the statistical result. Consequently, for RQ2, I retained the null hypothesis
(H0).
Aside from these results summaries, if allowed to include several more views that
can potentially be additional possible factors, I will make a broader interpretation of the
respective research questions. Potentially, observing only one aspect of R2 increase
cannot tell everything relevant to my study on education and development in developing
countries, especially in the context of Southeast Asian economies. From this point of
view, the comprehensive interpretation needs to be further made.
Based on the study results, in Chapter 5, the discussion of the interpretation of
research questions and theoretical frameworks I made in Chapter 2 will first be
conducted. Then, I will provide limitations of this study and recommendations for
research to practice by making some suggestions, especially for other interested
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researchers. Finally, I will make implications for theory, practice, and social change
before concluding this study.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations
In this study, I aimed to overcome the MIT and promote further industrialization
in Southeast Asia in accordance with the nature of quantitative study research using a
nonexperimental design to analyze the impact of the enrollment rate of secondary
education on the MIT and the ICI for industrialization in Southeast Asia. As previously
explained, the nonexperimental design has several advantages of obtaining more
generalizability of the results than an experimental design without the intentional
manipulation of the variables (Tanaka, 2015).
Because the study’s research purpose and the research questions quantitatively
pursued the relationship between the enrollment rate in secondary education and the MIT
as well as the ICI for industrialization on the national scales in East Asia, I chose a
nonexperimental design. This design allowed me to analyze secondary education's impact
on the GNI per capita and ICI in Southeast Asian economies. As a result, in focusing on
the values of the R2, the adjusted R2, the R2 increase, and Sig. F change, for RQ1, I
observed that the figures for the R2 increase in Model 4 were higher than those in Models
2 and 3. Also, the Sig. F change proved to be significant in Model 4 in controlling the
alternative factors of governance, industrialization, employment, infrastructure, and the
labor market.
Therefore, I retained the null hypothesis this time. A similar result was also
confirmed in RQ2, and thus the null hypothesis was retained. Also, with the use of the
natural log transformation data, both RQ1 and RQ2 remained essentially unchanged,
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despite the slight R2 and Sig F change output computations. Based on these results, I
concluded that the null hypotheses for these RQs were retained.
I discuss the interpretations of the findings that relate to previous studies in
Chapter 5, especially from the aspects of the research outcomes of both research
questions and the relation to the theoretical frameworks describing the relationship
between development stages of an economy and education level and between industrial
development stages per the ICI and education level that I showed in Chapter 2. Then,
limitations and recommendations for future research are discussed based on the
interpretations. Notably, as for the recommendations, three perspectives of an evaluation
of variables and research methods, education policies in Southeast Asian economies, and
the industrialization for overcoming the most significant topic of the MIT are focused on.
Finally, areas of social change relevant to the study are summarized, primarily
implications to theory, practice, and society. The MIT is not as simple as a movement in
one or two variables. Thus, in this chapter, I highlight the complications of further
socioeconomic development in Southeast Asian society and the other regions.
Interpretation of Findings
I identified several significant components in this study. First, the multiple linear
regression model allowed me to observe the effect of the secondary education enrollment
rate on the GNI per capita and the ICI in Southeast Asian countries only from the value
of the R2 increase as the coefficient of determinations. Through the study, I retained the
null hypotheses for both research questions. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, before
wrapping up Chapter 4, aside from the R2 increase, several more perspectives from a
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broader interpretation for the respective research questions are added for discussion. The
R2 increase might not tell everything relevant to my study on education and development
in undeveloped countries, especially in Southeast Asian economies. Indeed, many parts
of the world's development issues are complicated, and many factors are considered.
Thus, I summarize each research question and touch on how to analyze the broader
interpretive components in the theoretical frameworks I created in Chapter 2.
Research Question 1 Interpretations
In setting up RQ1, I identified other researchers’ works, papers, and articles
relevant to the MIT, industrialization, and secondary education, primarily in Southeast
Asian economies. Through the review of literature, as described in Chapter 2, it is
necessary to assume that other factors might also have some other contributions to the
MIT and the ICI, including infrastructure, governance, or employment, the labor market,
as well as the enrollment rate in secondary education. The ADB (2017) demonstrated
some other factors, including “low level of economic diversification,” “insufficiently
advanced infrastructure” “weak institutions,” and “inefficient labor market” (pp. 18-19),
contributing to the DVs of the MIT (GNI per capita) and the ICI. In this way, I had
expected a smaller effect of education on these two DVs. Nevertheless, it was worth
analyzing the educational factors predicting the GNI per capita and the ICI because there
is much less literature on these topics.
Furthermore, it is worth sharing the other important outcomes of the analysis
through the SPSS, despite the indirect impact on the dependent variable of the GNI per
capita. The other study factors of the enrollment rates in tertiary education had a more
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substantial influence on the GNI per capita rather than the one in secondary education,
despite its higher value than that in primary education. Promoting tertiary education, as
well as secondary education, has allowed the nine Southeast Asian economies to be
further developed, notably in technological development. The industrial revolution in the
United Kingdom and Western European countries led to the expansion of employment
and productivity in the manufacturing industry since the 1700s from a historical
perspective (Allen, 2012).
In Southeast Asian economies, Tran (2016) also stressed the significance of
accelerating higher education for enhancing technological advancement, especially in
HMIEs, including Thailand, Malaysia, and China. On the other hand, there are higher
enrollment rates in primary education both in LMIEs and HMIEs in Southeast Asia as the
fundamentals, especially improving the literacy and numeracy in youth, which are
indispensable for obtaining the jobs.
Vietnam had the highest enrollment rates in secondary education over the past 20
years, with a rate of at least over 95%, despite the lower GNI per capita of U.S. $2,360 in
2018 (World Bank, 2020). The Vietnamese government has promoted compulsory
education for elementary and junior high school to all people since the Education Law in
1998. As shown in Figure 7, despite compulsory education, there has been a slight
increase in the value of US$ by U.S. $2,000 over the 20 years (UNESCO, 2012).
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Figure 7
Difference Between 1999 and 2018 in GNI per Capita, Enrollment Rate in Secondary and
Tertiary Education in Southeast Asia

Note. Original dataset.

A similar case was identified in Thailand and Malaysia. Specifically, I obtained
the enrollment rate data in secondary education in these countries only from 2006 to 2015
with 69.6% in 2006 to 77.3% in 2015. There was a slight increase in the enrollment rate
by 7.7% (World Bank, 2016). Despite the slight increase in the secondary education
enrollment rate, Thailand raised the GNI per capita from US$1,980 in 1999 to US$6,600
in 2018. The other cases, mainly including the Philippines, Lao P.D.R, Timor-Leste, and
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Myanmar, showed that there was a slight increase in the value of US$ for 20 years,
despite the drastic increase in the secondary education enrollment rate.
It was easier to expect that the null hypothesis could be retained from the individual cases
relevant to the education and income increase in each country of Southeast Asia when
relying on the results in Table 9. In this way, there can still be an impact on the
enrollment rate in secondary education in these developing countries.
Research Question 2 Interpretations
In the case of the RQ2, it can be clear that the ICI is one of the smallest values in
all the components prepared for the analysis. Indeed, the figure ranges from -1 to 1 by
using the difference in import and export with the total sum division (Tran, 2016). One
substantial difference from the RQ1 is the number of CVs, far less than those in RQ1. I
used two CVs of “Labor force participation rate for ages over 15” (CV5_Indust_2) and
“Employment Rate in Manufacturing Industry” (CV6_Indust_3). It was evident that the
other study factors of the enrollment rates in secondary education also had a more
substantial influence on the GNI per capita rather than the ones in primary and tertiary
education.
One of the most significant factors predicting ICI is how a nation can enhance
manufacturing industry productivity with efficient human resource management and
increase export overseas. Nevertheless, it was interesting to observe that Table 11
demonstrated the highest R2 increase with Sig. F Change to be significant in Model 4.
Still, since the Model 4 includes three levels of education contributing to the ICI, the
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enrollment rate in secondary education was not clearly identified as the strongest of the
three predictor variables. Thus, I retained the null hypothesis.
On the other hand, the enrollment rate in secondary education had no increase in
the figure of R2. There was a slight increase in the R2 rise in tertiary education with .003
this time. Frankly, it might be challenging to interpret this study result. At the same time,
it can potentially imply that primary education can pave the way for international
competitiveness by increasing export overseas. Even in paying attention to the difference
from 1999 to 2018 in each country of Southeast Asia, I found several patterns.
The first pattern is that there seems no correlation or impact between secondary
education and ICI improvement. For instance, the three LMIEs of the Philippines,
Indonesia, and Timor-Leste had a significant increase in the enrollment rate in secondary
education over 20 years, while there was a decrease in the ICI figure in the period. The
second patter demonstrates that the other three economies of Cambodia, Lao P.D.R, and
Myanmar increase the ICI figure along with the enhancement in the enrollment rate in
secondary education for 20 years. The third patter is, finally, that the rest of the three
economies of Thailand, Malaysia, and Vietnam decreased the ICI figure, while the value
of the enrollment rate in secondary education remained almost the same for 20 years
within almost 3% up and down.
These three patterns I explained can potentially imply that it might not be possible
to see the profound relationship between the enrollment rate in secondary education and
the improvement in the ICI, at least in Southeast Asian economies. Indeed, the
enhancement in the ICI through the expansion of the export can boil down to the
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industrial policies handled by the government, including taxation, the foreign direct
investment (FDI), technological advancement, business easiness, including governance,
business transparency, etc. aside from the educational factors (Ohno, 2009). Indeed,
Ohno (2010) stressed the significance of enforcing industrial export through vocational
training and education, as well as school education, in developing countries. The
opportunity for on-the-job-training (OJT) can upgrade the quality of job performance,
resulting in the enhancement in productivity (Kuroda & Yokozeki, 2005).
In this respect, the educational factors, especially school education from
elementary, junior and high-school, and to college level, can potentially be the minimum
basic for upgrading the industrial export level, while some other factors should further be
considered. Therefore, the impact on the ICI by identifying the R2 increases was found to
be significant, while I retained the null hypothesis of the RQ2 as a significant factor
predicting the ICI because of the lack of the evidence of the more impact of secondary
education than those of primary and tertiary education from the statistical outputs. Thus,
it would further be necessary for me to see how to upgrade the ICI in Southeast Asian
economies from various perspectives.
Interpretations Related to the Theoretical Frameworks
As described in Chapter 2, in quickly reviewing the theoretical frameworks
representing the relationship between development stages of an economy and education
level and the one between industrial development stages per ICI and education level that I
showed in Chapter 2, my interpretations are as follows: The first framework was created
based on three frameworks of Psacharopoulos (1985), Schultz (1971), and Tran (2016). It
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represents the relationship between the economic development stage and education levels
by income levels, which was primarily applied by Tran's model (2016). This theoretical
framework can show the connection between the individual income's key variables and
the enrollment rate in secondary education. With the main variables of the Gross National
Income (GNI) per capita (Atlas Method, US$) used for the MIT and the enrollment rate
in secondary education, the quantitative approach, the first research purpose, and the
research question are connected to this framework, notably in observing the impact of the
enrollment rate in secondary education on the GNI per capita.
In confining to the case of accepting the results of the analysis shown in Table 9,
this theoretical framework would hypothetically be available as long as the R2 increase in
Model 4 to be significant when controlling the other factors. Straightforwardly, this
framework can be workable with the broader interpretation of being used as one
hypothetical milestone by categorically visualizing the relationship between education
stage and income levels in developing countries. Indeed, from the historical perspective,
the educational factors affecting the income increase in the 1970s to 1980s in East Asia,
including Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea, these countries experienced the upgrade of
people's education levels and wages along with the progress of industrialization (Otsuka
and Kurosaki, 2003). From this point of view, the framework can hypothetically be used
as a categorical milestone in Southeast Asia.
On the other hand, I hypothetically crystalized the second theoretical framework
based on Ohno's (2009) theories and Tran (2016). It demonstrates the conceptual
relationship between the industrial development stages through the ICI and education
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levels, which is mainly applied from Tran's model (2016). What is emphasized in this
theoretical framework is to suggest that the enhancement in the enrollment rate in
secondary education is fundamentally the essential contribution to the industrial
development in developing countries to be further developed. As Ohno (2009) implied,
secondary education can play a significant role in developing employees' fundamental
skills for industrialization in east Asia.
Similar to the RQ1, in confirming the case of accepting the results of the analysis
shown in Table 11, as well as Table 12, this theoretical framework can also be available
as long as the R2 increase in Model 4 was higher than Model 2 and 3 with the Sig. F
change to be significant this time. Nevertheless, the ICI can potentially be further
enhanced through vocational training in the worksites and school education. On behalf of
on-the-job-training (OJT) opportunities employees can improve job performance quality,
resulting in productivity improvement in the extended period. In this regard, it would
further be necessary for me to justify the formulation of the second framework by
observing different potential factors that I did not employ as study variables this time in
the future, despite the justification of the developing the hypothetical framework that I
made.
Limitation of the Study
As previously described in Chapter 1, there should be several notes for describing
this study's limitation. For a quick review, I raised two possible limitations to be
explained as follows: Firstly, a potential limitation is that this study focused on the
impact of the enrollment rate in secondary education on the MIT on condition that
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increasing the quantity of education is prioritized. Thus, the quality of education,
including the way to enhance teaching performance, teaching methods for improving
students' grades, will not be centered on this research discussion. Nonetheless, I
emphasized the importance of increasing educational opportunities through quantitative
expansion in developing countries to overcome MIT's further development in Southeast
Asia. The quality of education was not evaluated and serves as an opportunity for future
research.
Secondly, since this study focused on MIT in Southeast Asia, the other economies
in the other regions, including Eastern Europe, South America, Middle East, and subSaharan Africa, might have different results in examining the same analysis. Namely,
there might potentially be other culprits of the MIT in these regions, including
demographic factors, entrepreneurship, and external institutional anchors studied by Gill
and Kharas (2017), aside from the enrollment rate in secondary education. In this regard,
the availability of this study's results might be limited in examining the MIT in the other
areas with the different cultural, historical, and social norms and backgrounds as potential
biases to be considered.
Finally, one more thing to be reported through the actual study here is that the
imputed data I employed has several weaknesses in the study results both for RQ1 and 2.
Notably, I can see it in the way that the imputed data did not change the facts that Model
3 in Table 9 and Table 2 and 3 in Table 11, relevant to the primary variable of secondary
education shown in Table 9, 10, 11, and 12, were all significant in the actual data. In this
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regard, further investigation in future studies on how to handle the missing data for
analysis will be made.
Nevertheless, these three limitations can positively be interpreted as the research
protocol on education and economic development in developing countries in further
expanding the potential of the relevant research through this study. Education can be
considered the congregation of the output of the repeated training and lessons gained
through communications and encounters with various types of stakeholders, including
teachers, families, other students, etc. In a word, education can multi-dimensionally
influence individuals’ choices of their lives and societies’ transformation in the more
extended period, and thus directly affecting their values and income, and social status. In
this way, it can typically be challenging for researchers to deal with education as research
material. Despite the difficulty, it is still worth researching the impact of education
quality, including teaching styles, family environments, classroom environment, testing
types, subjects, and student academic performance. Also, the relationship between
students’ academic performance and life-time wage variance can be a significant catalyst
in affecting education and development in the developing world.
With the framework relevant to education stages and economic development
stages I created in Chapter 2, further findings pertinent to education and economic
development in each Southeast Asian economy from different points of view can
positively be expected in future studies. The quantitative method can also be used in the
other regions of the middle-income economies for further discovery and comparison with
different areas.
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In South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, some countries have recently become the
lower-middle-income economies as an entry-level, especially Kenya, Nepal, Tanzania,
etc., under the new categorization by the World Bank (Serajuddin & Hamadeh, 2020).
These countries have sufficient labor supplies, while the required abilities of literacy and
numeracy need to be further improved for finding some jobs with higher productivity. In
these areas, educational opportunities would be significant in developing the human
capital and income level. Simultaneously, the other factors relevant to external
environments cannot be ignored. In these respects, further research in other regions
should further be progressed.
All in all, the limitations described above in this study can positively be regarded
as future research potential from different points of view and make up for the downsides
to being covered. No perfect research is available globally, while it is still feasible for
researchers to catch up on the relevant study. In this regard, this study can become a
protocol regarding education and development in the developing world.
Recommendations
For other students and researchers who are interested in this study on education
and economic development in developing countries, here are several recommendations
for further consideration in conducting the research both from the research-oriented and
practical-oriented aspects.
Evaluation of Variables and Research Methods
As previously explained in Chapter 2, the DV I chose for RQ1 was GNI per capita
(in US$) in the Southeast Asian economies since this value was considered one of the
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principal barometers to assess the impact of education on the MIT. For RQ2, I selected
the ICI in the context of industrialization in Southeast Asia as a DV. For IVs, I chose the
representative educational factors of enrollment rates in primary, secondary, and tertiary
education incorporated as the official IVs for RQ1 and 2 in common. Meanwhile, the
alternative elements, including governance, industrialization, labor market, and
infrastructure, were selected as the CVs to demonstrate a substantial contribution to MIT
in the previous studies for RQ1. Two additional variables of “Labor participation rate for
those aged over 15” and the “Employment rate in manufacturing industries” were chosen
as relevant factors to evaluate in predicting the ICI.
In reviewing these variables, several recommendations can be given. From the
aspect of data collection, it was not that challenging to access the public open data,
primarily from several international organizations of the World Bank (2020) and the
United Nations (2020) this time. Nevertheless, it was not ignorable to describe that
several items had a certain amount of missing data, especially the enrollment rates in
three educational stages as main study variables. It was challenging to make up for the
missing data in creating the dataset from the developing countries in Southeast Asian
economies. Indeed, the dataset publicly provided, representatively by the World Bank,
IMF, ADB, and the United Nations had the missing data, notably in educational and
infrastructural categories, since they rely on the census data from the official government
statistical surveys. At the same time, the investigations are incomplete in filling up the
data gaps.
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In developing countries, government agencies often do not have enough capacity
to collect the household survey entirely. Notably, several countries with plenty of islands
and broader populations in rural areas, including the Philippines, Indonesia, Myanmar,
etc., have had difficulty sharing the complete version of educational fields every year. In
this regard, before collecting the data from the developing countries, further
consideration of difficulty in managing enough data and preparedness of the missing data
should be made.
For the methodology, I chose the quantitative analysis with a non-experimental
design and then using the multiple-regression model with the SPSS, instead of the paneldata analysis to find the education factors predicting the MIT and the ICI with the R2
increase this time. It was appropriate for me to employ the quantitative analysis with the
regression model, especially in dealing with the unit of analysis of a national economy
and time-series for 20 years and cross-sectional data for nine economies. Employing the
CVs helped me address the research problems by catching up with the developing world's
real economic issue.
Nevertheless, for those interested in analyzing focusing on several areas or
provinces in one country, the other methodologies can also be considered. For example, a
mixed methods approach could be a significant catalyst in finding something that has not
been identified, despite the narrower research population and areas. One reason for this
would be that employing the mixed method allows researchers to see the research
concern and problem-settings from different points of view, especially from cultural,
social, and historical contexts other than the quantitative study, by employing the
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qualitative analysis as well. In this respect, while economic reviews often require the
scholars to reply on the statistical and econometric skills for research, utilizing the other
methods can also benefit a broader range of the public policy study, depending on the
specific areas or populations to be studied.
Education for Economic Progress in Southeast Asian Economies
As previously described in Chapter 2, the selected nine economies (Cambodia,
Indonesia, Lao P.D.R, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand, Timor-Leste, and
Vietnam) for the quantitative analysis are in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) economic community (AEC). Since 2016, the ASEAN has continuously
attempted at promoting the infrastructural construction, free-trade association, the
cooperation of energy, the protection of intellectual property, the alleviation of income
discrepancies between the poor and the rich, etc. with the ASEAN blueprint for
overcoming the MIT (ASEAN Secretariat, 2013; Tran, 2016). With this background, I
will demonstrate the recommendations of education policy for these economies to be
industrialized by focusing on the educational issues per each economy and then showing
several solutions both for practice and research.
Firstly, Cambodia is the only economy with a low-income level in Southeast Asia.
Since the 2010s, due to the deterioration of the investment environment because of the
higher wage in the neighboring economies, the government has started promoting other
industries than the sewing industry (Hatsukano et al., 2012). Then, in 2015, the
Cambodian government has launched the “Cambodia Industrial Development Policy
2015-2025,” along with the formulation of the AEC (RGC, 2015). Unfortunately, plenty
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of educational issues have been identified, e.g., the insufficient number of teachers, their
teaching style, the insufficient number of school buildings, the more considerable
discrepancy in the educational access, etc. (SVA, 2017). The insufficient number of
qualified teachers has been one of the most serious problems, especially both in
elementary and junior-high-school in rural areas (Kitamura, 2016).
Secondly, as for the LMIEs, including Indonesia, Lao P.D.R, Myanmar, the
Philippines, Timor-Leste, and Vietnam, the education policies need to be further
enhanced. Representatively, these economies were categorized as LMIEs (Tran, 2016),
with the lower figures of the GNI per capita, approximately US$ 1,000 to 2,000 in 2018
(World Bank, 2020). This income level is close to the low-income group, which means
that they have substantial labor resources with insufficient work skills that need to be
further developed by enhancing educational opportunities for secondary education.
However, on average, these three economies have approximately 60% of the enrollment
rate in secondary education (World Bank, 2020). In gaining insight into the education
policy, several issues can be identified; Firstly, Lao P.D.R. geographically has a large
proportion of land-rock and mountainous areas where the access to education for children
and people with low academic backgrounds is not approachable (Suzuki, 2014).
Specifically, the proportion of the investment in Vientiane's capital and the other areas
has stark discrepancy (Kyophilavong et al., 2018).
Timor-Leste is a small island with a smaller population of approximately 1.2
million (MOFA, 2019). It became independent from Portugal in 1975 and Indonesia in
2002, respectively, and re-built the national economy since independence. With the
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unstable political institution and the repetitive domestic conflict, economic and
educational activity have also been premature. Indeed, one-fourth of the people in this
economy are still illiterate (UNICEF, 2019). Finally, in Myanmar, the recent transition to
the market economy, the promotion of industrialization has been done, especially since
the early 2010s (Mieno, 2013), primarily through foreign capital investment, including
vehicles, real estates, construction, and other businesses, etc., notably in the special
economic zones of Yangon and Nepido (Mitsuhashi, 2013). Still, educational policy
needs to be further improved. Notably, the completion rate has been low, with 60% on
average over the past ten years (World Bank, 2010). This higher rate of drop-out can
affect the enrollment rate in secondary education.
The other three LMIES (the Philippines, Indonesia, and Vietnam) have been
under the LMIT for over 20 to 30 years (Tran, 2016). Firstly, the enrollment rates in
secondary education in 2018, both in Indonesia and the Philippines, were about 74% and
78%, respectively (World Bank, 2020). It is challenging for these economies to expand
secondary education entirely due primarily to the island countries' inappropriate budget
allocation for education (White et al., 2005). Then, interestingly, Vietnam differs from
the other Southeast Asian economies. Indeed, this country had the highest figure of the
enrollment rate in secondary education with at least over 95% for 20 years, despite the
lower GNI per capita of US$2,360 in 2018 (World Bank, 2020). Despite compulsory
education since 1998, there is a slight increase in the value of US$ by US$2,000 for 20
years (UNESCO, 2012).
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Finally, as of the HMIEs, especially Thailand and Malaysia, the education
policies have been progressed. Indeed, Thailand has introduced the continuous education
system by which students can automatically move on to junior- and senior-high-school
for free granted by the government (Vorapanya and Dunlap, 2014). As Tran (2016)
explained, however, the HMIEs should improve the employment environment by
expanding capital-intensive industries, promoting high technology industries, and
cultivating human resources for higher levels of productivity (Tran, 2016). For
technology and innovation to be advanced, one of the best ways is to exchange high
schools and colleges with some developed economies. For instance, several universities
in these economies, including Malaya National University, Chulalongkorn University,
and others have conducted exchanging programs with some prestigious universities in the
United States, the U.K., and Japan (Kuroda et al., 2018). In this regard, the exchanging
programs can drive technological innovation for industrial promotion with high-skilled
laborers in these economies.
Since early 2020, the outbreak of pandemic has occurred in many parts of the
world and has suffered plenty of people (WHO, 2020). Under this situation, it is hugely
challenging for Southeast Asian economies to promote educational development policies
that incorporate building school facilities, face-to-face teaching, and physically taking
care of children. With this serious pandemic situation and educational issues to be
addressed for promoting further economic progress in the region, here are several
recommendations as follows:
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It would be indispensable for all the income stages to accelerate online education
per each education level for practice. In particular, the governments in the low-income
and the LMIEs should swiftly increase the budget for online education and the mobile
infrastructure. It would also be a significant catalyst for alleviating educational
opportunity discrepancies between urban and rural regions. For instance, in Cambodia,
the higher drop-out rate in primary education should swiftly be addressed by analyzing
the factors influencing the higher drop-out rate with the statistic model, e.g., pupil-teacher
ratio (Opanuga et al., 2019), but also by introducing technological support for practical
solution. One essential solution for this would be to use the ODA provided by some
developed nations (Tran, 2016). Meanwhile, it would be more beneficial for researchers
to observe online education's possible effects on students' academic performance and
income for economic progress and exchange opinions for a better educational
environment with the practitioners. Then, sharing the study analyses for policymaking
through enhancement in teaching, resource, technical issues, etc., should continuously be
made in the future.
Industrialization for Overcoming the MIT in Southeast Asia
Industrialization was one of the most critical keywords in overcoming the MIT in
Southeast Asia in this study. Historically, as Perkins (2013) stressed, industrialization has
played a significant role as an economic driver for East Asian development and
foundation over the past 60 years, especially in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. Experts,
including Ohno (2010), Otsuka (2014), and Tran (2016), have paid attention to the
relationship between economic progress and industrial development in the developing
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world, notably in the broader regions of China, Southeast Asia, South America, and subSaharan Africa. In consideration of the literature and my study results from the
perspective of industrialization, several recommendations can be made below:
Firstly, when employing the ICI for answering the RQ2 relevant to the effect of
the enrollment rate in secondary education, I used the data on the amount of import and
export for the manufacturing industry as a total sum. However, in dealing with
industrialization, breaking down the export materials into more specific categories or
manufacturing industries can optionally be recommendable. Indeed, the manufacturing
industry is composed of two segments of heavy chemical industries and light industries
(UN Comtrade, 2020). The former is primarily composed of generators for power plants,
machine tools, information equipment, electronics, transporting machines, etc. (UN
Comtrade, 2020). On the other hand, the latter deals with apparel and fibers, shoes,
wood-made furniture, travel tools, etc. (UN Comtrade, 2020). In breaking the export
structures into the manufacturing items above, it would be possible to see the various
exporting structure per each economy.
Tran (2016) studied the MIT by observing the export structure trend in Vietnam
from 2000 to 2013. In the Southeast Asian developing countries, theoretically, the
industrial development needs to be further made for overcoming the MIT, notably by
enhancing the technological progress and manufacturers’ skill development (Ohno,
2010). Indeed, in HMIEs, including Thailand and Malaysia, developing the skills is
critical in further promoting industrialization (Tran, 2016). In this regard, in upgrading
the manufacturing structure, it would also be beneficial to select several specific
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manufacturing industries for further analysis as long as studying one country can be
recommended case-by-case.
Secondly, under globalization since the early 2010s, a new discussion of
introducing Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robot should not be ignored onward. In a
word, the relationship between technology and human resource management should
further be studied. Several developing countries, especially China and India, have worked
on robot development with the developed nations of the United States, Japan, Singapore,
and the U.K. According to the previous study by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the Boston University (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018), one of the
world's hottest issues is how many jobs are deprived of by AI and robots. Nevertheless,
the AI and robots’ introduction seem to be slightly too early for developing countries.
Even in Southeast Asia, especially in the LMIEs, the manufacturing items are human
made, while the FDI promotion has enabled the local laborers to handle the state-of-theart machines and gadgets in manufacturing the items in the future. In this regard,
employing the data relevant to AI and robots can be recommendable in surveying several
corporations for a case-study analysis in future studies.
Implications
Finally, the study’s implications for social change will be discussed, especially
from the three aspects of significance to theory, practice, and society as follows.
For Theory
For a quick review, as previously described in Chapter 1, the potential
contribution to the crystallization of a theoretical foundation is to capture the whole
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picture of the relationship between national income stages and education stages, primarily
by gaining insight into the middle-income trap and the enrollment rate of the secondary
education as seen in Figure 1 in Chapter 2. In the current study, far less research of MIT's
causes from human capital development was identified, thus being considered a
significant research problem. Through this study’s quantitative analysis, not concluding
that secondary education is the primary predictive driver over primary or tertiary
education remains an opportunity for further study particularly in light of the framework.
It is possible that a workable solution using a broader interpretation could be obtained by
categorically visualizing the relationship between education stage and income levels in
developing countries based on the previous studies. In this regard, this research problem
can be a significant catalyst for creating a framework that theoretically describes the
causality between income levels and education levels.
Secondly, theoretical research regarding the relationship between industrialization
and secondary education through studying the influence of the enrollment rate in
secondary education on the ICI was conducted. Despite the significance of facilitating
industrialization, the theoretical foundation between ICI and secondary education was not
identified in reviewing the research problem. Thus, I also crystalized another conceptual
framework of the relationship between the industrial development process per ICI and
education levels visually as seen in Figure 2 in Chapter 2. The framework explains that
the enrollment rate in secondary education is essentially a significant catalyst for
improving the ICI for industrialization under any industrial stage.
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Through the quantitative study, with the lower figure of R2 increase for the
enrollment rate in secondary education is lower than those for primary and tertiary
education, this framework should be further considered. Unlike the first theoretical
framework, the ICI can be enhanced through vocational training in the worksites, instead
of general school education. As described earlier, on behalf of the opportunity for
training through on-the-job-training (OJT), employees can improve the quality of job
performance, resulting in an enhancement in productivity. Nevertheless, this study can
potentially contribute to the new aspect of ICI's conceptual framework by introducing the
concept of enhancing the opportunity for secondary education as a cornerstone of
education and industrialization.
For Practice
Similarly, as stated in Chapter 1, firstly, contribution to promoting the education
policy by improving the enrollment of the secondary education in Southeast Asia, leading
to the successful escape from the MIT in Southeast Asia in the longer-term. In practice,
emphasizing the enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary education for public
policy can potentially be made. As previously described, investing in human capital
development is invisible, thus taking longer for the governments to see the investment
outputs. Nevertheless, there is a more significant potential for maximizing human capital
development in overcoming the MIT, notably in Southeast Asian economies through the
study. Therefore, addressing the necessity to enhance the enrollment rate in secondary
education for practice, notably in the context of overcoming the MIT, can further be
expected.
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Secondly, the contribution to promoting industrialization through the
enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary education will potentially be made. In
reviewing the research problem, despite the significance of facilitating industrialization,
the specific problems of how to promote industrialization in the middle-income
economies in Southeast Asia were not addressed in the economic studies. Enhancing the
ICI through the enhancement of the enrollment rate in secondary education can
potentially be a solid catalyst for the middle-income economies to be encouraged to draw
further attention to the viewpoint of the ICI and secondary education for practice. In this
way, the contribution of facilitating the industrialization by focusing on the ICI and
secondary education will potentially be made.
For Society
Finally, for society, this study can have the implication for social change in
addressing the most significant development issue of economic progress and education in
the undeveloped world. Primarily, it gains insight into the most fundamental phenomenon
of the MIT facing, especially in Southeast Asia, from impacting secondary education.
Since this perspective has still not been addressed in the existing study, the research can
be a significant catalyst for further development in the region.
Also, addressing the significance of enhancing laborers' skills through secondary
education for contributing to the improvement primarily in the ICI can help the middleincome economies appropriately arrange the human resource management for promoting
the industrialization in the private sectors. From this perspective, this practical study will
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be transferable to the other lower-middle-income economies for managing human
resources.
Overall, despite the common recognition of the importance of education as a
driver for economic development in many parts of the world, it is often pointed out that
education is not considered as the mainstream in international development. Several
reasons can be possible; As previously described, unlike the alternative development
factors, including infrastructure, governance, employment, labor market, and
industrialization, education is an invisible investment, despite the long-term process.
Therefore, out-of-school children and people have still not yet been eradicated in many
parts of the world. Thus, on a larger scale, this study can have a potential to help other
researchers, students, and practitioners for international development and cooperation rerealize the significance of further investment in education.
Conclusions
This chapter summarized the conclusion of this study, discussing the several
points of interpretations of RQ1, RQ2, and theoretical frameworks, Limitations of this
study, Recommendations, and Implications for social change from the aspects of
significance to theory, practice, and society. Overall, I addressed the research problems of
overcoming the MIT from the perspective of economic development and improving the
ICI for industrialization from human capital development in Southeast Asia. The study
clarified the influence of enrollment in secondary education on the MIT and the ICI, to be
examined through quantitative analysis as a path to promote further industrialization in
Southeast Asia in particular. As a result, the study showed a lower figure of R2 increase
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for the enrollment rate in secondary education than those in primary and tertiary
education.
While my regression analyses demonstrated the need to retain both null
hypotheses, I concluded that frameworks can be workable with continued refinement to
seek additional independent variables and to overall reduce areas of multicollinearity.
Notably, the first framework of education and economic development in developing
countries can be implied as one hypothetical milestone by categorically visualizing the
relationship between education stage and income levels in developing countries based on
the previous studies. Meanwhile, the second framework relevant to the ICI and education
should further be considered, especially from technological advancement, vocational
training, and business environment. Nonetheless, the framework can be justifiable and
implacable as a cornerstone of education and industrialization in developing countries.
As for this study's limitations, three points were discussed: (a) the quality of
education was not explored, only the reported completion of three education levels; (b)
study results can vary depending on the areas of study other than Southeast Asia; and (c)
the use of imputed data presented a weakness in identifying the study’s overall
generalizability. Simultaneously, however, these limitations offer the potential for future
studies relevant to education and development in developing countries. In this way, these
limitations can be covered in another opportunity to study.
As for the recommendation, three perspectives of research variables and methods,
education policy for economic progress in Southeast Asia, and industrialization were
addressed. I underlined this study's potential as the cornerstone of the research on
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education and development, while it can further synergistically work in the case of
employing the other method, especially the mixed method for gaining insight into more
specific areas or objects to be investigated as a case study. Also, in each case of Southeast
Asian economies within a larger scale of the ASEAN community, education policies
were finally addressed for a recommendation. Then, as for industrialization, I raised the
discussion of breaking down the manufacturing industry into the specific components by
the export structure and a hot issue of how to deal with the AI and Robot relevant to
human resource management job-opportunity.
Finally, the implication for social change from the aspects of significance to
theory, practice, and society. Admittedly, education is not the mainstream in development
policies in many parts of the world due to the common recognition of invisible
investment. Nevertheless, the opportunity for out-of-school children and people should
not be ignored with the research's back-up on education and development. In this way, it
would be necessary for me to continuously work on this research issue to realize the
social change in the world.
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